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ABSTRACT
Executives have long been regarded as the last group of people in an
organization to use computers. There are several reasons for this: their work

highly unstructured and non-repetitive; they rely on verbal communication more

than any other type of communication; they already have support staff for thei

information needs; and it is difficult for system analysts to "make them talk"
about their information requirements. Moreover, they are busy people who
might not have time to acquire the skills needed to use computers. However, a
new type of information system, known as Executive Information System (EIS),
emerged in the 1980s aimed at executive users and this has achieved some
success.
This research is an exploratory analysis of EIS implementations in the
conditions of a Less Developed Country (LDC), namely Turkey. Although
Turkish organizations are fairly computerized compared to many other LDCs,

the concept of EIS is in its infancy in the country and there are very few EIS
implementations. Four pioneering organizations were identified and extensive

interviews were conducted with both the executive users and the support staff.

The scarcity of EIS applications in the country required such a qualitative ca
study approach.
By any measure EIS is a newly emerging type of IS (Information System)
in the country, and only general observations rather than specific
recommendations could be provided about its development, implementation,
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and usage. This is true for not only Turkey, but almost all other developing
countries. Like most types of IS, almost all research in this emerging field
comes from western countries (mainly US) where conditions are very different
from developing countries. The reasons for such differences in conditions are
manifold: The maturity level of IT (Information Technologies) and the socio-

cultural environment are the most important ones. It is obvious that the cultur
environment has very important implications for organizational and managerial
practices as well as for the implementation of information technologies in a
country. Hence, researchers in developing countries have the immediate task

of establishing robust research practices to foster information technologies i
the context of their own cultural settings.

INDEX WORDS: Executive Information Systems (EIS), Less Developed
Countries (LDC), Developing Countries.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE CONTEXT OF THIS RESEARCH
Executive suites are one of the last bastions of organizations to be
penetrated by computers. This holds true in developing countries where the
general patterns of IT diffusion observed in developed countries are also
apparent.
The main objective of the research described in this thesis was to
investigate executive computing in Turkey. Both the location of the research
and the form of computing selected for study offer valuable lessons for the
future development of information systems in a variety of contexts. The form of
computing selected represents an increasingly significant component of
business computing, described by Sprague and McNurlin [1993] as Type II
applications, typically low volume, high value transactions in contrast to the

high volume, low individual value transactions tackled by earlier generations of
computer applications. Such applications are by their own definition more

closely tailored to the requirements of the specific organizations they support.
Their value is therefore more dependent upon close adjustment to
organizational cultures. Sproull and Kiesler [1991] suggest that such
information systems will themselves produce both first and second order
effects, initially improvements in technical efficiency and over time offering
opportunities for greater organizational effectiveness.

l

As a developing country Turkey offers a research location in which to
assess the implications of such development and use of advanced computer

applications. It provides a context lacking the infrastructure of physical
resources and experience available to organizations in predominantly
developed countries which initiated the development of EIS applications.
O'Hara-Devereaux and Josephson [1994] argue that the globalization of
economic activity is increasingly requiring organizations and individuals
span barriers of space and culture. The dominance of western models of

business processes ensures that, in the area of information systems, a new

form of cultural imperialism requires participants from non-western settin

take on board procedures and structures developed without their involvemen

At the same time, as globalized and networked business arrangements become
increasingly dependent upon information and communication technology, the
need to achieve a culturally robust environment such as the third culture
workspace described by O'Hara-Devereaux and Josephson, [1994, pp.224244] becomes critical.

1.1.1 Importance of the research
Turkey has covered a large part of the process of integrating with the
world economy. Recent events such as customs union with the European
Community (EC) ° are important milestones in this process. The government
enthusiastic to attract foreign capital and several multinationals have
responded positively to take advantage of its geographical and economic

Turkey's application for the membership of the EC customs union was approved by the
European Parliament in December 1995.
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proximity to European markets. u In the auto industry, for example, Toyota
started production in its Turkish plant in 1994; Hyundai started to construct its
plant in 1995; Mazda, Honda, and Daewoo have received the official
permissions to establish theirs. They will join Ford, Fiat, Opel, and Renault
which have produced cars and large vehicles in the country for several years.
The new entrants, which establish joint ventures with the existing local
industrial groups, have an apparent strategy of accessing the European
markets through the new customs union agreement as well as entering the
immature local market. n
The above list can be repeated for several other industries. In the process
of becoming a world class manufacturing and consumption base contemporary
managerial practices, supported by information and communication
technologies, are of primary importance. Hence, Turkish managers must
develop genuine ways to reap the benefits of the technology which includes the
EIS. However, this is not an easy task, because it is a socio-cultural, rather
than a technical process which involves mastering tools and techniques
developed in alien cultural settings.

It must be noted that in the country there is also wide opposition into the customs union and
EC.
n

The European countries have established quotas against foreign (mostly Japanese) car
manufacturers and a common way to by-pass these quotas is to set up production plants where
appropriate. Dicken [1992, p.285] reports that
There is particularly bad feeling between the French and Italians on the one
hand and the British on the other over the treatment of cars assembled in
Japanese plants in Britain. Are they sufficiently 'European' or are they really
Japanese? In the continuing political argument, Britain has been variously
described as a Trojan Horse' infiltrating Japanese cars into the European
market or as an 'aircraft carrier' moored offshore and launching Japanese
cars into Europe."
It seems that in near future Turkey will be competing with Britain in this area.
3

A large majority of Turkish organizations have established close contacts
with organizations from foreign countries and hence, inter-organizational

interactions have become intra-organizational interactions (see Kaye & Little;
1995). For example, Sabanci, the second largest industrial group in the
country, has established a joint venture with Toyota Motors Corporation after
decades of importing and marketing Toyota cars. Named ToyotaSa, this joint
venture is managed by Turkish executives and it employs both Turkish and
Japanese staff in its production plant. Hence, many employees from both
parties who have previously communicated over large distances now occupy
adjacent desks. Their interaction is, of course, a cultural process, and they
have to develop the third culture workspace [O'Hara-Devereaux & Josephson;
1994, pp.224-244] which utilizes information and communication technologies
effectively.
Ohmae [1993, p.87] asserts that the countries which have a Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) in the range of US$ 1000-3000 are in the "takeoff
range of the "development queue." Unlike Japan which had only a few
competitors when it was in this "range" after the Second World War, there are
several such countries in the 1990s. With about US$ 3000 GDP Turkey is one
of them. Today's fierce competition for markets is not only between companies;

it is also between the nations where the companies are based [Porter; 1990]. In
current conditions of the integrated world economy competing LDCs share
many common economic and social problems as well as opportunities. This
can be extended to the area of the information technologies which will be
discussed in section 2.1. Hence, although this research has been conducted in
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the Turkish context, most of its findings are of relevance to other comparable
developing countries.

1.1.2 Direct foreign investment: a vehicle for globalization
Direct Foreign Investment (DFI), has a long history dating from the
industrial revolution, and has been a very important aspect of the global
economy particularly after World War II. Total world output increased about
three times between 1960 and 1988 but total world exports increased more

than four times during this period. Hence, an important feature of the post-war
period is the increased interconnectedness of the global economy [Dicken;
1992, p. 16]. In the globalized economy Transnational Corporations (TNCs)
have become the major force controlling enormous amount of capital. They
have also emerged as the primary institutions which develop and control
technology. Understandably, an overwhelming majority of these TNCs are
based in developed countries which constitute the core of the global economic
activity. On the other hand, the LDCs which lack the necessary capital and

technology are said to be the on the periphery of global trade.0 Issues like th

drive for profit, the quest for cheap and controllable labor, and the maturatio
of domestic markets lead the TNCs to invest in geographies other than their
"home" countries. Unprecedented developments in "space-shrinking
technologies" such as transport and communication foster this process further.
Thus, financial investment by the TNCs in other countries is one of the most

In fact, this classification is a simplified representation of reality in the second half of the
1990s. While s o m e L D C s are developing "in the fast lane", (Newly Industrialised Countries NIC) Dicken [1992, p.45] argues that core, semi-periphery and periphery no longer exists.
Instead, he asserts, global economy is n o w multi-polar under the strong domination of North
America, E C , and East and South-East Asia.
5

important aspects of global economy today. These investments m a y take
several forms. For example, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is realized when a
branch is established in the foreign country or when control of an existing
company is sought, but Portfolio does not pursue such direct aims. Usually,
host countries, both developed and developing, are also enthusiastic about
foreign investment, because they see it as a means of easing problems such
as unemployment, balance of payments, and technology deficiency.

Country of Origin
United States
United Kingdom
Japan
W e s t Germany
Switzerland
Netherlands
Canada
France
Italy
Sweden
Developed market
economies
Developing market
economies
World total

Percentage of world total of outward direct investment
1960
1985
1975
47.1
44.0
35.1
13.1
18.3
14.7
0.7
11.7
5.7
8.4
6.5
1.2
3.4
8.0
6.4
7.1
10.3
6.1
3.7
3.7
5.1
6.1
3.0
3.8
1.7
1.2
1.6
1.3
0.6
1.7
97.7
97.2
99.0
1.0

2.3

2.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

Table 1.1: Foreign direct outward investment in the world economy: the changing relative
importance of leading source nations [Dicken; 1992, p. 53]

Like most of the LDCs, the Turkish government is enthusiastic towards
foreign capital. The economic liberalization of the 1980s placed a major
emphasis on FDI and technology transfer. The following table demonstrates
authorized and actual FDI in the last decade:

6

Years
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

Actual Inflow
Authorized FDI
Cumulative Annual Cumulative
Annual
97.0
337.5
167.0
102.7
271.4
234.5
364.0
536.5
824.5
1470.5
1784.0

97.0
434.5
601.5
704.2
975.6
1210.1
1574.1
2110.6
2935.1
4405.6
6419.0

35.0
141.0
103.0
87.0
162.0
158.0
170.0
171.0
406.0
738.0
739.0

35.0
176.0
279.0
366.0
528.0
686.0
856.0
1027.0
1433.0
2171.0
2910.0

;

!

Table 1.2: Authorized and actual FDI to Turkey in US$ millions fOnis; 1994, p. 100]

1.1.2.1 The process of globalization
There are various paths that a company can follow when becoming a

TNC. Although this process is a matter of historical interest for the curren

TNCs of developed countries, it is still very relevant for the growing comp
of the developing countries as well as some smaller companies in developed
countries.
Dicken [1992, p. 138] suggests a general model for the process of
transforming a local company to a TNC. According to this model, a company
may follow one or more of the following routes:
• It exports to overseas markets through independent channels (e.g.
sales agents),
• it licenses foreign manufacturers to produce for overseas markets,
• it establishes sales outlets in overseas markets by acquiring local firm
or by setting up new facility,

7

• it establishes production facility overseas by acquiring a local firm or by
setting up a new facility.
There are also some other ways for a company to operate at the global
scale. For example, franchising is a common method for TNCs operating in the
food and beverage sector. Company C, which is a case study in this

dissertation has several local franchises throughout the world (see chapter 7)
Joint ventures, international subcontracting, and Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT)
are also common practices in this process. Under the BOT model, after the
foreign companies build the infrastructure, they are given a "concession" to

collect tolls or fees for use of the infrastructure until such time as its cos
been paid off. After that time, the infrastructure is handed over to the
developing country and the deal is completed [Roche & Blaine; 1994, p.485].
BOT model is commonly used in Turkey for both foreign and local companies.

It is mainly used for the construction of large power plants [YSR; 1996, pp.9596].
It is the developed nations which attract most of the investment flow. Hirst
and Thompson [1996, p.68] report that although Triad countries (North
America, Europe, and Japan) have only 14 percent of the world's population,
they have attracted 75 percent of investment flow between 1981 and 1991.
These figures are in line with the unevenness of global trade where Triad
countries fulfilled 70 percent of total exports in 1992 [p.69].

1.1.2.2 The debate on the TNCs
There is a heated debate about the role of TNCs in the world economy.
Some authors like Ohmae [1993] contend that the TNCs are "stateless" and

8

their decisions for resource allocation as well as consumer choice are purely
rational in economic terms. Any intervention from governments can only distort
these rational processes. The role of the governments is only to provide
infrastructure and public goods in this free trade system which is described as
an inter-linked economy. IT and information highways offer several advantages
to any company that wants to "plug-into" the global marketplace.
Conversely, authors like Hirst and Thompson [1996] argue that the
decisions of the TNCs are not purely rational and the world economy is
oligopolistically organized which means that there is little room for levelplaying. Competition among the TNCs is fierce and they enjoy massive firstmover advantages in an environment which is far away from perfectly
competitive.
The development process, which is largely affected by the TNCs, is also
not immune from controversy among researchers. Dicken [1992, p.442]
summarizes the debate as follows:
"Expressed in the baldest of terms, the debate has tended to
polarize around two opposed schools of thought. O n e is that
the development process is one of diffusion or spread over
time from developed to underdeveloped countries. The
counterpoised view is that the development of 'peripheral'
countries is virtually impossible in a capitalist world
economy; that the very nature of the world economic
system is one in which the core exploits the periphery and
inhibits its development."
Limiting our scope to see the problem from only the IT diffusion point of

view, the former view is sound; it is a clear fact that computerized information
systems diffuse from developed to developing countries. This dissertation will
be limited to an investigation of this diffusion process.

9

1.1.2.3 DFI and transfer of western managerial practices and technology
The most important (perhaps the only) motivation of the TNCs investing in
LDCs is the drive for profit. In pursuing this goal, along with capital, they
implement their most important assets: advanced managerial practices and
technology. Managerial practices are, of course, directly related to the national
culture in which they are embedded. Culture in the "home" nation of a TNC has
profound effects in shaping beliefs, values, and habits which reign in the
company. Since TNCs operate across several different cultural settings, it is
unavoidable that a process of cultural interaction will take place. In this
interaction, from managerial point of view, the "investing culture" seeks to be
dominant. This poses a dilemma, because often the overwhelming majority of
managers and employees originate from the host nation. Hence, the company
develops a belief that the managerial practices of the "center" are superior to
the local ones. This belief is continuously nourished by certain instruments like
orientation programs and promoting the staff who "adapt". However, since it is
impossible for the locals to completely adopt an alien culture, there will always
be a limit of transfer between cultures. O'Hara-Devereaux and Josephson's
[1994] third culture workspace must be evaluated in this context.
In the LDCs, belief in the superiority of western managerial practices is
often as common as belief in the superiority of western technology to that
available locally. Local companies usually attempt to adopt managerial tools
and techniques implemented by the TNCs operating in the country. From this
point of view, it could be argued that a learning process exists.0 Like other

It should also be noted that the operation of TNCs in LDCs can be costly for the country.
They can bring polluting or inappropriate technology, make excessive profits by specific
10

managerial tools and techniques, information technologies which are used by
managers in developed countries are also prone to be transferred into the

LDCs. It should not be surprising that the transfer should initially start in
local branches of TNCs and diffuse to the local organizations over time.

1.1.3 EIS and the organizations researched
The study was limited to specialized Executive Information System (EIS)
applications, excluding other computing activities by executives such as the
use of more generic spreadsheets and word processors. As with other
countries, many younger executives in Turkey use computers extensively for

such tasks; like their colleagues, they learned to use such applications as t
climbed their corporate ladders. However, not many of them are familiar with
EIS, an application which is "genuinely theirs." Indeed, although all

organizations in the country over a certain size are fairly computerized, ver

few of them use applications which could be identified as an EIS. Although th
author is familiar with IT usage and the computing environment in Turkey, he
could identify only nine organizations as full users.
The local distributors for international EIS vendors were contacted as the
main source of information for locating companies implementing EISs. Given

that there are only a few such distributors in Turkey, this is a reliable way

locating them. It must be acknowledged that this method will not identify tho
EIS implementers who develop a system with internal resources and personal
contacts were used to locate such organizations. One of these organizations,

mechanisms such as transfer pricing, introduce unnecessary luxurious goods, misuse their
financial and organisational advantages to eradicate the local companies from the market.
11

which is the headquarters of the largest industrial group in the country,
indicated that they already had a simple, internally developed EIS and were
seeking a vendor for specialized software for a much larger EIS project.
However, they declined a request for an interview and any further information.
It was also not possible to establish contact with a second organization which

was said to be using a vendor EIS. A third organization, the local subsidiary o
a large European multinational, uses several modules of SAS which is a
comprehensive IS package covering all aspects of business computing. The
author was advised by the local SAS vendor that they were in the process of
purchasing the EIS module of the system. However, no case study was

conducted because they were only in the initial stages of project definition. T
local distributor of Focus software systems was also contacted to access the
names of their EIS customers. As part of a world wide agreement between
Focus and Pilot Software, Focus distributors sell and support Focus EIS, which

is originally a Pilot product. The distributor company stated that they have so
EISs to a Turkish bank and to the headquarters of a Turkish group of
companies. However, they were unwilling to name the second customer
possibly due to the failure of the EIS project. When the bank was contacted,
the manager responsible for EIS also declined to be interviewed. During the
telephone conversation she stated that competition among local banks is fierce
and implied that they had concerns about the widespread imitation of IS

initiatives across this sector. The other four organizations accepted the reque
to provide detailed information and several people from these organizations
were interviewed.

12

The small sample of EISs accessed for this research is evidence of the
present early stage of their diffusion of such applications into Turkish
organizations, and in conjunction with the nature of these applications, has
significant implications for the choice of research methods.

1.2 RESEARCH DESIGN
Since the application of the technology to be researched is in its infancy
in Turkey and there are only an extremely limited number of examples
available, qualitative research methodologies were examined.
Back in the 1950s Robert Oppenheimer [1954] argued that the social
sciences should not adopt an outdated view of physical science. Lakatos and

Musgrave [1970] captured the lively debate on the nature of scientific inquiry
triggered by Kuhn's notion of scientific paradigm [Kuhn; 1962].
Miles and Huberman [1984] present a range of qualitative methodologies
which incorporate both rigor and replicability and Fielding and Lee [1991]
similarly demonstrate a range of computer support which allows data derived
through qualitative methods to be manipulated effectively. Such methods are

increasingly representative of "normal science" practice for investigations i
conditions such as these.
The case study method was identified as the most appropriate research
strategy. Case study methods generally have not had a high profile among
researchers [Yin; 1984, p. 10], particularly since the 1960s [Bryman; 1989,

p. 170], however, they are widely accepted in the social sciences in general a
in Information Systems research in particular. Yin [1984; p. 10] argues that

although case study research is regarded as resulting in insufficient precisi
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objectivity, and rigor, it is frequently the m o d e of thesis and dissertation

research in practice oriented fields as well as in traditional disciplines. Furth
he believes that the stereotypical view of case studies is wrong because its
strengths and weaknesses have been misunderstood.
The most important argument against this type of research is that it is

idiosyncratic in nature and it is difficult to generalize the findings of one or a
few individual cases. This implies that the accuracy and reliability of a case
study will increase by increasing number of cases, as with quantitative
methods. However, such an approach may result in a too voluminous and
unreadable study.
There is also a related conviction that the case study is always qualitative
in nature and therefore fails to reap the benefits offered by quantitative
research. However, several researchers [Bryman; 1989, p. 175]; [Kaplan &
Duchon; 1988] argue that quantitative and qualitative research can be
combined in case studies offering many possibilities such as checking the
validity of findings by deploying two complementary approaches in tandem.
Such a cross-check would also result in additional depth and meaning,
because qualitative research methods provide the opportunity to develop
priorities which reflect the social world and perceptions of the actors involved,
whereas quantitative research proceeds from the researcher's formulation of

priorities. Although beyond the limitations of this dissertation, the combination

of qualitative and quantitative methods offers a route to better understanding of
the issue of concern.
Another slightly more generous view of the case study is that it is suitable
for only exploratory research where answers to "what" questions are sought.
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Yin [1984, p. 15] argues that this belief is also unfounded and that case studies
can also be both descriptive and explanatory to seek answers to "how" and
"why" questions. He supports his argument by mentioning two well known
examples of research as representatives of descriptive and explanatory case

studies [Whyte; 1955]; [Allison; 1971]. He states that there are usually no clea
and sharp distinctions between these types of study and there may be large
areas of overlap among them.

1.3 THE NATURE OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH INTO IS AND EIS
Cheon et al. [1993, p.116] report that most of the research published in

major IS journals are still exploratory rather than theory-testing in nature. T
argue that initial exploratory research should be followed by theory-testing.

Their findings lead them to conclude that, contrary to common conviction, there
is little progress in IS as a maturing discipline. Grover and Sabherwal [1989,
pp.233-246] and Farhoomand [1987, pp.48-56] support this argument by
investigating the correlation between IS research and IS managers' concerns.
Keen [1991, p.28] also argues that IS research is thin on theory.
Watson et al. [1991, p. 14] argue that little research, mostly in case study
form, has addressed EISs. According to Pervan and Meneely [1995, p. 101]
most of the EIS research available has been examples of Yin's descriptive or
exploratory case study rather than explanatory type [Yin; 1984, pp. 15-19].
Since causal relationships form an important part of explanatory case study
research, it is regarded as more appropriate for establishing a theory.
However, this is not to say that exploratory research leads the researcher
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nowhere. M a n y scientific discoveries and theories started as exploration, with
no initial propositions or hypotheses.
Quantitative data derived from postal questionnaires often appears in EIS
research. However, the reliability of such data is suspect in relation to EIS
studies since the target population is generally under extreme time pressure
and has an army of aides who may provide the response.
This research, with which the researchers do not seem very content,
comes almost exclusively from developed countries. Very little research
[Kirlidog; 1994a & 1994b]; [El-Hanak & Vogel; 1993] has been conducted in
developing countries where conditions are quite different. It could safely be

argued that EIS is still in its infancy in all these countries and there is every
reason for this type of research to be exploratory in nature.

1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Yin [1984, p.48] argues that multiple case studies are suitable for

developing a replication logic which facilitates generalizing the outcomes of the
cases researched. Replication logic has important implications for exploratory
analysis as well as theory building and theory testing. It is not applicable to
single cases, because a single case may not be representative for others. Yin
asserts that multiple cases have to be considered as multiple experiments,
thereby maintaining the replication logic. He also draws attention to the fact
that multiple case studies should be associated with analytic generalization and
not statistical generalization which is usually more relevant to surveys and
experiments. In analytic generalization two or more cases should support a
theory and they should concur with each other so that a replication logic may
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be claimed. The number of cases researched should not exceed a certain limit,
because too many cases may result in data overburden and lost of focus.
Strauss and Corbin [1990] present a methodology structured around the indepth examination of specific cases, utilizing a theoretical sampling , rather
than data sampling approach. Criteria for the size of a study and sample are
derived from the requirements of saturation of theoretical categories, rather
than from an a priori decision reflecting the requirements of statistical
significance.
The research for this dissertation was designed in such a way that semistructured interviews were employed as the main data collection method.

Additionally, relevant internal documents and software within the organizations
were observed. Once the organization was located, a connection in the
company was sought. The "connection" can be anyone from the staff; the

higher in the rank, the better. Friends of friends and relatives were instrumen
in establishing the initial contacts. This is an effective method of conducting

research in a culture where such personal requests are difficult to decline. Tw
companies were involved in the research in this way. The author had already
developed contacts with the other two where he had been involved in some IS
projects on a consultancy basis. The interviews were held with EIS users and
IS support personnel. A voice recorder was used during the interviews, with the
consent of the interviewees.
The interviews were started with a brief description of the research
conducted and continued with general questions about the organization and
the EIS. In the second part more specific questions about the system were
asked. The section headings appearing in Chapters 5 to 8 were used as an
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aide-memoire in this part of the interviews to obtain detailed information about
the system. They were used as an interview "template" (see appendix A).
Besides allowing the researcher to maintain a consistent approach to all
organizations, this method also proved to be useful in "making the interviewees
talk" as well. The interviewees were told that what they had to say was more
important than the questions posed and they were encouraged to express their
own perceptions and ideas throughout the process. This often led to capture of
rich data and the observation of causal relationships which would not be

obtained from either strict structured interviews or postal questionnaires. The
interviews concluded with the inspection of documents (if any) and the EIS
software.

1.5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
As stated earlier in sections 1.1 and 1.1.3 the research is focused on the

field of executive computing in Turkey. Since it is an emerging type of computer

application in the country, its general characteristics are largely unknown. On
way of researching these characteristics is to compare them with the somewhat
settled EIS practices in developed countries. This comparison is also good for

illustrating the underlying cultural differences. The nature of the early adopt
also give hints for the diffusion routes of new information technologies in
developing countries.
All computerized information systems originate from the western world.
There are several mechanisms for their diffusion to other parts of the world,
and perhaps the most important of them is their usage by western commercial
organizations in non-western countries. This is mainly a process of maturation
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as it had been previously in western countries. In other words, computerized
information systems evolve from automating repetitive tasks such as
accounting procedures to supporting non-structured, sophisticated decision
support.
Further, information technologies are not culturally neutral and they are
strongly affected by the cultural environment they are embedded. Since the EIS
was born in the western cultural setting it is not easily transferable to other
cultures in its existing form.
Hence, the following hypotheses are constructed in the context of this
research:

1.5.1 Hypothesis 1
The EIS are a stage within the logical development path of computerized
information processing from simple and repetitive data processing tasks
through strategic information systems which involve unstructured decision
support. This is mainly a process of maturation where the LDCs follow the
same route which has been already covered by developed countries. It should
be expected that Turkey is in the initial phases of this process and that only a
few organizations will have implemented these systems. It should also be
expected that they are medium and large foreign commercial organizations
operating in data-rich industries such as CPG (Consumer Packaged Goods)
and banking which are central to the diffusion of advanced IS applications.
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1.5.2 Hypothesis 2
The EIS is exclusively a western phenomenon and if it is transferable to

other cultures such as Turkey at all, its general characteristics will demonst

important differences from the "western style" due to its culturally sensitive
nature.

1.6 LAYOUT OF THE DISSERTATION
The next chapter presents background information about the level of IT
development and usage in Turkey. It is followed by a literature review of EIS
and the third chapter develops a structured approach to key EIS issues. Four
case studies follow. Each is presented as a separate chapter with a common
structure. The objective in employing such a structured approach is to
determine common and not-so-common issues more easily and more definitely

in this emerging field of IS in the country. The concluding chapter will prese
the findings of the research.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN LESS
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES AND IN TURKEY
Information Technology has been one of the fastest growing industrial
sectors in developed countries in the last four decades. Through declining
hardware costs and increasing benefits, IT has also made its way to Less
Developed Countries with varying intensities of diffusion. Like developed
countries, many LDCs have joined the race to become "information rich"
[Sackman; 1981]. Being aware that computers are the most important factor in
this process, some countries have developed or adopted robust information
policies to realize their goals. However, as latecomers to the Information

Technology scene, they face enormous difficulties in this process. Perhaps the

most important aspect of their difficulties is the fact that they are becomin

users of IT without the required infrastructure and manpower to support it. T

gap between the "information rich" and the "information poor" is widening over

time and there is not much indication in the foreseeable future of any opposi
trend.
Research and development efforts in information technologies have been

concentrated in a few developed countries. In these countries barely a handfu
of computer companies control an overwhelming proportion of the world's IT
resources. Although serving about three quarters of world's population, IT in

the LDCs is not subject to extensive research into the specific conditions of
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these countries. Instead, there is a tendency to approach IT research in the
LDCs in terms of the experience of developed countries. It is impossible for
such research efforts to be meaningful if they don't take account of the
technological and cultural constraints applying to those countries.
The future in information technologies may not be all bleak for the LDCs.
They have certain advantages in becoming "information rich" which stem from
some of their common characteristics and their status as latecomers. Some of
them like Taiwan and India have created a comparatively robust IT industry

and are currently enjoying the benefits of competing in specific segments of th
world's IT markets [Nidumolu & Goodman; 1993, pp. 15-22].
A United Nations study recognized the existence of four levels of
computer usage in developing countries [Perelet; 1977, p.6]; [Paker; 1981,

p. 178]. These levels are identified as initial, basic, operational, and advanc
(see table 2.1). They are measured in terms of a Computer Industry
Development Potential (CIDP). Much has been changed since that study was

conducted and such a classification can give only a superficial idea of relativ
levels of computer usage in the LDCs during the 1970s. However, it is striking
to note the starting level of some countries which have made significant
progress since that time such as Singapore which is ranked alongside Turkey.
More recently Palvia et al. [1992, p.25] have made a rough classification
of LDCs according to their level of IS usage. They suggest that the U.N.'s
"basic" level classification described above corresponds to the underdeveloped nations and the "operational" level corresponds to the developing
nations. These authors suggest that the major issues confronting under-

developed countries reflect infrastructural needs (e.g. a reliable power supply
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and that key issues for developing countries reflect operational needs (e.g.
developing reliable software.) In the developed countries, key issues are driven
by strategic needs. In this classification Turkey should be identified as a
developing country because of its moderately developed IT infrastructure.
Initial
Afghanistan,
Bangladesh,
Bhutan,
Botswana,
Burma,
Burundi,
Cambodia,
Cameroon,
Central African
Republic,
Dahomey,
Ethiopia,
Haiti,
Laos,
Lesotho,
Liberia,
Malawi,
Mali,
Nepal, Niger,
Rwanda,
Senegal,
Somalia,
Southern
Yemen,
Togo,
Tonga,
Uganda,
Upper Volta,
West Samoa,
Yemen;

Initial
to
Basic
Albania,
Algeria,
Bahamas,
Barbados,
Bolivia,
Congo,
Cyprus,
Costa Rica,
Dominican
Republic,
Ecuador,
Egypt,
El Salvador,
Fiji,
Gabon,
Gambia,
Ghana,
Guatemala,
Guinea,
Guyana,
Honduras,
Indonesia,
Iraq,
Ivory Coast,
Jamaica,
Jordan,
Kenya,
Libya,
Malagasy,
Mauritania,
Morocco,
Nicaragua,
Nigeria,
Pakistan,
Paraguay,
Saudi Arabia,
Sierra Leone,
Sri Lanka,
Sudan,
Swaziland,
Syria,
Tanzania,
Thailand,
Trinidad,
Tunisia,
Zaire,
Zambia;

Basic
to
Operational

Basic
Chile,
Colombia,
Cuba,
Iran,
Lebanon,
Malaysia,
Panama,
Peru,
Philippines,
Rep. of Korea,
Singapore,
Turkey,
Uruguay;

Bulgaria,
Greece,
Hong Kong,
Hungary,
Puerto Rico,
Rumania,
Venezuela;

Operational

Argentina,
India,
Mexico;

Operational
to
Advanced:
Brazil.

Table 2.1: U.N. ratings of levels of computer usage in developing countries
[Perelet; 1977, p.6J; [Paker; 1981, p. 178]
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In this chapter common problems of IT in the LDCs are discussed. The
case of Turkey will then be examined as a developing country with a

reasonable level of development in IT. The country's current position as
its advantages and difficulties in developing more advanced information
technologies will be investigated briefly.

2.1 COMMON PROBLEMS OF IT IN LDCs

2.1.1 Cultural differences
Computers are products of the western world. They have been designed
to work in a particular cultural environment. This environment does not

all parts of the world. One of the most important problems of the LDCs in
fostering IT is their cultural difference from western societies where
individualism and rationalism are accepted as the higher values of life.

may not be always the case in the LDCs particularly from the point of vi
individualism. Consider an example:
"Adaptation of the Burroughs computer system by the State Bank of
India, along with the packaged banking software (...) has not been
found very suitable and because banking practice in India is being
organized on a 'social responsibility' ethos quite different from the
American philosophy, the package has remained largely unutilized."
[Banerjee; 1981, p. 101]
Indeed, almost all computer applications have been designed in the

context of western thought and lifestyle. Since there are few exceptions,

not be easy for a western observer to visualize an alternative. The nota

exception is Japan, where an eastern culture has been successful in crea
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an impressive computer industry and information technologies. However,
Japan and some Southeast Asian countries are exceptions and the general
rule is a one-way traffic of IT transfer between the West and the East. The
western mind set is so dominant in this area that the software designed and
produced in the LDCs generally reflects the general trend of western thought.
The LDCs have the challenge of either adopting this mind set or creating their
own alternatives in IT applications.
Personal contact may be the dominant mode of communication in some
cultures [Yavas et al.; 1992, p.76]. It may be so overwhelming that other
communication channels such as computers might suffer from this fact.
Communication via IT and computers may face strong resistance. In these

cultures information is implicit in the physical context or is internalized wit
the people involved. Resistance may stem from a widespread perception of the
threat that computers degrade personal communications.
In the LDCs there is a general tendency to underestimate the managerial
and organizational perspectives of IT. Technical aspects like programming are
emphasized at the cost of the managerial aspects. This was also the case in
the initial stages of IT deployment in developed countries. Consequently, it
could be argued that comprehending the managerial aspects of IT requires
some degree of sophistication that develops over time and through experience.
In fact, the adoption of IT is closely associated with organizational change.
Transformation into more rational work practices and the development of the

organizational discipline required by IT are directly related to the managerial
aspects of organizations rather than the technical aspects. Kaplinsky [1994]
shows that with manufacturing in Asian, Latin American and sub-Saharan
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African countries, the diffusion of Japanese managerial techniques has
achieved significant improvements in performance without resort to capital
intensive equipment, including information technologies.

2.1.2 Qualified personnel
One of the most important problems of the LDCs is the inadequacy of
trained personnel both qualitatively and quantitatively. This prerequisite is
becoming more important over time because of the ever-increasing
sophistication of IT. Education systems in the LDCs are generally far from
being effective to meet this demand. Training-on-the-job facilities are also
generally far from satisfactory, not least because the effectiveness of the
training organizations is questionable. Additionally, they require scarce
resources which may be directed to other priorities.
The LDCs generally maintain a few elite education institutions which
produce high quality graduates. However, these graduates, who represent a
significant investment, might be subject to brain drain. High income, better
living standards, and possibly a more free political and social environment in
developed countries might be too attractive for high caliber IT people. For
example, in India
"(...) a major problem that the country has to contend with is drain of
trained manpower to developed countries like USA, Australia and
the Middle East. It w a s reported that in 1983, fifteen out of a class of
18 B.Tech. students from an Institute of Technology left the country
on graduation." [Bhatnagar; 1986, p.344]
In most of the LDCs, university curriculum's are generally computer
science oriented rather than IS oriented. Information Systems has not emerged
as a separate discipline in many of them. Little and Margetson [1989] argue
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that computer science education alone is inadequate for arming the students
with the necessary managerial and administrative skills for developing
complex, organizationally sensitive computer applications, such as EIS.

2.1.3 Lack of funds
The main source of income for L D C s is the.export of raw materials in
return for manufactured goods. The general trend in the world economy is
unfavorable for L D C s because raw materials and commodity prices are in
constant decrease compared to the manufactured goods. Consequently, high
foreign trade deficits and soaring external debt are the most important
problems for m a n y of the LDCs. IT expenditures might not be a high priority for
these countries which might have more acute problems like feeding their
population.

2.1.4 Linguistic differences
English is the international language for information technologies as well
as for global trade. Programming languages and most of the hardware and
software manuals require s o m e knowledge of English. It is also the prerequisite
for training people in IT. Because of a general lack of effective education
systems, m a n y L D C s m a y have difficulties in teaching English to their citizens.
This could have a negative effect in the development of IT in the country.
Alternatively, people might be reluctant to learn English because of their pride
in their own language.
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Many L D C s have elite universities in which the medium of instruction is
English. This also poses a dilemma, because the graduates of these
universities are even more prone to the brain drain than others.
A different alphabet or character set would create another problem,

because computers use Latin as the "native" alphabet and some additional cost

and effort is necessary to support a national character set that differs from

2.1.5 Employment
There might be several motivations for introducing IT into organizations.
Perhaps the most common motivations are "cost displacement" and "value
adding" [Davis; 1992, p.384]. Cost displacement is realized by substituting
technology for people and added value is realized by rationalizing work

practices with the support of the technology. It is generally argued that the
motivation is predominant in developed countries and the second one should
be predominant in the LDCs.
There is a widespread discussion on whether computers replace jobs in
organizations. Convincing examples are given for and against in this
discussion [Armstrong; 1988, pp. 145-147]; [Price; 1988, p.251]; [Chepaitis;
1992, p. 107]. Perhaps it could rightly be argued that the more effective IT

the organization, the more likely that some jobs will disappear. However, thi
could be compensated for by external logistic organizations which are

specialized in IT outsourcing as well as independent contractors. Probably, t

net effect will be a shift in skills rather than the disappearance of the job

Mansour [1987, p.24] even reports that more jobs were created than eliminated
by computerization in some sectors in Jordan. This can be achieved by
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creating n e w jobs in the IT sector while retaining some manual and clerical jobs
alongside them.
Unlike developed countries where technology is usually cheaper than
employing people, wages are generally lower than IT investments in the LDCs.
This fact may have a retarding factor on the development of IT in these

countries. Although it is clearly a problem from the point of view of proponent

of IT, it is open to discussion whether it is a "problem" in the bigger picture
The LDCs have generally high levels of direct and indirect unemployment.
They might not have effective social security systems to support job losses.
Although family ties for support may be stronger than in developed countries,
unemployment can be socially and personally more destructive in the LDCs.
For this reason, IT should not be used to replace manpower in these countries.
If it has to be so, unions should be consulted and precautions should be taken
for the replaced personnel so as not to destroy fragile social balances.

2.1.6 Support services
Unlike developed countries where hardware and software support is taken
for granted, MIS (Management Information Systems) managers in the LDCs
have to think twice where support is concerned. Lack of qualified support
personnel and problems in obtaining hard currency may prove to be major
obstacles for developing and maintaining effective computerized information
systems.
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2.1.7 Infrastructural problems
The quality of the power supply is an important issue in some LDCs. Lack
of reliable and consistent electricity may be very costly. Power breaks can
result in data losses and voltage surges may result in equipment damage.
Telecommunications can be another infrastructural problem in the LDCs.
Although most of them have access to high quality international telephone
lines, many of them do not have satisfactory domestic telephone and data

transmission lines required for the proper data communications. In some LDCs
it may be a common practice to carry out domestic data transmission via

another country over international connections instead of using domestic lin
[Odedra era/.; 1993, p.25]; [Davis; 1992, p.388].
Many LDCs do not have the necessary legal frameworks for their IT
sector. Even if a proper legislation exists, there can be no guarantee that

be exercised effectively. The legal infrastructure might not contain appropr
experience for such a complex sector.
The physical insulation of computers and peripherals can also be a
problem in some underdeveloped countries and in some regions of the LDCs.
Rowe [1991-92, p.33] reports that in regions where the roads are not paved
dust may be one of the most formidable enemies of the computers. Janczweski
[1992, p. 191-193] discusses how improper insulation of buildings and even
micro-organisms affect computers in western Africa.

2.1.8 Illegal software copying
The hardware and software industry all over the world is almost
exclusively dominated by the private sector and market forces. Software
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companies are extremely sensitive to the illegal copying of their products.
However, software piracy is common in many parts of the world ° and it is
implicitly assumed to be an "overhead" by the software companies. It is not

easy for them to prevent it in their homelands, and it is even more difficult

the LDCs. In some LDCs the illegal software copying is not seen as unethical,
rather it is seen as a response to "information imperialism." Since most of
LDCs do not have the necessary legal frameworks to prevent software piracy,

the offenders face little or no risk of punishment. The "overhead" of this i
copying is unacceptably high for many western software companies. As a

result, unlike the hardware companies, they are usually reluctant to invest i
the LDCs. According to many people this is an important hindrance to the
development of IT in the LDCs [World Bank; 1993, p. 83 & p. 181].

2.2 IT IN TURKEY

2.2.1 General information
Turkey is located in Asia Minor and has always been a gateway between
the East and the West. It has a population of more than 60 million of which
99% are Muslim. The Turkish Republic was founded in 1923 after the collapse
of the Ottoman Empire and the national objective of "achieving contemporary

(i.e. western) civilization" has been adopted since that time. Although curre

this objective is more questioned than ever, it has always been the pillar o

1

' According to a report in "The Australian" of 2 6 October 1993 (p.36) 6.5 million desktop
applications were installed in Australia in 1992. 4.3 million of these were illegally pirated.
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republic. Turkey is a m e m b e r of N A T O and O E C D , and has applied for full
membership to European Union.
After the Turkic republics of the former Soviet Union became
independent, most of them took Turkey as a role model in their quest to
become western oriented nations. This is understandable, because they share
the same language, ethnic origin, and religion with Turkey. Aware of these
facts, many western multinationals have attempted to use their branches in
Turkey to access these untapped markets. For example, Company D, which is
one of the case studies in this dissertation, (see chapter 8) has established

new branch for former Turkic Soviet republics, Armenia, and Georgia. All of th
executives in this branch have been appointed from the cadres of the Istanbul
branch of this large European multinational. It is apparent that the
headquarters of Company D is well aware of the opportunities stemming from
its culturally diverse nature. From Turkey's point of view this is yet another
opportunity to foster her image as a western oriented role model as well as
considerable export transactions.
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Total Population

Turkish Peoples Population Rate

147.4

7.4

5.0 %

Uzbekistan

19.9

15.7

78.8 %

Kazakhstan

16.5

6.3

38.1 %

Azerbaijan

7.0

5.5

78.1 %

Georgia

5.4

0.3

5.1 %

Tajikistan

5.1

1.3

25.0 %

Kirgizia

4.3

2.3

52.7 %

Turkmenistan

3.5

2.8

79.8 %

Armenia

3.3

0.2

5.5 %

Russia

Table 2.2: Turkic peoples in some of the former Soviet republics in 1989 (in millions)
[GDFI, YASED, Citibank; 1992, p. 7]

Turkey responded to the expectations of her "brothers" and by mid-1992
had become the fourth largest donor to this region, after the EC, USA, and
Japan. Her economic aid has reached US$ 2.5 billion and in addition she has
provided 10,000 scholarships and extensive food aid [Strang & Redmond;
1991, p.23]. However, in the last few years she has not been without
competitors for her traditional role in Central Asia as a bridge between East
and West. Although each has a different agendas, Iran, Saudi Arabia, and
Russia are all keen to develop intimate relationships with the Central Asian

republics. Since it is possible that common ethnic origin, language, and relig
may not mean much against today's harsh realities, Turkey has to use its
tangible comparative advantages to become the stepping stone to Central
Asia. Comparatively modern management practices supported by IT are
essential in this process.
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By most measures Turkey is a developing country. Table 2.3 provides a
comparison with some developed OECD countries against key economic
indicators for the year 1990.

G D P Per

Private Consumption Inflation Exports/

Capita °

Per Capita °

Turkey

3318

Australia

n

Imports(***)

1992

53.7%

12.8/22.2

15900

9441

7.9%

39.8/38.9

N e w Zealand

13564

8475

9.4%

9.5/9.5

Sweden

16896

8748

6.2%

57.4/54.7

USA

21449

14465

4.0%

394/495

Rate

Table 2.3: The key economic indicators of Turkey and some developed OECD countries
[OECD; 1994, p. 134]

Since the mid 1980s all Turkish governments have pursued a policy of

economic liberalization. Although this policy has resulted in a substantia
increase of exports, imports have increased even more. Consequently, the

foreign trade deficit and external debt have increased dramatically. Exter
debt reached US$ 60 billion by the end of 1993 [OECD; 1994, p. 125].
However, opening up to foreign markets gave Turkey an opportunity to

expand and refine its IT infrastructure during the late 1980s and early 199

in the country benefited considerably from the liberalization of imports d
that time. Improvements in the telecommunications infrastructure were

particularly explosive during the 1980s. Nevertheless, the country is still

Gross Domestic Product at current prices using purchasing power parities in U S $ .
Average annual increase in the period 1989-93.
Exports (FOB) imports (CIF) in U S $ Billions.
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behind the developed countries in both hardware and software markets. Table
2.4 compares Turkey to some other countries on a number of key IT indicators.

USA

IT Investment Per

Japan

Mexico

Korea

Turkey

Turkey

(1985)

(1990)

400

400

14

45

3

12

42%

35%

36%

24%

7%

13%

45%

30%

55%

40%

17%

44%

21

17

0.5

3.5

0

0.02

1000

830

230

1100

130

160

2.9%

2.9%

0.4%

1.8%

0.1%

0.2%

Capita (US$)
Software as % of
IT
PCs / Total
Computers
Hardware Exports
(US$ Billions)
Computer Student
/ Millions
R&D/GDP

Table 2.4: Cross-country IT indicators [World Bank; 1993, p. 15]

The quality and extent of IT applications vary widely in Turkey. Local
subsidiaries of foreign companies generally have more advanced applications
than local organizations. The reasons for this are manifold. They can attract

and retain better personnel by offering higher salaries, their training facilities
are better, and they usually have the global IT strategy of the parent
corporation readily available. The other end of the continuum is represented by
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public offices. They have low salaries, inadequate training facilities, and a rigid
bureaucracy for which rationalization of operations is not the primary target.
Computer usage is fairly common in both private and public institutions.
According to a report from an IT research institution [Interpro; 1993a, p.34]
"everyone including executives" in 81.6% of private and 52.9% of public
organizations use computers. Since EIS and Decision Support System (DSS)
applications are not common in the country, this report suggests that some of
the executives use computers for personal productivity tools such as
spreadsheets.
However, Turkey's largest industrial group has a simple internally
developed EIS in its headquarters and is in the process of launching a multimillion dollar project for a much larger vendor EIS. This project is a part of a
much larger Total Quality Management (TQM) and IT project which is intended

to transform the group into a world class competitor in several of the industries
it is operating. The group believes that this transformation is a strategic
necessity in the conditions of the customs union with the EC. Protected by high
custom barriers in a semi-closed economy for decades, the survival of the
group now requires the production of both cheaper and better quality products.
As an initial attempt to fulfill this transformation, the group now produces and

exports one Fiat model to Italy and the rest of the Europe. It must be noted that
the remaining models it produces solely for the local market are uncompetitive
with imported vehicles in terms of quality and price.
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2.2.2 Turkey and the "information society"
According to a working group report by some leading figures in IT from
the academia and industry [IIKBSCG; 1992, p.38-46], Turkey requires a

comprehensive information policy to transform to an "information society" [Bell
1974]. The report argues that there are there main steps to became such a
society:
1. Industrialized economy in transition
2. Limited information economy
3. Information based economy.
According to the report, Turkey is at the first step of this process. General
characteristics of nations at this step are:
1. Information demand is concentrated in the sectors of banking,
international trade, government's tax and insurance administration.
2. Although there are some investments in IT and communications,
inadequacy of trained personnel and problems in developing software
limit the benefits.
3. There is little or no legal infrastructure for protection of software.
4. Development of the private sector in IT is slow.
5. The general education system is inefficient.
The report argues that Turkey must aim to move on to the second step
within the next ten years.

2.2.3 IT education, press, and Internet in Turkey
Almost all established universities in the country have computer
engineering or computer science departments. However, IS has not yet
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emerged as a separate discipline in these universities. This resembles the

situation in India as reported by Palvia et al. [1992, p. 13]. Undergraduate
programs are four years and in some of the universities the medium of

instruction is English. Tables 2.5 and 2.6 indicate the numbers of IT studen

and teaching staff in Turkish universities in the academic year 1992-93 [OSY
1993, pp.67, 71, 76, 140, 141, 250, 261, 268] and a typical undergraduate
curriculum of a computer engineering department is set out in Table 2.7.
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Graduate

Undergraduate

Vocational Training
Schools
Total

Female

Male

Total Female

Male

Total

Masters

Doctorate

2291

561

1730

2608

499

2109

643

513

130

-

-

-

57

30

27

-

-

-

Computer
Science and
Computer
Eng.
Information
Systems and
Informatics

Table 2.5: The number ofIT students in the Turkish universities in the academic year 1992-93

Vocational

Undergraduate

Graduate Schools

Training

Programs

and Centers for
Application and

Schools

Research
Professors

-

38

1

Associate Prof.

-

26

-

Assistant Prof.

1

35

1

Instructors

14

14

3

Specialist

5

7

8

Research Assistants

-

185

1

20

305

14

TOTAL

Table 2.6: The number ofIT (computer science) teaching staff in the Turkish universities in the
academic year 1992-93
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First Semester:

Second Semester:

Calculus 1

Calculus II

General Physics 1

General Physics II

General Chemistry

Introduction to Computer Engineering II

Introduction to Computer Engineering 1

Applied Linear Algebra

Third Semester:

Fourth Semester:

Programming Languages 1

Programming Languages II

Data Structures

Probability and Statistics II

Probability and Statistics 1

Discrete Computational Structures

Digital Logic Systems 1

Digital Logic Systems II

Electrical Circuits

Basic Electronics

Differential Equations

Elective

Fifth Semester:

Sixth Semester:

Computer Organization

Systems Programming

Microprocessors and Microcomputers

Database Management Systems

Data Management

Numerical Analysis II

Numerical Analysis 1

Computer Graphics

Operational Mathematics

Principles of Economics

Introduction to Business Administration
Seventh Semester:

Eighth Semester:

Operating Systems

Language Processors

Data Communications

Information Systems Engineering

Information Systems Analysis & Design

Artificial Intelligence

Operations Research Techniques

System Simulation

Formal Languages & Abstract Machines Parallel Architectures and Computing
Senior Seminar

Graduation Project

Table 2.7: Undergraduate curriculum of the Computer Engineering Department in the Middle East
Technical University [METU; 1992-94, p.406-407]
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There are more than twenty IT periodicals published in the country
covering a broad range of issues. Most of them have a particular area of
specialization such as Macintosh software. However, almost all of them are
practically oriented rather than research oriented. Only Bilisim, which is
published by the Turkish Informatics Society occasionally publishes
academically-oriented research papers. Major daily newspapers also publish
computer pages once a week.
Connection to Internet was first established by the Middle East Technical
University in April 1993. The connecting node is the National Science
Foundation in the USA. A second connection was established in the beginning
of 1994 by Ege University to EBONE in Germany. Both lines were initially 64
Kbits per second. With increasing Internet usage, the USA line was upgraded
to 128 Kbits per second in November 1995. A further upgrade to 256 Kbits per
second is planned for the beginning of 1996. Currently almost all universities
and some public offices use these lines for accessing Internet. Additionally,
frustrated by the bottlenecks caused by these slow lines, Bosphorus University

is in the process of establishing its own Internet connection to the outer world

(as of December 1995). It is reported that the country has the 31st highest leve
of Internet traffic in the world [Onalan; 1994, p. 12]. Table 2.8 gives the
distribution of connections reported as of May 1994.
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Personal

51%

Public Offices

15%

Commercial

13%

Universities

13%

Others

8%

Table 2.8: Internet users in Turkey [Onalan; 1994, p. 12]

A major project is also under way to provide Internet connection to some
former Soviet republics via Turkey.

2.2.4 Computer hardware in Turkey
The first digital computer was installed in Turkey in 1960 by the State

Directorate of Highways. In 1980 there were 300 data processing centers in
country and numbers of data processing equipment increased sharply during
the 1980s. This trend was accompanied by the fast spread of personal

computing throughout the world in the early 1980s. Table 2.9 shows estimates
of the growth of the Turkish hardware market.
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1985

1986

1987 1988 1989

1990

Total Sales

85.7 176.9 228.6 287.5 333.9 516.9

Larger Systems

50.7 110.7 149.4 192.2 200.3 270.9

PCs

10.4

24.6

41.7

52.9

87.5 216.1

Others (com. devices and

24.6

41.6

37.5

42.4

46.1

29.9

Import Ratio

73%

72%

83%

78%

62%

67%

Ratio to the Total Capital Investment

0.7%

1.3% 1.7% 2.3% 2.8%

3.7%

peripherals)

Table 2.9: The hardware market in Turkey (US$ millions, end-user prices) [World Bank; 1993, p. 33]

According to a market research report [Interpro; 1993a, pp. 10-11] the total
value of the installed hardware in the largest 100 organizations in Turkey is
US$ 963 million. $890 million of that value is from non-PC hardware, the
remaining $73 million represents the total value of PCs. Table 2.10 shows the
ten largest installations according to the report. This shows that the most
computerized sector in Turkey is the banking sector. This could perhaps be
explained by the fierce competition in the sector. When the first Automatic
Teller Machine was installed in 1987 by Is Bankasi, almost all major banks had
to install theirs shortly afterwards. By January 1994 there were 3681 ATMs in
Turkey with a total value of US$ 147 million [Kazdagli; 1994, p. 18-19].
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Sector

Public/Private

H/W Value
(US$ Millions)

Ziraat Bankasi

Banking

Public

100

Akbank

Banking

Private

71

Turkiye Is Bankasi

Banking

Private

69

Yapi ve Kredi Bankasi Banking

Private

69

Emlak Bankasi

Banking

Public

46

T.C. Merkez Bankasi

Banking

Public

42

Sabanci Holding

Miscellaneous

Private

26

Halk Bankasi

Banking

Public

25

Garanti Bankasi

Banking

Private

24

Vakiflar Bankasi

Banking

Public

23

Table 2.10: The ten largest computer h/w installations in Turkey
[Interpro; 1993a, p. 11]

There is a small but vibrant PC market in the country. Competition for

150,000 units which are sold in 1994 is fierce and margins are low. Th

number of companies active in this area is 62 [Uluirmak; 1993, p.94]. T
613 models from 78 companies. The origin of these machines is shown in
Table 2.11:
Assembled in Turkey
USA
Europe
South East Asia - Japan

29.5%
15.4%
14.1%
30.8%
8.9%

Unknown

Table 2.11: Origin ofPCs in the Turkish market [Uluirmak; 1993, p.94]
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O n e of the companies which produce assembled P C s is in the process of
establishing a manufacturing plant for motherboards and other units. It will
production in 1996.
Almost all major international hardware vendors operate in Turkey. For

example IBM started its operations in the country in 1935. Their contribution
the IT sector through the training of staff is significant.

2.2.5 Computer software in Turkey
The global software market experienced strong growth of about 20% per
annum in the 1980s. Turkey's software industry has experienced a remarkable
growth of 70% per annum since 1985. it was valued at US$ 76 million for 1993.
Although this growth is phenomenal, currently the market represents only
0.05% of the global software market which totals US$ 150 billion. By
comparison, Turkey's Gross Domestic Product is 0.4% of the global GDP

[World Bank; 1993, p.57]. This suggests that the Turkish software market is fa
from representative of the level of economic activity in the country.
Software costs all over the world were a small part (10-20% according to
many) of total IT expenditure a few decades ago. Hardware was the main item
in the price list. Now the roles have been reversed. Software costs comprise
almost half of the total IT expenditure in the developed countries (see table
2.4). Although sharply falling hardware cost is an important reason for this

trend, it could be argued that the ratio of the software expenditure increases

with the increasing sophistication of IT applications. The increase in Turkey
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figure from 7 % in 1985 to 1 3 % in 1990 as well as figures from other countries

support this argument. Buyers have learned well that software cannot be a gif
that comes bundled with the computer.
Unlike hardware vendors, large international software companies are not
very enthusiastic about operating in Turkey. As outlined above, an important

reason for this is the rampant software piracy. According to a report from th
Business Software Alliance, [cited in World Bank; 1993, p. 180] the ratio of
illegally copied software is 40% in USA, 60% in Germany, 80% in Italy, and

90% in Turkey. In spite of this fact, not all of the large software companies

away. The notable exception is Microsoft which started a subsidiary in Istan
in 1993. Other software companies generally prefer to work with independent

Turkish companies who provide sales and support for their products. All major
software companies have such dealer connections (sometimes more than one)
in the country. DSS and EIS suppliers are also included in this list. Pilot
Software and Comshare conducted surveys in Turkey to establish a dealership
connection in 1990. These attempts were unsuccessful for two reasons. Local
enterprises found these systems too fancy for the current state of their IT
operations, and the two companies themselves decided that the market was
not ripe for their products. Subsequently in 1992 Information Resources
concluded a dealership agreement with a local computer company.
There are several sources for the software used in the country. The first
group consists of independent Turkish software companies. These companies
have not invested resources for developing software like spreadsheets and
databases. Almost all of such packages used in the country are the familiar
ones such as Excel or Oracle. Instead, independent Turkish software
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companies have developed country specific applications like accounting,

inventory control, invoicing, etc. These applications are designed in complia
with Turkish laws and work experience. Three software companies (Link, Logo
and ETA) have established markets for mass-selling software with a large
selection of modules. The second group consists of hardware vendors who sell
operating systems as well as application software along with their machines.

They realize the majority of software sales. The third group are the in-house
MIS departments of some large industrial groups. Usually these departments
have been organized as separate entities in the group and they develop
software for the market.
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Units

Percent

Spreadsheets

6947

23.11%

Word Processors

5481

18.24%

LAN/WAN Software °

2958

9.84%

Programming Languages

2502

8.32%

Databases

2392

7.96%

Multiple Purpose Software

2301

7.66%

S/W Development Tools (CASE)r )

1927

6.41%

Electronic Mail

1094

3.64%

Presentation Software

864

2.87%

Desktop Publishing

697

2.32%

697

2.32%

Auxiliary Software

397

1.32%

Graphics Software

376

1.25%

Industry-Specific Software

372

1.24%

Drawing Software

354

1.18%

Others

697

2.32%

CAD/CAM

^

30056

TOTAL

100.00%

Table 2.12: The imported PC software sold in Turkey in 1992 [Interpro; 1993b, p. 84]

According to a market research report, [Interpro; 1993b, p.84] 30,056

units of imported software for PCs (excluding operating systems) were sold in

the country in 1992, compared to 97,000 PCs sold in the same year. This figur

Local Area Network / Wide Area Network
Computer Aided Software Engineering
Computer Aided Design / Computer Aided Manufacturing
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is too low and the difference can possibly be explained by illegal copying. The
details of the report are summarized in Table 2.12.
In his survey of 200 medium and large Turkish commercial organizations,

Gozlu [1994, p.467] reports that financial transactions and budgeting are the
most common IT applications in the country:

Application

Percent of organizations
implementing

70.5%
60.5%
56.5%
55.5%
34%
32.5%
25.5%
24%
13.5%
9.5%
9%

Financial transactions and budgeting
Personnel management
Sales and orders
Inventory control
Production
General management
Banking and insurance
Technical calculations
Transportation and communication
Education
Research and development

Table 2.13: Most commonly used IT applications in Turkey [Gozlu; 1994, p.467]

2.2.6 Telecommunications in Turkey
A few decades ago the telecommunications industry was regarded as a

traditional and stable industry. Advances in electronics at the cost of elec

mechanical devices, as well as new systems like digital switches, fiber opti
networks, satellite communications, and ISDN (Integrated Services Digital

Network) changed this view radically. At the same time, IT became increasing
dependent on telecommunications due to the increasing connectivity
requirements of computers.
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Turkey m a d e massive investments in its telecommunications
infrastructure in the 1980s. In the second half of the decade
telecommunications expenditure was about 1% of GDP per annum. More than
half of the network became digital and currently almost all hardware

requirements are produced domestically. During this time the network size was

been tripled to cover all parts of the country with high quality telephone li
These achievements were accomplished by PTT, the publicly owned
telecommunications company of Turkey. The investments were financed from
their internal telecom revenues instead of with foreign credits.
For data communications, PTT established a circuit switched data
network (DATEX-1) in 1986, a packet switched network (TURPAK) in 1990, and
two lines of international data communication services for Internet and the
corporate sector.

2.2.7 Turkey's comparative advantages in IT
Some of the difficulties facing LDCs outlined above are problems in
Turkey. However, the country has certain advantages for creating a robust IT
sector and transforming its economy into an information based economy. Some
of these advantages are common to other LDCs while some are specific to the
conditions of the country.
Firstly, as a latecomer to the IT scene, Turkey has not invested heavily in
older computer technology. It does not have an extensive obsolete computer
park which is expensive to maintain and run. Implementing the new
technologies, IT departments in the country has the advantage of developing

more reliable software in a shorter time on more reliable hardware platforms.
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Being able to by-pass older mainframe architecture and m a k e a short cut into
the networks of small but powerful computers is a real advantage. This is
essentially what many IT departments in the developed countries have been
trying to achieve through downsizing, a buzz-word for the last few years.
Secondly, customs duty for computers was abolished in 1987. Although
some levies still apply, buying a computer in the country is now cheaper than

before. Almost all major international computer vendors operate in the country
and the computer market is highly competitive and advantageous for the buyer.
Thirdly, Turkey invested massively in its communications infrastructure in
the 1980s. This successful project became one of the pillars of a potential
information based economy where dissemination of information is of prime
importance.
Fourthly, like most developing countries, Turkey has a large young
population. Although the basic education system has certain deficiencies, the

young population has the potential of becoming the key resource of a robust IT
sector.
Fifthly, as a latecomer the country has enjoyed the benefit of sharply
declining hardware costs during the last two decades.
Sixthly, IT salaries in the country are well below those in developed
countries. This potential could be exploited for undertaking major software

projects from the outside world. India has been particularly successful in us
this advantage by the method of "body shopping" (providing on-site
programming services to foreign clients) and "offshoring" (where software is
developed in India) [Nidumolu & Goodman; 1993, p.20]; [Munasinghe; 1989,
p.23]. Recently, major Turkish software houses have combined their efforts to
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start a company for exporting software. However, they are aware of the

financial difficulties of such a project as well as the tough competition from
former Eastern Block countries which have better educated IT personnel.
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CHAPTER 3
COMPUTING FOR EXECUTIVES

3.1 DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
One of the earliest definitions of EIS came from Rockart and Treacy
[1980] in a working paper. In this paper, EIS was defined as:
"intensely data oriented systems designed to provide information for
executive use to improve managerial planning, monitoring, and
analysis."
The term EIS was popularized by the same authors in a Harvard Business
Review (HBR) article [1982]. In this article the EIS stood for "Executive
Information Support."
In the mid-80s the term "Executive Support Systems" was used
extensively by early authors like Keen, Levinson, Rockart, and DeLong. Keen

[1983, p. 15] approached to the ESS from the concept of DSS: "One useful way
of viewing an ESS, or any similar Decision Support System, is as a

computerized staff assistant." According to Levinson [1984, p. 149] ESS were
"terminal-based systems designed to aid senior executives in the management
of the firm." In a study of 45 Fortune 500 companies DeLong and Rockart
defined ESS as
"the routine use of computer terminal for any business function. The
users are either the C E O or a m e m b e r of the senior management
team reporting directly to him or her. Executive support systems can
be implemented at the corporate and/or divisional level." [DeLong &
Rockart; 1984, p. 192]
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These authors modified the above definition slightly in their pioneering
book about Executive Information Systems. By excluding the precondition for
hands-on implementation, ESS was defined as:
"the routine use of a computer-based system, most often through
direct access to a terminal or personal computer, for any business
function. The users are either the C E O or a m e m b e r of the senior
management team, reporting directly to him or her. Executive
support systems can be implemented at the corporate or divisional
level." [Rockart & DeLong; 1988a, p. 16]
In this book, Rockart and DeLong argued that ESS is a broader term
which covers additional capabilities such as scheduling tools, electronic
communications, and data analysis. However, in spite of the extensive
influence of this book, researchers and practitioners have preferred the term
EIS (Executive Information Systems) over ESS (Executive Support Systems) to
cover all aspects of the executive computing.
Paller and Laska [1990, p.40] used a general definition for the EIS in their
book:
"A computer-based information delivery and communication system
designed to support the needs of top executives."
Vella [1990, p.49] suggested an Australian definition:
"An executive information system (EIS) is a computerized presentation
system which gives executives access to high level strategic information."
According to Watson et al. [1991, p. 14] the EIS was:
"a computerized system that provides executives with easy access to
internal and external information that is relevant to their critical success
factors."
Millet and Mawhinney preferred to employ an EIS definition which
emphasized monitoring rather than analyzing. According to them, the EIS was:
"a system that integrates information from internal and external data
sources enabling executives to monitor and request information of
key importance to them via customized presentation formats."
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[Millet & Mawhinney; 1992, p.85]
According to Matthews and Shoebridge EISs were:
"software packages, used directly by non-expert users, which
provide easy access to large amounts of complex data and which
have facilities to analyze, present, and communicate that data in a
timely fashion." [Matthews & Shoebridge; 1992, p.96]
Bergeron and Raymond combined many aspects of previous definitions to
form a long one:
"An EIS is an information system supported by a mainframe and
personal computer, used for various business functions and on a
current basis. The users are either the C E O or a m e m b e r of the
senior management team reporting directly to him or her, The
system is designed specifically for them. It can support various
communication, planning or control functions, and provide access to
relevant information of a general nature. The executive information
system can be implemented at the corporate or divisional level of the
organization." [Bergeron & Raymond; 1992, p.46]
David Friend from Pilot Software, a frequent author in this field, recently
suggested a new term for the new generation of the EIS: Visual Information
Access and Analysis System (VIAA). He argues that this new generation is

substantially different than the previous ones. The most important difference
that they can be used by anyone in the organization rather than only the
executives. He defines VIAA as a system which
"provides access to company and external information through highly
visual screens that m a y combine text, numerical data, graphical data
and images." [Friend; 1993, p.35]
The following description, which is based on Paller and Laska's, will be
used for the purposes of this dissertation:
"An EIS is a computer-based information delivery and
communication system designed to support the needs of top
executives and middle managers. It excludes personal productivity
tools such as spreadsheets."
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3.2 T H E N A T U R E O F T H E EXECUTIVE W O R K

3.2.1 Fayol's proposition on executive work
French industrialist Henri Fayol was one of the first authors who wrote
about the nature of executive work. In his 1916 book he argued that the

managers were engaged in a discrete set of activities when performing th
jobs. These were:
1. Planning: Examining the future and drawing up the plan of action.
2. Organizing: Building up the structure, material and human, of the
undertaking.
3. Commanding: Maintaining activity among the personnel.

4. Coordinating: Binding together, unifying and harmonizing all activity
and effort.
5. Controlling: Seeing that everything occurs in conformity with
established rule and expressed command.
[Pugh & Hickson; 1989, p. 102]
Gulick elaborated Fayol's approach in his 1937 book and suggested an
acronym: POSTCORB, which stood for Planning, Organizing, Staffing,

Directing, Coordinating, Reporting, and Budgeting [Mintzberg; 1973, p.9]

3.2.2 Carlson's diary method
In his 1951 book Carlson contributed to the argument by his often quoted

research into the working and behavior patterns of nine Swedish executiv
[Mintzberg; 1973, p.8]. In this research he used the diary method which

also used by some later researchers. In this method the managers are give
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pre-designed forms to record the details of their activity on time basis. This
method was useful for unambiguous details such as place of work, other
people present at the time, executives' allocation of their time, etc. However,
proved to be ineffective for categorizing the work content of the executives.

Firstly, it had consistency problems because the dissimilarities of interpretat

by different individuals. Secondly, it was open to concerns about continuity an
precision of the recorded data, given that it was time-consuming and non-

rewarding for the executives. Carlson aired his concerns about reliability at t
start of his research. Nonetheless, from an EIS viewpoint, Carlson made an
important finding:
'The main problem for the chief executive in dealing with questions
brought up is to keep himself informed. Of the various headings on
our questionnaire 'getting information' w a s used at least twice as
often as any of the others."
3.2.3 Decision-making theory
Herbert Simon approached the problem from a decision-perspective. In
this approach, the decision-making capability is seen to be limited by
shortcomings of the human mind and managers are seen to be generally
content with gross simplifications in the decision-making process. In other

words, they "satisfice" constraints in a course of action which is "good enough
In the daily operations of an organization, this is translated as an "adequate

profit" instead of a possible "maximum profit." This has the advantage of makin
life simpler and easier to comprehend. Putting administrative man in place of
rational economic man is implicitly admitting that the economic man's purely
rational alternatives for decision making are not applicable in real life.
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Based on these facts, he describes three stages in the overall process of
making a decision:
1. Finding occasions calling for a decision - the intelligence activity (using
the word in the military sense);
2. Inventing, developing, and analyzing possible courses of action - the
design activity;
3. Selecting a particular course of action from those available - the choice
activity.
[Pugh & Hickson; 1989, p. 137]
Simon argues that there are two types of decision-making in a continuum.
These are "programmed" and "non-programmed" decisions. New and
unstructured decisions are non-programmed; repetitive and structured
decisions are programmed. His work has an important implication for executive
computing: He saw techniques and tools like operational research and
computer simulation as the perfect instruments to convert more and more
unprogrammed decisions to programmed decisions over time. From this point
of view, one could argue that these techniques and tools are likely to be more
and more in evidence at the top of organizations where non-programmed and
unstructured decisions predominate.
Some decision-making theorists elaborated the concept of satisficing by
sequential attention of goals:
"Just as the political organization is likely to resolve conflicting
pressures to 'go left' and 'go right' by first doing one and then the
other, the business firm is likely to resolve conflicting pressures to
'smooth production' and 'satisfy customers' by first doing one and
then the other. The resulting time buffer between goals permits the
organization to solve one problem at a time, attending to one goal at
a time." [Cyert & March; 1963, p. 118]
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The concept of decision-making in managerial behavior attracted wideinterest among researchers of managerial behavior. The task of decisionmaking is traditionally detailed as:
1. to identify goals,
2. to search for alternatives,
3. to predict the consequences,
4. to evaluate the alternatives, and finally,
5. to select the best course of action.
This approach was criticized mainly from two points. Firstly, it was argued

that it over-estimated the information-processing capacity of individuals, and
secondly, it was thought to misrepresent the social nature of decisions in the
organization. Another criticism came from Anderson [1983, p.203] in his study
of decision-making processes during the Cuban missile crisis. In this study,
Anderson argued that the American decision-making displayed three notable
characteristics:
1. Decision-making during the crisis involved sequential choice over an
array of noncompeting courses of action,
2. The act of making decisions led to the discovery of goals,
3. Decision makers were more concerned with avoiding failures than with
achieving successes.
These deviations from the standard accounts of decision-making led
Anderson to formulate "decision making by objection" which emphasized
sequential choice, goal discovery, and avoidance of failures.
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3.2.4 Anthony's planning and control model
Anthony [1992, pp. 10-15] suggested his well-known model of planning

and control in his 1965 book. According to this model, executives' roles in an
organization fall within three categories:
1. Strategic planning, which is the process of deciding on the goals of
the organization and the strategies for attaining these goals.
2. Management control, which is the process by which the managers
influence other members of the organization to implement the
organization's strategies.
3. Task control, which is the process of assuring that specific tasks are
carried out effectively and efficiently.
Although this model presents a limited range of the activities (mainly
Mintzberg's monitoring and resource allocation roles which will be discussed

later), it is generally accorded some importance in understanding the nature o
executives' work.
In Anthony's model, the EIS assists executives mainly in management
control by providing information about issues like budget, sales, and staff
levels.

3.2.5 Mintzberg's Role Model theory
In the mid-70s Henry Mintzberg [1973, p.11] attacked the "formal" views of
Fayol, the concept of POSTCORB, and others what he called "the classical
school:"
"We can find little of use in the writings of the classical school. They
have served to label our areas of ignorance, and m a y have fulfilled
the need of telling managers what they should be doing (even if it
did not tell them what they did). But the classical school has for too
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long served to block our search for a deeper understanding of the
work of the manager." [Mintzberg; 1973, p.11]
As an outcome of his previous study of five chief executives, he proposed

a number of "work characteristics" (their working times and places, interruptio

during work, their working partners, and the media they communicate) of typical
managers. He argued that
• managers work at an unrelenting pace;
• their activity is characterized by brevity, variety, and fragmentation;
• they preferred activities that are current, specific, well-defined, and
non-routine;
• they are attracted to the verbal rather than the written media;
• substantial part of their time is consumed by scheduled meetings (for
ceremony, strategy making, and negotiation);
• external contacts also absorb considerable part of their time;
• they spend more of their time with their subordinates than with their
superiors.
Mintzberg argued that these work characteristics were trivial in
understanding the real nature of the executive work. As for the work content,
(the activities that they carry out and the rationale behind these activities)
which he saw as the real answer to the problem, he defined ten managerial
roles in three groups. In this work, perhaps the most often quoted one in this
area, he defined the role as "an organized set of behaviors belonging to an
office or position." His Role Model Theory describes ten roles in three major
groups set out in Table 3.1.
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Interpersonal roles

Informational roles

Decisional roles:

figurehead,

monitor,

entrepreneur,

leader,

disseminator,

disturbance handler,

liaison

spokesman

resource allocator,
negotiator.

Table 3.1: Mintzberg's Role Groups

According to Mintzberg:
"these ten roles form a gestalt - an integrated whole. The three
interpersonal roles derive from the manager's formal authority and
status; these give rise to the three informational roles; and these in
turn enable the manager to perform the four decisional roles."
As a figurehead the manager acts as a symbol with a number of social,
inspirational, legal, and ceremonial duties. The leader role defines the

manager's relationship with the subordinates. His or her liaison role is relat
to contacts outside the organization. As a monitor, the manager seeks and
evaluates internal and external events and information. In his or her
disseminator role, the manager acts as a relay of information dissemination

between actors external and internal to the organization as well as within the
organization. As a spokesman, the manager transmits information on behalf of
the organization. He or she acts as an entrepreneur to initiate and promote

organizational change. In his or her disturbance handler role, he has to confi

any crisis according to the power play within the organization. He or she acts
as a resource allocator when resources such as money, manpower, and
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reputation are dispensed a m o n g members of the organization. And finally, he
or she negotiates with other organizations on behalf of his or her organization.
It could be argued that executive computing is directly related to the group
containing executives' informational roles. In this group, the computer has a
clear potential to assist the executive in the monitoring role. It can also be a
valuable tool in the disseminator role through its electronic mail and
telecommunication capabilities.
Yet, Mintzberg expresses his skepticism about the use of computer at the
executive level:
"There has been much speculation about the role of computer at
senior management levels. Our evidence suggests that its use in a
reprogrammed information system would be marginal. Much of the
information would be qualitative and imprecise, and much would
require only simple transfer -a transcript of a meeting forwarded from
one manager to another, for example. The costs of doing computer
analysis with data inputs of this type would probably be prohibitive in
most situations." [Mintzberg; 1973, p. 151]
Mintzberg summarized his views about the nature of executive work and
ten managerial roles two years later in a HBR article. In this article, he
emphasized managers' primary requirements for soft information, (gossip,
hearsay, speculation, etc.) and the computers' inability to provide them:
"(...) computer consoles gathering dust in the back room because the
managers never used the fancy on-line MIS s o m e analyst thought
they needed." [Mintzberg; 1975, p.50]
In the sequential attention to goals concept of Cyert and March [1963],

"sequentiality" was a reflection of the "limitations of rationality". It is use
somewhat opposing context some years later. Mintzberg [1976, p.51] argued
that the left hemisphere of the brain, which is associated with rationality,

processes information sequentially. Because of its rational and logical thinkin
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characteristics, this hemisphere of the brain is the one almost exclusively
researched in western psychology. In contrast, the right hemisphere, about
which we know relatively little, is specialized for simultaneous, holistic, and
relational processing.
"Now, reflect on this for a moment. (Should I say meditate?) There is
a set of thought processes -linear, sequential, analytical - that
scientists as well as the rest of us know a lot about. And there is
another set -simultaneous, relational, holistic- that w e know little
about. More importantly, here w e do not 'know' what w e 'know' or,
more exactly, our left hemispheres cannot articulate explicitly what
our right hemispheres know implicitly. (...) Thus it seems to be a
revelation to the left hemisphere w h e n it learns explicitly what the
right hemisphere knew all along implicitly." [Mintzberg; 1976, p.52]
What is the relation of this to the nature of managerial work? According to
Mintzberg:
"the important policy processes of managing an organization rely to
a considerable extent on the faculties identified with the brain's right
hemisphere. (...) The key managerial processes are enormously
complex and mysterious, drawing on the vaguest of information and
using the least articulated of mental processes. These processes
seem to be more relational and holistic than ordered and sequential,
and more intuitive than intellectual; they seem to be most
characteristic of right hemisphere activity." [Mintzberg; 1976, p.53]
If true, this hypothesis confirms that executive computing can never

provide substantial support to managerial activity unless the very nature of the
managerial work changes.

3.2.6 Kotter's "agenda setting" and "network building"
Kotter [1982a & 1982b] published the findings of his study of general
managers in a book and in a HBR article. This study was conducted from 1976
to 1981 and investigated fifteen general managers from nine US corporations.
Kotter's findings generally confirmed Mintzberg's suggestions that the
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traditional model of planning, organizing, commanding, coordinating, and
controlling is too vague and inadequate for describing the real executive
activity. He suggested that general managers engage mainly in two types of
activities: agenda setting and network building.
Executives develop agendas that incorporate loosely connected goals
and plans which are related to their short, medium, and long term

responsibilities. Although these agendas are in line with the official plans a

strategies of the organization, they are less detailed in financial objectives
more detailed in strategies and plan for the organization. They are also more
implicit and intuitive than the official plans.
Network building, the other job of the general managers, is necessary for
setting and implementing their agendas. It incorporates co-operative
communication not only with the subordinates, but also with peers, bosses,

outsiders, and anyone who they feel is of assistance to their job. This networ
does not necessarily have to be exactly the same as the organizational chart,
but it is consistent with it.

3.2.7 Isenberg's "intuition" and "rationality"
As a result of his study of corporate executives, Isenberg [1984]
supported Kotter's suggestion that the managers' main activities are setting
agendas and building networks to realize these agendas. In this well-known
study, he argued that intuition plays an important part in their thought
processes. He did not see intuition as opposed to the rationality, rather as

complementary to it. Further, he suggested that if the lessons of experience a

logical and well-founded, then so is the intuition reflecting this experience.
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an implication to executive computing, he suggested that managers, w h o are

imperfect in rationality, can and should develop perfectly rational systems t
free themselves from tackling the ambiguous, ill-defined tasks that the human
mind is capable of addressing.

3.3 EARLY WRITINGS ON EXECUTIVE COMPUTING
In the 1960's it was generally agreed that computers had a long way to go
to provide essential and useable information to managers. Ackoff [1967]
argued that most of the computerized information systems of that time were
designed with the assumption that the managers lacked relevant information.
This assumption, he argued, was not completely true. Their main problem was
the over abundance of relevant information. They should be provided with
filtered and condensed information about the organization. The informational
infrastructure for such a summary was in effect available in computer
databases. However, in real life the mechanism worked in a quite opposite
direction:
"Most MIS designers 'determine' what information is needed by
asking managers what information they would like to have. This is
based on the assumption that managers know what information they
need and want it. (...) The manager w h o does not understand the
phenomenon plays it 'safe' and, with respect to information, wants
'everything.' The MIS designer, w h o has even less understanding of
the relevant phenomenon than the manager, tries to provide even
more than everything. H e thereby increases what is already an
overload of irrelevant information." [Ackoff; 1967 p.B-149]
John Rockart [1979a] from the Center for Information Systems Research
(CISR) at the Sloan School of Management of MIT published Chief Executives
Define Their Own Data Needs as one of the earliest articles about executive
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computing. This article, which elaborated the Critical Success Factors (CSF)
method, will be discussed later in this chapter.
Three years later Rockart and Treacy [1982] were able to provide
examples of a few pioneering executives who used computers as part of their
jobs. With a promising heading (The CEO Goes On-Line), this article had an
important effect on the subsequent ideas and issues about the executive
computing. This article will also be discussed later in the chapter.
By the beginning of the 1980s the majority of executives were still
unconvinced about the benefits of the computer on their desks. At the same
time the popular press was busy in publishing amusing stories about
"technophobia":
"Could you do that? Could you even turn on the machine, you
miserable excuse for a manager? N o can do, eh? Well then (...) your
days are numbered. Adapt or die." [Kiechel; 1983, p.241]
However, after this dreadful entrance, the author comforted the trembling
executives:
"Actually, all you executive ground sloths can breathe easy -for the
time being. While there seem to be no definitive statistics as yet,
what surveys there are suggest that no more than 1 0 % of executives
and professional managers use a computer themselves, or even feel
comfortable with the prospect of using one. Moreover, the betting is
that this won't change much in the next few years. Says Harvard
Business School Professor John Kotter, an authority on h o w
executives use their time, 'If you took a motion picture of the typical
executive at work today, and then did the s a m e thing ten years from
now, I expect that you'd find almost no difference between the two.'"
It is more than ten years now since this article has been written, and it

could be argued that Kotter's predictions did not come true. Although it is n
possible now to find a computer on every executive desk, executive computing
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is quite c o m m o n at least in the American context, in which the article was
written.

3.4 REVIEW OF BOOKS ON EIS
Researchers in CISR played a crucial role in the development of the EIS

concept. In the second half of the 1980s two books came from this institutio
which paved the way to future developments.
The first of these is The Rise of Managerial Computing, which is a

collection of 19 articles, edited by Rockart (head of CISR) and Bullen [1986
An important number of articles in this book were previously working papers

from CISR. Other than Executive Support Systems (the book used this term), i
contained some articles about DSS and End User Computing (EUC). In

opposition to traditional transaction processing systems, the essence of thi
book was its emphasis on several computerized support systems in
organizations. It could be said that this book contained material which

represented an attempt to understand what the information-based organizatio
of the future might look like.
It is generally agreed that Rockart and DeLong's [1988a] book Executive
Support Systems: The Emergence of Top Management Computer Use played

an important role in boosting interest in EISs and it became a classic in th

field. This pioneering book is still perhaps the most often quoted source i

ElS-related research. Data for this book came from the authors' study of the

information systems in thirty large American companies. Based on this work a

well as the earlier CSF study, the authors formulated eight factors require
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a successful EIS implementation. These eight factors and other ideas
presented in this book will be discussed in section 3.5.1.
The researcher and publisher of an EIS newsletter, Paller and a
professional writer, Laska published another book in this field in 1990. The
Book: Information Systems for Top Managers [Paller & Laska; 1990] was more
practice-oriented than its predecessor and targeted IS students who wanted to
get a practical approach as well as professionals who were in the process of
implementing an EIS. As a practitioner, Paller brought a grounded approach

"from the field." This approach gave the reader an insight to the practices an
concerns of the real world together with the jargon of the practitioners. The
book also gave examples of early executive information systems which had
been rarely mentioned elsewhere due to their sensitive and military nature.
In 1991 the rapid diffusion of the EIS concept was reflected in the
publication of four books. Mary Boone's Leadership and the Computer was
based on detailed interviews with 15 US executives and one senator. One of
the executives was Richard Crandall who was the CEO and President of
Comshare, the largest EIS software supplier in the world. The author
investigated the leadership qualities of these people through the following
concepts:
• Leader as a commander
• Leader as a communicator
• Leader as a coach
• Leader as a change agent.
Emphasizing the behavior patterns of executives, the first part of the book
was based on the traditional American "great man school" which was explained
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by Mintzberg in his The Nature of Managerial Work [1973]. Like similar works, it

is rich in anecdotes, but poor in general theory. This section also investigate
the use of information technology in organizations as well as executive
computing. It is mainly the second part of the book which emphasizes
executive computing. In this section one chapter investigated the barriers
holding executives back from using computers, another one specified the
potential benefits of executive computing, the next gave practical advice for
choosing the EIS software and hardware, and the last one described what

executive computing might look like in future with currently available and todeveloped technologies.
Bird's [1991] book EIS Management Handbook was a short and concise
introduction to the field for practicing professionals as well as students.

Although not very rich in new ideas, this book was useful to new readers for it
compactness.
Thieraufs [1991] Executive Information Systems: A Guide for Senior
Management and MIS Professionals is a broad study of organizational
computing with an emphasize on EIS. In this book the author attempted to
approach a wide range of MIS concepts from the perspective of EISs and wee

versa. The first half of the book contains traditional EIS concepts like execu
decision making, hardware, software, and implementation. In the second half
the concepts of strategic planning and a range of organizational activities
(marketing, manufacturing, finance, and personnel) are examined from an
environment where the EIS is the major control factor. The book analyses these

activities both from traditional MIS point of view and from the "new" EIS poin
view. Being a frequent writer on DSS, Thierauf also suggests general decision
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support applications and Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) where
appropriate.
Burkan's [1991] Executive Information Systems: From Proposal through

Implementation is another practical approach to the EIS. The first part of the
book supplies basic EIS information and advice for the executives, the second

part is a "survival guide" for the implementers. After the "bird's eye" view o
EIS in the first part for the executives, the author recommends a chronology
the implementers:
1. Interview the executive
2. Establish your vision
3. Review your functional requirements
4. Create the EIS proposal
5. Derive your technical needs
6. Evaluate your technical options
7. Build your system
These steps should not be confused with a formal systems development
methodology as opposed to prototyping. Indeed, the author recognizes the
importance of prototyping in the EIS process.
According to the book, the failure rate of these systems is high and most

practical advice is targeted to prevent failure. This is done mostly by explo
the reasons for failure and success in four critical areas:
• Understanding the organizational needs,
• Conducting the executive interview,
• Understanding the differences in the EIS technologies,
• Conducting the evaluation of the systemv
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The newest book about EISs is a collection of articles edited by Hugh
Watson, Kelly Rainer, and George Houdeshel. Executive Information Systems:
Emergence, Development, Impact [Watson, Rainer & Houdeshel; 1992]
contains 26 articles covering a broad range of issues about the EIS. Some of
them like The CEO Goes On-line are established EIS classics, while most of
them deal with recent developments. The articles are grouped in four parts:
• The emergence of the EIS;
• The nature of executive work;
• Developing an EIS;
• The impact of the EIS.
The width and depth of the issues covered make this book one of the best
sources in the field for students and practitioners.

3.5 MOST OFTEN QUOTED ARTICLES AND BOOKS ON EIS
The EIS literature contains a growing body of knowledge. In this chapter it
is appropriate to mention some of the best known sources which have had a
strong influence on the shaping of the literature.

A brief study of 42 journal and book articles which are directly related with
the EIS was used to determine the ten most often quoted sources in the EIS
literature. These sources were then cross-checked with 5 years of the Social
Sciences Citation Index [1987, 88, 89, 90, 91]. It must be stated that this
has some inherent flaws such as:
• The articles are chosen randomly from a population of articles
which contains references section,
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• Consequently, they exclude professional journal articles which
generally do not have formal references,
• There is a natural bias to older sources which had had time to
establish themselves.
However, study of these sources provides some idea about the EIS
literature and the diffusion of the EIS concept, as shown by Table 3.2 below.
There is a considerable discrepancy between the author's study and the
citation index. To some extent, it can be explained by the flaws described

above. Another source of discrepancy is the broad nature of the citation inde
For example, because it is a classic across the entire management discipline,
we should expect that Mintzberg's The Nature of Managerial Work would

appear so many times in the citation index. Also, contrary to the five year s
of this author's study, such influence does not have a time limit.
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Number of

Author(s)

N a m e of the Source

Citations

21

16

Publication

Citation Index

Year

87,88,89,90,91

1988

-, 1, 2, 4, 6

Rockart &

Executive Support

DeLong

Systems

Rockart &

The C E O Goes On-Line

1982

1, 1, 1, 1, 1

Chief Executives Define

1979

9, 12, 6, 6, 4

Treacy

10

Rockart

Their O w n Data Needs

9

Houdeshel & The Management
Watson
Information and

1987

0, 2, 2, 0, 4 l

1986

0, 0, 0, 0, 0

Decision Support
System (MIDS) in
Lockheed Georgia

8

Friend

Executive Information
Systems: Successes
and Failures, Insights
and Misconceptions

7

Mintzberg

The Nature of
Managerial Work

1973

59,37,48,54,38

7

Watson,

Executive Information

1991

-/ -, -, -. o

Rainer, &

Systems: A Framework

Koh

for Development and a
Survey of Current
1990

-, -, -, 1, 1

1980

0, 0, 0, 0, 1

1990

-, -, -, 0, 1

Practices

6

The EIS Book:
Information Systems for

Paller &
Laska

Top Managers

5
5

Rockart &

Executive Information

Treacy

Support Systems

Barrow

Implementing an
Executive Information
System: Seven Steps
for Success

Table 3.2: Frequently quoted works on EIS

3.5.1 Rockart and De Long's Executive Support Systems
As expected, the most often quoted source of EIS information is Rockart
and DeLong's [1988a] book Executive Support Systems: The Emergence of
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Top Management

Computer Use. This book is generally accepted as the most

important classic in this field. Rockart and DeLong start the book with
explaining the reasons for growth in ESS: (the book uses the term Executive
Support Systems)
"First, despite what some critics say, the use of information
technology to support executives makes good managerial sense. (...)
Second, the technology, both hardware and software, is rapidly
improving. (...) A third reason computer-based executive support will
continue to spread is that more and more top managers are
becoming computer literate." [pp.6-7]
Then comes the reasons against. The authors raise four difficulties with
executive computing:
1. ESS is not appropriate for management styles or needs of many
executives.
2. ESS cannot provide the type of information executives need most.
3. ESS can make a misleading impact by giving a false impression
that it can present all the reality. In fact, all it can present is the
quantifiable objects and some limited soft information.
4. As the bottom line, these systems have a high failure rate.
The book devotes three chapters to the areas of ESS use in

organizations. The first dealt with is office support applications. These can

communication tools like electronic mail, access to news, and word processing;
or data analysis tools like spreadsheets; or organizing tools like automated

filing and calendaring. The authors report that these tools are well understo
and easy to implement. However, except for news and electronic mail, their
impact is limited.
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The second main area of E S S use covered is the improvement of
planning and control processes. ESSs can improve existing reporting systems

by improving data integrity, by speeding up reporting, and by adding different
formats such as graphics and tables. In seeking this improvement, ESSs can

pave the way for the redesign of reporting systems as well as the processes of
planning and forecasting. It can also support these planning and control

processes by enabling executives to construct ad-hoc queries. This flexibility

particularly important because it is impossible for an analyst to determine a
the information requirements beforehand in a static reporting system. And

lastly, by fostering communications, the electronic mail facility of the ESS c
be functional in improving the planning and control process.
The third main area of ESS use identified by Rockart and DeLong is the
enhancement of the executives' mental models. They use the term "cognitive
construct" for these mental models. This construct has the function of

simplification and organization of the complex world we live in, so that we ca

operate effectively. According to the authors, although there is not much hard
evidence, it could be suggested that ESS can support executives' mental
models by:
1. Improving access to data,
2. Enabling the combination of data from multiple sources,
3. Presenting data in more meaningful formats,
4. Improving analytic and mental capabilities,
5. Enabling the surfacing and testing of assumptions,
6. Off-hours data access.
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As for E S S implementation, Rockart and DeLong argue that Keen and

Scott Morton's [1978] suggestion for DSS implementation is applicable to ES

According to this, each implementation is unique and no statistically meanin
set of key factors for implementation have been found. Despite this, as a
starting point Rockart and DeLong propose eight critical factors for a
successful ESS implementation:
1 A committed and informed executive sponsor who has a basic
understanding of the system and who can spend time and energy
for development.
2. An operating sponsor who can manage the details of the system
from user's side. This person should be able to communicate with
CEO and IS people effectively.
3. Appropriate IS staff who should have good technical and
business capabilities as well as excellent communication skills.
4. Appropriate technology which should be able to support
demanding working environment. Although the technology is
important, the relevance of the information it provides is much
more crucial.
5. Management of data by aggregating, accessing, and extracting
from various internal and external sources. ESS can provide
consistency by using the same data with the same terminology
throughout the organization.
6. Clear link to business objectives with the target of solving real
business problems. These problems and relevant information
requirements can be determined by the CSF method.
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7. M a n a g e m e n t of organizational resistance which is inevitable by
the change in the flow of information. This resistance can simply
be ignored, or attempted to be overcome by the use of power, or,
preferably, eliminated through a participative and educational
approach.
8. Management of system evolution and spread vertically and
horizontally in a demanding environment with explicit goals, fast
response to user demands, well-managed expectations, and
ensured availability of resources.
As for the impacts of ESS, Rockart and DeLong found that most
organizations have the objective of staff reductions and a larger span of
control. They argue that ESS could be one of the vehicles to realize Peter

Drucker's information-based organization [Drucker; 1986, p.201] where most of
the middle managers have been eliminated and the span of control increased.
The ESS can replace those people whose main function is to relay information
upwards and downwards. This will be for the benefit of the organization,
Drucker argues, because:
"In the past thirty years levels have increased even faster than
middle-management jobs. Every additional level, however, increases
rigidity. Each slows the decision-making process. And it is a law of
information theory that every relay (that is, 'level') halves the
information transmitted and doubles the noise. Levels should
increase much more slowly than numbers, if at all."
It could be said that Drucker's argument is taken seriously by many
organizations today with serious social implications.
Rockart and DeLong express their final thoughts in the last chapter of
their book:
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"It is logical that w e should find clear advantages for senior
executives in the use of workstations customized for their particular
needs. Wide-spread E S S use will not happen overnight. But it is
inevitable." [Rockart & DeLong; 1988a, p.259]
3.5.2 Rockart and Treacy's The CEO Goes On-Line
Arguably, Rockart and Treacy's [1982] The CEO Goes On-Line is the

second most often quoted source in the EIS literature. In this article the au
mentioned a few pioneering executives who used computers comfortably as
part of their daily jobs. Some of them even wrote their own programs!
Understandably, these executives were real pioneers who had to use systems

which lacked the user-friendliness of the later EIS packages. In this article

diffusion of computers to the executive suits was attributed to the following
reasons:
• Availability of cheap user-oriented terminals,
• Better informed executives aware of the potential benefits of computers
• Highly turbulent and competitive business environment.
According to the authors, the emerging Executive Information Support
which was then the acronym for the EIS, had three factors in common:
1. A common core of data which is identified as "data cube." This is
the symbolic representation of three dimensions of an
organization. The first dimension contains the data of business
variables such as major general ledger accounting figures or
sales by product line. The second dimension is time which
contains budgeted, actual, and revised data of key variables on
monthly period basis. The third dimension is business unit which
may be based on geography, division, or function (see section
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4.2.2.2). The authors suggested that the data cube should be
enriched by soft information and external data.
2. T w o principal methods of use, namely status access and
personalized analysis. Status access is the monitoring of
organization's operations on the "read-only" basis. It can be of
great help particularly in situations where the environment is
turbulent and conditions change rapidly. Personalized analysis
enable executives to make their own analysis from available data.
Analysis m a y be projecting past data into future, creating graphs,
or simulating capital investment models. (It must be stated that
these two principal methods of use represent a small portion of
current advanced EIS usage.)
3. A support organization which is essential for tackling the technical
problems (there were many) executives faced.
Rockart and Treacy mention the case of Northwest Industries and its
Chairman Ben Heineman as a pioneer in executive computing. This case has
also been discussed extensively elsewhere [Rockart & DeLong; 1988a];
[Kiechel; 1983]; [Main; 1989]. Heineman w a s not only a strong believer in the
opportunities that the computer could offer to the executives, he also wrote his
own programs. H e used "EIS coaches" w h o were MIS people to support himself
and the other executives in locating the data in the corporate databases and in
other technical issues. n

The $4 Million system was later scrapped when Heinemann retired [Main, 1989, p.43].
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3.5.3 Rockart's Chief Executives Define Their Own Data

Needs

In [1979a] Rockart published his pioneering article about executive
computing under the title Chief Executives Define Their Own Data Needs. In
this article he supported the Ackoffs argument about too much but irrelevant

information on the executive desks. To solve the problem, i.e., to determine t

real information requirements of the executives, he discussed existing method
and introduced the Critical Success Method which was being extensively
researched at MIT at that time. He referred to von Clausewitz [Rockart &

Bullen; 1986, p.xvii] as one of the earliest writers about CSF. In his well-k
1808 book on the Principles of War, von Clausewitz wrote for the German
General Staff that capable generals concentrated their forces on a few
significant battles. Modern CSF method was based on the success factors
concept which was introduced to the management literature by Daniel [1961],
This concept was later elaborated and clarified in the earlier editions of
Anthony et a/.'s Management Control Systems [1992] as "key variables". Based
on these concepts, Rockart [1979b, p.85] defined the CSF as:
"the limited number of areas in which results, if they are satisfactory,
will ensure successful competitive performance for the organization.
They are the few key areas where 'things must go right' for the
business to flourish. If results in these areas are not adequate, the
organization's efforts for the period will be less than desired. As a
result, the critical success factors are areas of activity that should
receive constant and careful attention from the management. The
current status of performance in each area should be continually
measured, and that information should be available."
Recognizing the fact that every manager may have different information
needs, and that these needs may change over time, the CSF method focused
on individual managers and their current hard and soft information needs.
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However, the chance of success with the methodology can increase if it has an
organizational, rather than an individual focus.

3.5.4 Houdeshel and Watson's Lockheed case
Perhaps the most often quoted case study in the EIS literature is
Houdeshel and Watson's [1987] The Management Information and Decision
Support (MIDS) System at Lockheed-Georgia. Being operational since 1978,

this system was built in-house with an evolutionary approach. It was graphica
oriented, and communications technology was used extensively. The executive
terminals were IBM PC/XT's. In addition to the MIDS, the terminals also
provided access to an off-the-shelf electronic mail package.
The authors argue that contrary to their initial promise, Management
Information Systems have had little impact at the executive level. The next
attempt to reach them were DSSs, but these too had only an indirect effect.
They were mainly used by middle managers to provide information to the
executives. There were several reasons for executives not to use these

systems. Besides having poor keyboard skills, and not being computer literate,
executives tended to see these systems as too inflexible for the unstructured
nature of their work. As DSSs became more flexible, their usage became more
complex. In contrast, MIDS was extremely easy to use, requiring only 15
minutes of training.
One of the important benefits of the system was to provide standard
definitions to the concepts:
"The importance of standard definitions can be illustrated by the use
of the word 'signup'. (...) Prior to the establishment of standard
definition, it tended to be used differently by various organizational
units. T o marketing people, a signup w a s when a letter of intent to
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buy w a s received. Legal services considered it to be when a
contract was received. Finance interpreted it as when a down
payment w a s made. The standard definition of a signup now
used is 'a signed contract with a non-refundable payment.'"
[Houdeshel & Watson; 1987, p. 132]
The system also used consistent colors in displays. Green was used for

"good", yellow for "marginal", and red for "unfavorable" data. It is generall

agreed that if an EIS does not spread, it is destined to fail. In Lockheed th
number of support staff increased with the increasing number of users and
screens:
"The MIDS staff has grown from five to its current size of nine. Six of
the staff members are classified as information analysts, two are
computer analysts, and there is the manager of the M I D S group. The
information analysts are responsible for determining the system's
content, designing the screens, and keeping system operational.
Each information analyst is responsible for about 100 displays.
Approximately 170 displays are updated daily by the M I D S staff. The
computer analysts are responsible for hardware selection and
acquisition and software development."
[Houdeshel & Watson; 1987, p. 135]
As for data, several sources were used:
"The internal sources include transaction processing systems,
financial applications, and human resources. S o m e of the data can
be transferred directly to MIDS from other computerized systems,
while others must be rekeyed or entered for the first time. (...) Hard
data (...) provides 'the facts'. Soft data often comes from human
resources and results in information which could not be obtained in
any other way; it provides meaning, context, and insight to hard
data." [Houdeshel & Watson; 1987, pp. 135-136]
According to the authors, the keys to the success of the system could be
summarized as:
1. A committed senior executive sponsor,
2. Carefully defined system requirements,
3. Carefully defined Information requirements,
4. A team approach to systems development,
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5. A n evolutionary development approach,
6. Careful computer hardware and software selection.

3.5.5 Friend's article
Friend's [1986] Executive Information Systems: Successes and Failures,

Insights and Misconceptions was an attempt to define the basic characteristics

of the EIS. Like several other EIS articles of that time, he described the new
concept of the EIS by comparing it to MIS and DSS. He argued that MIS could
not provide the content and format of information requested by the executives

with its "let's-provide-all-possible-data" mentality. Another problem with the

was its inherent focus on a historical, accounting based approach, rather than
focusing on factors where an organization could be successful.
As for DSSs, Friend argued that executives were information users rather

than information analysts. This was the main reason of their reluctance to use
DSSs which were essentially analysis tools. The difference between DSS and
EIS was obvious:
"DSS and EIS are not the same thing. EIS is used mostly for highly
structured reporting, sometimes referred to as status access. D S S
has become almost synonymous with modeling and unstructured, ad
hoc querying." [Friend; 1986, p.34]
If this statement is true, it could be argued that it contains an important
dilemma for the EIS: having to support an unstructured process with a highly
structured approach.
The author also discussed three possible ways to store data for an EIS.
The first way is to store the data on a mainframe and access it through dumb
terminals. The second way is to store the data in personal computers which
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also acts as executive terminals. The third way is to use the mainframe to store
the data and personal computers to access it. The author (and his company
Pilot Software) favored this third option.
After almost a decade his prophecy about the future of home-grown EIS
seems to have been realized:
"One casualty of growing sophistication of EIS will be home-grown
EIS packages. Vendor-supplied high-quality software and the
competing priorities of EIS internal implementation will eliminate the
internal development of EIS." [Friend; 1986, p.35]
3.5.6 Watson et afs article
In Executive Information Systems: A Framework for Development and A
Survey of Current Practices, Watson, Rainer, and Koh [1991] published the
results of their questionnaire survey of the American situation. The article
suggested a framework for EIS development. This framework, which contained
structural, development, and user-system dialogue aspects of EIS
development, was used for analyzing the data from survey. Some of the
findings of the research from the structural perspective were as follows:
"Few IS departments had the confidence of management and/or the
risk-taking propensity to push for an EIS. However, as the number of
EIS success stories has grown, more IS departments are taking
lead." [p. 18]
"62 percent of the executive sponsors hold positions other than CEO
or president." [p. 18]
'The average size of (EIS builder/support teams) was four people."
[p.20]
'Two of the major organizational resistances to EIS are staff
personnel w h o feel threatened by the possibility of a diminished role
in supplying information to executives and subordinate line
managers w h o fear that their operations will be too visible to top
management." [p.20]
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"Information systems personnel m a y not lead the EIS project, but
their support, cooperation, and assistance are critical." [p.20]
As for the development process, the authors found that the most
important external and internal pressures which led to EIS development were
(in the order of perceived importance):
External pressures:
Increasingly competitive environment,
Rapidly changing external environment,
Need to be more proactive in dealing with external environment,
Need to access external databases,
Increasing government regulations,
Other.
Internal pressures:
Need for timely information,
Need for improved communication,
Need for access to operational data,
Need for rapid status updates on different business units,
Need for increased effectiveness,
Need to be able to identify historical trends,
Need for increased efficiency,
Need for access to corporate databases,
Other,
Need for more accurate information.
[Watson, Rainer & Koh; 1991 p.23]
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The average development cost was found to be U S $ 128,000 for
software, $129,000 for hardware, $90,000 for personnel, and $18,000 for

training. Average annual operating costs were $117,000 for personnel, $46,00
for software, $29,000 for hardware, and $16,000 for training.
It was found that 24% of the firms used in-house software, 24% used
vendor-supplied software, and 52% used a combination of these two. Pilot
Software's Command Center and Comshare's Commander were the most
common vendor-supplied software.
The dialogue aspect of the EIS is the most important issue from the user's
point of view. The system should be extremely easy to use so that no user
documentation should be necessary. The research found that in 89% of firms
executives used the system themselves.
The findings of this study gives important insight of the EIS practices in
the American context between 1988 and 1991. Since this research was
conducted, EIS has spread from large corporations to many medium and smallsized companies. This was mainly possible by the introduction of PC-based
low-cost second generation EIS packages.

3.5.7 Barrow's Implementing an Executive Information System
Lastly, Barrow's [1990] Implementing an Executive Information System:

Seven Steps for Success is another attempt to formulate the key issues in th
EIS development process. According to the author, MIS managers should focus
on the following issues:
1. Find an executive champion who is keen on exploiting the
opportunities EIS could offer.
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2. Maintain simplicity for executive use, but without sacrificing
capabilities for more technical users.
3. Use MIS expertise so that MIS will have a higher profile in the
organization and MIS staff will be more conversant about the
business.
4. Ensure feasibility of data availability. Data that is required by the
executives may be scattered in different platforms of hardware
and software.
5. Develop a small but significant prototype which would address a
real need. Developing process of EIS requires a significantly
different approach than MIS department used to.
6. Communicate to overcome resistance by involving and educating
executives about the benefits of the system.
7. Plan for the future in order to manage the spread of the system
successfully.

3.6 EIS DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
In the 1980s organizations had mainly two ways of implementing an EIS.
They either bought an off-the-shelf package from a specialized vendor, or they
developed a system with internal resources. Some organizations used both of
these approaches, i.e., their IS departments modified the off-the-shelf
packages extensively.
During that period off-the-shelf packages were quite expensive (a typical
configuration usually costed more than US$ 300,000) and generally mainframe

based. Not surprisingly, it was only the larger organizations which could affo
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a vendor EIS. The cost and the desire for a system tailored to specific
organizational needs led some organizations to use internal resources for to
develop their EIS. IS departments, sometimes with the support of external
consultants, were given the responsibility of analyzing the problem,
determining the requirements, coding the programs, implementation, and
maintenance.
With the introduction of the second generation of EIS over last few years,
this approach has been abandoned by many organizations. This new
generation is cheaper, generally does not require large and powerful

mainframes, yet is fairly sophisticated. Nevertheless, it requires the support
the IS department for the provision of interfaces between different hardware
and software platforms, data location, and maintenance.
Although the EIS literature is relatively rich in examples of
implementation, there is not very much published research about developing
in-house EISs. The existing ones generally agree that a formal systems
development methodology does not work with EIS. Instead, prototyping is
proposed. The main reason for this is the difficulty of "making the executives

talk" about their information requirements. It is easier for them to comment on
the prototypes shown to them. Another reason is that, unlike traditional
transaction processing systems, a successful EIS tends never to be completed.
New screens and new users with requirements for additional information force

the utilization of an iterative approach. Also, it is argued that this approac
develop a degree of ownership by the executives which is very important to the
success of the system. According to a survey by Watson et al. [1991, p.23]
92% of the EIS in the US were developed by an iterative/prototyping approach.
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In the EIS literature the word "development" is used with more than one

meaning. It means writing the actual program with internal resources;(,) it also
means "developing" an EIS by the use of one or more commercially available
reporting, spreadsheet, or graphics packages [Reck & Hall; 1986]; or it can
even mean "developing" a system by a full-feature vendor EIS package which
would address the needs of the organization [Jones & Nandhakumar; 1993].
Thus, there is no distinction between development and implementation in the
EIS literature. Fitzgerald defines the term "EIS developer" as follows:
"The leader or the member of the business team charged with EIS
implementation in its widest context, and not in an information
system context indicating a technical specialist."
[Fitzgerald; 1993, p.341]
The probable reason for this seeming confusion in terminology is that,
unlike traditional transaction processing systems, EIS requires substantial
organizational effort to be used effectively even with off-the-shelf vendor

software. This effort includes determining executives' information requirements
locating and retrieving necessary data through incompatible hardware and
software, dealing with organizational politics, etc.
One of the early articles addressing EIS development is from Reck and
Hall [1986]. In this article the authors define EIS, together with DSS, as a
subset of Management Support Systems. They propose the participation of at
least three individuals in the prototyping process. These are the executive
user, a business analyst, and an information systems developer. They should
meet weekly to determine the CSFs and the information requirements based on
these factors. These requirements should then be addressed in the system.

This approach was used by 2 4 % of the organizations surveyed by Rainer et al. [1992, p.335]
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The authors do not reject the prospect of using the commercial reporting
packages available at that time.
In the first generation of EISs, cost was the major obstacle to the
implementation of a system. The natural choice of medium and small size
organizations remained the development of a system with their own resources.
For such organizations, O'Shea [1989] suggested a piecemeal approach. In
this approach, it is assumed that the organization should determine which of
the elements of the EIS are essential for the organization. They can be

obtaining access to external data, or providing soft information, or electroni
mail, etc. In determining these elements the focus of the study should be the

organizational objectives, the important projects for realizing these objectiv

and executives' information needs related to these objectives. The next step i

to analyze the existing hardware, software, and tools to develop the system in
an efficient way. In this analysis, commercially available packages like
spreadsheet or graphics as well as the development of in-house software
should be considered. This approach is advantageous for its cost
effectiveness, for executives' exposure to IT, and for the potential benefits
cheaper technology in the future. Its disadvantages are the lack of the
sophistication offered by the commercial EIS packages, executives' possible
negative perceptions due to their limitations, and possible high costs.
Several development methods were suggested for EIS development. One
of them is Volonino and Watson's [1990-91] "Strategic Business Objectives."
This method is based on the recognition that the EIS should be aligned with

well-formulated business objectives. The six steps involved in this method are
1. Identification of strategic business objectives,
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2. Identification of critical business processes related to these
objectives,
3. Assignment of priorities to business objectives and processes,
4. Definition of necessary information to support the business
processes,
5. Identification of information linkages a m o n g processes,
6. Preparation of a plan for development, implementation, and
evolution of EIS.
The authors argued that prioritizing the business objectives and related
processes leads to a modular, evolutionary development plan.
Crocket [1992] and Friend and Norment [1991] have also developed
methods for the EIS implementation.
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CHAPTER 4
A STRUCTURED APPROACH TO KEY EIS ISSUES

4.1 EIS ACROSS DIFFERENT CULTURES
Almost all research about EIS comes from developed countries. Further, a
large majority of this research comes from the US where EIS originated and
where almost all EIS vendors are established. Consequently, like most
computer based information systems, EIS and research on it reflects the

culture and conditions in developed countries in general and the United States
in particular.
Some non-US originated research is worth mentioning here. In particular,

Pervan's [1992] research described below reveals significant variations in the
use of EISs even across Anglophone cultures. In his comparison of EIS
practices between US and Australian organizations Pervan argues that the
Australian organizations emphasize "hard" technology issues such as data,
hardware, software, and security, whereas the US organizations stressed

organizational and political issues. This led him to conclude that the Australi
organizations are in an earlier stage of development in EIS issues compared

with their US counterparts. Cottrell and Rapley [1991, p.65] report the results
research in UK conditions. According to these authors, although most of the UK
practices are in line with those in the United States, there are certain
differences. Specifically, UK organizations are not as sensitive in developing

EIS with clear link to business objectives. Also, organizational politics in EI
implementation are seen as less important in the UK than in the US. Research
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by Leidner, Carlsson, and Elam [1995] compare EIS practices in the different
cultural environments of American and Swedish managers. This report reveals
that there are certain differences in the practices which stem from these
cultural differences. For example, the Swedish managers use the EIS for
analytical purposes more than reporting purposes, whereas American
managers prefer the opposite. The researchers conclude that the systems
developed in one country may require substantial changes in order to be
applicable to the conditions of another country.
Arguably, cultural differences and the level of IT implementation between
developed and developing countries are much more significant than the
differences between individual developed countries. Advanced IT applications
which require a sound IT infrastructure are not common in developing

countries. Consequently, there is little research on applications like EIS in t

specific environments of these countries. This chapter will structurally examin
the general characteristics of EIS as perceived in developed countries. This

examination will involve a historical perspective for a better comprehension o
the evolution of EIS. In subsequent chapters these characteristics will be
investigated through case studies from a developing country, namely Turkey.

4.1.1 Non-American writings on EIS
Although most of the EIS research comes from the US, there is significant
interest about it in other countries, both English speaking and non English
speaking.
For example, in Australia interest is reflected in several journal articles,
conference proceedings, and internal reports in organizations. The EIS market
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is also growing. Almost all major suppliers of EIS software have branch offices
or representatives in Australia. In a Coopers & Lybrand [1990] survey about
EIS practices in Australia, it was found that there were already several
organizations who had implemented successful systems. These were mainly
first generation EISs with an average cost of AUS$ 250,000.
Perhaps the best known case study of the EIS in Australian context is
EDIS (Executive Decision Information System) of the Royal Australian Navy.
This project is well-documented by its former manager Greg Whymark [1991a

& 1991b]. This author reports that this system is also one of the first EISs to
used in the Australian public sector. It was developed using vendor software
(EIS-EPIC from Planning Sciences), and runs in a PC environment. One of the
important suggestions from this case study is about the politics (even in a
military organization) and the relation between the EIS project and the data
providers in the IS department:
"There is a political component that is vital to consider when
implementing an EIS. Care needs to be taken to ensure that the
rights of data provider are considered, and that the normal
administrative chain that information flows through is not disrupted
without due cause. There are two good reasons for this statement.
Firstly, the EIS information analyst needs the cooperation of the data
provider. It is wise to ensure that this person continues to own the
data, and that they release the data each time it is collected for the
EIS. Thus they retain formal and practical ownership. Secondly, the
EIS staff have neither the time nor the resources to support
ownership of the data. It is more effective to concentrate on the
facilitation and delivery aspects, relying on the traditional owner of
the data to provide accuracy, appropriate level of aggregation, and
to support further inquiries from users."
[Whymark; 1991a, p. 117]
In his research into Australian EIS practices, Graham Pervan [1992]
argued that most of the research and generalizations in this field emanated

from North America, and that practices in other cultures might be different. He
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surveyed the top 200 Australian companies with a postal questionnaire. H e got
44 responses. He compared the results of the survey with the American
practices. The aim of the research was expressed as:
"Examin[ing] the state of EIS in terms of its penetration into Australian
organizations and the organizational and technical issues relating to the
introduction of EIS." [Pervan; 1992, p.6]
Some important results of the study were as follows:
1. Nearly all medium to large Australian organizations have an
active interest in the EIS.
2. Technology issues are more emphasized than politics and
management, which suggests that the EIS is in an early stage in
Australia.
3. In the organizations which have been using the for some time, the
usage patterns and executive attitude is mainly similar to those of
US.
EIS articles have also appeared in professional journals. Peter Vella,
Account Manager of Comshare Australia, and Andrew Kent from the Australian

Society of Certified Practicing Accountants published two introductory article
about EIS in the same issue of Australian Accountant [Vella; 1990]; [Kent;
1990]. These articles discussed some theoretical and practical aspects of EIS
development and implementation. As for the EIS-MIS department relationship,
Kent expressed his concern about the ability of MIS departments to manage
the EIS:
"I would discourage ownership of the EIS system by the MIS
department. The EIS system should be controlled by an executive
with a mixture of business and technical skills, of which the business
skills are particularly important." [Kent; 1990, p.52]
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Murray [1992] interviewed five EIS managers from Australia and N e w
Zealand who have successfully implemented EIS in their organizations.
Although some of them had a traditional MIS background, they all strongly
believed that the EIS manager should not be the MIS manager, because EIS
management was a full time job which required extensive interdepartmental
initiative. ° Further, Murray's successful EIS managers believed that
"initially at least, the MIS manager should support the EIS project but
not control it. The MIS manager thus becomes a user of the system,
benefiting like other managers from a more strategic view of the
organization, as well as contributing to the technical success of the
project." [Murray; 1992, p.31]
One of them offered a reason for the general trend towards vendor
software:
"We originally planned an EIS using a combination of spreadsheets
and P C tools. It took us only three months to realize that
development and maintenance costs would get out of hand if w e
continued to use our own in-house development tools. W e
reassessed the situation and decided w e needed a stable EIS
software platform, so w e upgraded to a package that enabled us to
concentrate on information delivery rather than technical problems."
[Murray; 1992, p.31]
Watson, Hesse, Copperwaite, and deVos [1992] reported on the
experiences of an Australian company's efforts to evaluate and select EIS
vendor software. The company evaluated two products comprehensively by
installing them in its computers and thereby creating solutions to some real

problems. The outcome was a thorough set of criteria for the evaluation of th
EIS software.

Perhaps this is a polite w a y of expressing the inability of the MIS to cope with the political
turbulence associated with EIS. The author of this dissertation contacted an M I S manager in
Australia w h o had been interviewed in a journal article as a successful EIS implementer. In a
depressed voice, the MIS manager said that he w a s not responsible for the EIS any more!
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Jim Osborne, [1993] an executive from Dulux Australia, wrote an article
about his experiences with EIS. Excited with the success of the system, he
reported that the EIS was effective in improving communication between lower
and upper levels in the organization. This highlighted the redundant role of
some middle managers whose jobs involved relaying such information.
Complaining of the technical arrogance of the IT people, Osborne argued that:
"[The IT people] don't want EIS because it's uncomfortable for them.
It's a challenge. Many worry that they are losing the control that they
have had for years. But if IT people face up to the challenge
seriously and actively participate, it is actually their ticket to
participation in senior management down the track. I don't think
m a n y of them realize that yet." [Osborne; 1993, p.59]
Daneshgar [1993] argued that one of the most important roles of EIS was
to integrate hard and soft data to form the coherent body of information
required to run the organization:
"Such integration, among other things, will affect the quality of the
less structured decisions and the process of making such decisions,
potentially the s a m e w a y as quality assurance (QA) function affects
the quality of a well defined manufacturing process. In both cases
the level of control the management has on the final outcome will
be enhanced by producing more predictable products or decisions
within the anticipated limits of cost, schedule, and quality."
[Daneshgar; 1993, p.45]

4.1.2 S o m e c o m m o n managerial characteristics in L D C s and their
implications for EIS

4.1.2.1 Close and direct supervision
Executives in developing countries tend to be distrustful of their

subordinates. This manifests itself in the common belief that the staff should
closely and directly supervised. Tayeb suggests that
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"mistrust and close direct supervision and control are prominent
a m o n g Iranian cultural characteristics." [Tayeb; 1988, p.5]
Dilber reports the following for Turkish private sector organizations:
"The executives attempt to control every individual detail in their
subordinates' daily work. The net result of this is that they lack
precious time for creative thinking and planning." [Dilber; 1981, p.25]
This resembles the situation described by McGregor's Theory X in which
people are regarded as basically lazy and untrustworthy and therefore they
have to be closely controlled and supervised [McGregor; 1960]. In contrast,
Theory Y assumes that people like to work and they are trustworthy.
This characteristic of LDC business culture has important implications for
EISs. If managers believe in a requirement of direct control and supervision of

their subordinates, EIS can be an excellent tool for this purpose since it has th
potential to expose their subordinates' work to the lowest level of detail by

conveying unfiltered information directly to the executives. The system can play
an important role in the centralized organizational structures of LDCs by
reinforcing the concentration of power at the top by concentrating the
information there. However, it is an open question whether an organization's
effectiveness would be positively affected by such a system.
It must also be noted that this potential form of EIS usage is in stark
contradiction with the usage in developed countries where decentralization,
authority delegation, and employee empowerment are at least the stated
objectives of EIS use.
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4.1.2.2 Executives' operational and strategic tasks
Many authors have asserted that managers in developing countries are
usually past and present oriented whereas their counterparts in developed
countries are future oriented [Kiggundu; 1990, p. 150]; [Jaeger & Kanungo;
1990, p.8]. Translated into managerial terminology, this means that managers
in developing countries are predominantly occupied with operational and shortterm tasks and their counterparts are predominantly occupied with strategic

and long term tasks. If that is the case, despite ideally being a strategic tool
indicating strategic threats and opportunities, EIS will be used trivially by
developing country managers, for example simply as a status report.

4.1.2.3 Effect of government and governmental organizations
Unlike in the industrialized western nations, capitalism has usually not
evolved unassisted in developing countries. Often, the state has assisted the
emergence of a capitalist class with the intention of creating wealth for the
entire society. This is true at least for Turkey. Since there was almost no
industry when the republic was founded in 1923, the state fostered newly
established private industry through several support mechanisms. Almost
interest-free credits were granted and State Owned Enterprises (SOE) were
founded to provide cheap raw materials to the private sector. Consequently,
the government has always been the most important player in country's
economic life. This situation is not limited to Turkey. Indeed, several authors
report about the significance of government in developing countries' economic
environments. For example, Austin asserts that in developing countries
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"government is the gatekeeper determining w h o has access to key
resources; it is the controller determining many prices and costs."
[Austin; 1990, p. 109]
In a cultural and economic environment in which government has ultimate
power, executives' contacts with government officials become much more
important than "rational" management practices. According to the financial
director of a very large Turkish industrial group who was personally
interviewed, most Turkish companies are still run by first and second
generation owner-managers who appreciate the role of the government in their
organizations' survival. This particular group employs over 30,000 people and
has several companies in a wide range of industries. The group's executives
and the owner are well aware of a massive transformation in the country which
involves the weakening role of the government in relation to their position.

According to the financial director, this means that the "natural rules" of the
economy will gain insignificance at the cost of the "irrational" practices of
past. The creation of a customs union with the European Community is a factor

that will foster this process. Consequently, there is an overwhelming interest
contemporary management practices among Turkey's economic elite. Welleducated professional executives who are familiar with such practices are
replacing the aging "family members" schooled in the older relationships.
The possible implications of this process on managerial computing are
clear. Most younger executives are computer literate and they are eager to use
the computer beyond a personal productivity tool. However, it must be noted
that the process explained above is far from complete. For example although

the finance director was very excited about the concept of EIS, he stated that
was "too early" for the organization as a whole.
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O n the other hand, government offices are usually far from using modern
management techniques like EISs. Their executives are often appointed for
political considerations rather than merit, and they have swollen staff levels
which are consequently under-paid and under-trained.

4.1.2.4 High context and low context cultures
When studying differences among cultures Hall & Hall [1990] make a
broad classification based on "context." They assert that
"context is the information that surrounds an event; it is inextricably
bound up with the meaning of that event. (...) A high context
communication or message is one in which most of the information is
already in the person, while very little is in the coded, explicit,
transmitted part of the message. A low context communication is just
the opposite; i.e., the mass of the information is vested in the explicit
code." [Hall & Hall; 1990, p.6]
As examples of high context cultures, they mention Japanese, Arabs, and
Mediterranean people who have extensive information networks among family,

friends, colleagues, and clients. As a result of these close relationships which
are associated with the free flow of information, no extensive in-depth and

background information is involved in the normal transactions of daily life. Th
always keep themselves informed about the facts and other people. On the
other hand Americans, Germans, and Swiss compartmentalize many aspects of
their lives. As a result, they need detailed information when interacting with
others.
According to this classification almost all developing countries could be

identified as high context cultures. This is due to the fact that people in thes
countries have highly paternalistic attitudes [Dilber; 1981, p.57]; [Jaeger &
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Kanungo; 1990, p.8] which are mutually exclusive with the
compartmentalization of the private life.
Verbal and written language, which is the most important medium of
communication between humans, contains metaphors and ambiguities that
make it rich and vivid. Lind [1991, p. 18] argues that communication between
human and computer is stripped of all forms of ambiguities in order to fit into
logical Boolean algebra, a mental either-or world. This argument has important
implications for high context cultures where information is supposed to flow
freely, utilizing every vibrancy of the language. Hence, people from high
context cultures may tend to perceive the human-computer interaction as a
communication type which is less than ideal.
From an EIS point of view the most important attribute of high context and

low context classification is the nature of information flows. Watson et al. [19

p. 183] suggest that the success potential of EIS is high in low context culture
due to the fact that managers are usually report oriented. On the other hand,
managers in high context cultures are relationship oriented and information
flows freely in their environment. Hence, they may not need a formal reporting
mechanism like EIS. However, extreme care is required when analyzing the
nature of the information which flows freely within an organization. This is
particularly true for developing countries. As the next section suggests, such
issues may have little relevance to the effectiveness of the organization.

4.1.2.5 Information flow
Information flows predominantly from top to bottom in organizations in
developing countries. This is clearly associated with the widespread
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authoritarian management style which requires little feedback and participation
from the lower ranks of the organization. In his research for Turkish private
sector organizations Dilber [1981, p.88] found that most of the vertical
communication (i.e. communication between lower and upper level
organizational members) is in the form of directives and commands from upper
levels. His findings confirm Hofstede's [1980] well-known argument of power
distance which is the measure of inequality in a society. It reflects several
attributes such as wealth, status, and power. The degree of inequality in each

society is usually reflected in its organizations which are subsets of that lar
society. Organizations in developing countries usually have high levels of
power distance which hinders the normal flow of information between different
levels.
In such an environment an EIS can provide substantial benefit if it can be
employed as a substitute for the much needed bottom-up information flow. This
is true even for limited operational tasks such as status reports. However, the
ideal usage of EISs, i.e., using them to determine strategic threats and
opportunities seems to be dependent upon full participation from all
organizational levels.

4.1.2.6 Unpredictable environment
The economic environment in developing countries is usually much more
turbulent than the stable environment of their traditional agrarian past.
Developed countries also demonstrate a high degree of stability compared to
their developing counterparts. The immense social and cultural transformations
during the process of development produce a turbulent environment in which
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the waning older norms are not fully superseded by the emerging norms
demanded by the new conditions and interactions. Over a few decades many
countries are attempting to travel a route which took others almost all of the
centuries following the industrial revolution.
Turbulence in an environment brings unpredictability to every aspect of

life. Consequently, it is difficult for managers to make plans for future. Sinc
risks in people's lives are abundant, there is a general tendency to avoid any

additional risks. Hence, Hofstede's [1980] uncertainty avoidance index, which i
the measure of feeling threatened by uncertain and ambiguous situations, is
usually high in developing countries [Mendonca & Kanungo; 1990, p.242].
Since people are relatively reluctant to take risks, it may be expected that a
risky system like an EIS will be regarded negatively. Executives will be
concerned over the investment of money and resources, while IS managers will
be concerned over their exposure to executives via such a risky system.
These are some common cultural characteristics of developing countries
which are related to EIS usage and implementation. Since EISs are in their

infancy in these countries, it is yet to be seen whether these prepositions will
be applicable to conditions in the future.

4.1.2.7 Medium of communication
Several researchers argue that executives usually prefer verbal rather
than written communication [Mintzberg; 1973]; [Rockart & DeLong; 1988a].
Managerial intuition, for which nuances are often more important than what has
actually been expressed, benefits extensively form verbal communication. This
is even more true for the executives in developing countries, because they
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have usually grown up in a cultural environment where oral aspects of
interpersonal and intra-organizational communications weigh heavier than
written documents.
It could be argued that the incompatibility between the nature of
managerial work (high context in itself, see [Mintzberg; 1973]) and the lowcontext, disembedded nature of computerized information systems is more
evident in developing countries than the developed ones. This is an important

reason of scarcity of EIS applications in developing countries [Kirlidog & Litt
1995, p.8],

4.2 GENERAL IMPLICATIONS OF EIS AS PERCEIVED IN DEVELOPE
COUNTRIES
Hardware and software categories are tending to blur with the emergence
of new and increasingly powerful systems. The main reason for this is that the
capabilities of these systems are not limited to what they have been initially
designed for. For example, new versions of some spreadsheet programs

contain powerful statistical analysis facilities comparable to the capabilities
the specialized statistical packages of a few decades ago. Likewise, the
difference between analysis-oriented DSS and reporting-oriented EIS has

blurred from two points of view. Firstly, their capabilities have intermingled,
many EIS packages now have powerful analysis capabilities and many DSS
packages have powerful reporting facilities. Consequently, implementing an
EIS or DSS package in the mid-90s means that the EIS capabilities are being

used mostly for reporting the results of the analyses coming from the DSS side.

[Frye; 1991, p.111]; [O'Leary; 1990, p.344]. Secondly, their users are not just
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the senior members of the organizational hierarchy as before. M a n y middle
managers now use "Everyone's Information System" and many top executives

enjoy the benefits of traditional DSS packages. This is particularly true for E
In the process of diffusing down the corporate ladder, the functionality and
options offered by EISs have improved substantially. The static "slide-show"
EIS of the mid-80s is now an application of the past. New EIS systems evolved
from their ancestors into a substantially different form. They now tend to be

data driven instead of being static, they take on board the benefits of advances
in technology like client/server architecture and multidimensional databases,
and they are being used by people who are more computer literate than those

in the last decade. The evolution of EIS is continuing. At this point perhaps th
most notable event is that it is becoming a front-end reporting and monitoring

tool for the analyses coming from DSS. All of this implies that it is not easy t
identify general characteristics of a system like an EIS. Nevertheless, some
dominant features and patterns in EIS applications can be specified. This
chapter examines these patterns in the historical perspective of EIS usage by
organizations in developed countries.

4.2.1 Organizational issues

4.2.1.1 Resistance and organizational politics
EISs have the potential to alter the flow of information in an organization.
This may be very threatening for many middle managers and staff whose main
tasks are providing information to the executives. They may also be aware that
one important reason for implementing EIS could be to cut staff costs.
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Consequently, it is natural that an EIS m a y face s o m e resistance within the

organization. The intensity of resistance is a reflection of several attributes.
Direct and open sponsorship from top executives is crucial to overcome such
resistance.
Resistance to EIS may take several forms. An IS department may refuse
to release data required by the EIS, users may be reluctant to use the system,
or staff may actively sabotage it. It is essential for the EIS team to diagnose
genuine reasons for resistance and convince people of the benefits of the
system both for the organization and for themselves.
Resistance to EIS could be a serious threat particularly in organizations in
which political battles are rampant. In such organizations, in which the
coalitions struggle for more resources, an EIS can easily become a battlefield
over control of the flow of information.

4.2.1.2 Initiator of the EIS
In general EISs used to be initiated by executives who were frustrated by
the lack of reliable information about their organizations. After reliable EIS
software became available and some successful systems were implemented,
more and more IS managers took the initiative to support these requirements.
Their main object was to have direct contact with the executives and to gain a
high profile in the organization by successfully implementing such a strategic
system. According to a Coopers & Lybrand [1990] report, most EIS
implementations in Australia were initiated by IS managers.
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4.2.1.3 Limits of what IS departments can deliver
Computer users in modern organizations are substantially different than
they were a few decades ago. In the past all computerized information systems
were controlled by the IS department and users had to count on this
department for almost all their information requirements. In some cases the
backlog for system maintenance and development was measured in years. The
spread of personal computers in the beginning of the 1980s changed this
substantially. EUC empowered users for most of their information requirements
and made them knowledgeable about what computers can and cannot deliver.
Although new and powerful tools like 4GLs (Fourth Generation Languages) and
CASE systems also helped IS departments in their system development and
maintenance efforts, users' increasingly sophisticated demands are profoundly
widening the gap between their expectations from IS departments and what

could be delivered. Periodic MIS reports coming from the IS department are not
adequate in today's fast changing business environment. Users want to access
information in the conditions that they determine. From this point of view,
"Everybody's Information System" is an EUC instrument for accessing data in a
convenient way.

4.2.1.4 The EIS team
EIS is a live system. Since the information requirements of the EIS users
change frequently, an EIS maintenance team is often required even after a
successful EIS implementation.
Although the management of EIS implementation by the IS department

seems a logical solution, this is not always the case in practice. In particu
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large organizations establish EIS teams which have members from several
departments in the organization. Such teams are usually lead by an executive
who doesn't have an IS background. The rationale for this reflects a view that
IS people are too technically oriented. They are also seen as less than

excellent communicators with insufficient knowledge of the business. Fitzgerald
[1993, p.343] reports that UK organizations specifically have strong feelings
against IS departments in general and their involvement in EIS projects in

particular. Nevertheless, their contribution is vital and in most cases they ar
represented in the EIS team.
In smaller organizations EIS is usually developed and maintained by IS
departments.
Using external consultants is a common practice in EIS implementations.
They may be used either for their technical expertise with a particular EIS
software, or as management consultants in the implementation process.

4.2.1.5 Focus of EIS
Often, having been developed for the requirements of a few executives,
an EIS tends to be focused on their individual requirements. Friend [1991,
p.40] argues that this approach may prove to be erroneous if the information
provided by the EIS does not have an organizational focus. He believes that if
these executives leave the organization, in effect the EIS follows them,
because, newcomers can be reluctant to use "someone else's system." This
problem seems to become less significant as an EIS spreads throughout an
organization.
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4.2.1.6 Alignment of business goals and IT strategy
Ideally, organizations should have a well-defined strategy of Information
Technology to support their operational, tactical, and strategic issues. IT
strategy must be in line with the business goals of the organization. Being a

strategic application, EIS is an important element of IT strategy from two poin

of view. Firstly, it is critical in supporting the decision making process of th
executives. Secondly, it empowers its users, including managers and even

staff, in the process of creating an effective organization in which informatio
collected, used, and disseminated for realizing the business goals.
EIS is particularly important in this alignment process, because it creates
meaningful information and knowledge from raw data coming from transaction
processing systems. It may also be an important tool in enabling executives to
understand issues related to IT and to develop an appropriate strategy for it
which is in line with the general business strategy.

4.2.2 Technical issues
EIS is much more an organizational and managerial issue than a

technical issue. An EIS implementation which is technically oriented rather tha

business oriented is doomed to fail. In EIS circles it is well known that "tech
would never be allowed to run an EIS implementation. They should only be
directed to get the most from the technology available. The EIS process must
have a definite business focus and it must be directed towards solving real
business problems. Technology is only a means to accomplish this end.
Nevertheless, to achieve success, technical issues have to be addressed
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carefully in the implementation process. In other words, technology must be
properly managed by the EIS team and its head.
Technology has a profound effect on EIS implementation and usage. It
supports user friendly interfaces like the Graphical User Interface (GUI), it
helps in developing powerful computers for storing and processing an
enormous amount of data as well as giving faster response times, and allows
fast and reliable communication of data.
Some issues related to technology in EIS implementations are discussed
below:

4.2.2.1 Existence of reliable transaction processing systems
The most important technical prerequisite in implementing EIS is the
existence of a reliable transaction processing system. The implementation
process of a system like an EIS can be a good indicator of the robustness of
the existing production databases of the organization. This process tends to

spot (and amplify by reporting to the executives) problem areas in existing da
architecture. It may even lead to major changes in systems which previously
might have been regarded as working well.
Inconsistencies in the storage, coding, and interpretation of the data are
possible sources of problems. If an EIS is thought of as the top of the
information systems pyramid, different transaction systems underneath have to
have consistent storage and coding. A unique relational database system
throughout the organization with a working data dictionary is one way to
overcome possible problems. However, this is a rare situation. Most
organizations have several different transaction processing systems designed
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and implemented by different people at different times. This makes these
systems prone to inconsistencies. This problem may not even be noticed as
long as these systems are employed in separate functional areas. However, if
the EIS has to abstract data from these systems for its central database,

inconsistencies may be important obstacles not only for an effective EIS, but
for a wider range of information systems in the organization. According to
Rockart and DeLong:
"EIS tends to expose weaknesses in data infrastructure, and
frequently force a big investment in rebuilding databases and
cleaning up existing production systems."
[Rockart & DeLong; 1988a, p. 192]
This problem is more severe in larger organizations where an EIS may
have to access several databases. Smaller organizations have the inherent
advantage of having transaction processing systems with a limited number of
databases where data is not as fragmented.
Storage and coding inconsistencies exist at the technical level and
require technical intervention. For example, customers may be identified with
different codes in different departments of the organization, or their names
have been stored differently in several other databases. In such cases, most
probably, each set of "data owners" will claim that it is their data which is
correct. The support of top management may become necessary to resolve

such problems. Without this support, it is likely that an EIS will suffer as t
result of battles over whose data is correct.
Friend [1990, p.333] quotes an International Data Corporation (IDC)
survey of US MIS managers. According to this survey data integrity is seen as
crucial to EIS success by 65% of the respondents.
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The interpretation of data is a problem at the user level and it requires a
consensus of different departments to identify events that are represented in
the information systems of the organization (see section 4.2.6.7).

4.2.2.2 Middleware
The new generation of EIS software can be classified into two major
groups. The first group have direct access to operational databases via
Structured Query Language (SQL) or some other access software. They are
generally inexpensive and don't have strong data aggregation and processing

facilities. They may be thought as "front-end tools" which have attractive user
interfaces and are easy to use.
The second group of EISs have proprietary databases underneath the
user interface. This database, which is termed "middleware" [Dresner; 1993,

p. 16] is analysis-oriented rather than transaction-oriented. It contains data
which are periodically updated from production databases and are formatted
and aggregated for detailed analyses performed by the user via the front-end.
An EIS database should preferably be multidimensional to enable the
user to view data from several dimensions. Unlike relational databases which
are two dimensional, multidimensional databases offer users powerful
modeling and analysis features. For example, in a sales application a "data
cube" could be identified with three dimensions:
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Figure 4.1 The "data cube" in a sales application

The number of dimensions can be increased as much as needed. For

example, a fourth dimension could be size, and a fifth dimension could be the

color of the products. This "hyper cube" of multidimensional databases allows
users to make complicated analyses like
"compare the last 12 month sales of product A of color B and size C in
region D and rank them in monthly basis."
This analysis, which would need long SQL statements for querying a
relational database, can be accomplished easily and quickly by a
multidimensional database. The EIS front-end can then present the result
either in graphical or tabular format.

4.2.2.3 Exchanging information
An EIS has to access data located across several different software and
hardware platforms. This one-way flow of data takes advantage of hardware
systems that are becoming more and more open over time. Unlike previous
decades which were dominated by proprietary hardware systems, platforms at
EIS sites of the 90s can effectively communicate with each other. This open
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systems practice is an important issue in the implementation of a system like
EIS which usually covers a range of hardware and software.
From the software point of view EIS vendors increase the list of software
that is accessible from their systems in each new version released. The most
common form of EIS access to operational data is the SQL query to relational
databases. If this cannot be supported by the software, then using the "lowest
common denominator", i.e., creating ASCII (American Standard Code for
Information Interchange) files from operational databases and making the EIS
read them is a common practice. Microsoft Windows is becoming the most
common operating system for EIS front-end and some EIS software uses the
powerful DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange) facility offered by this operating
system.
As in other fields of information systems, client-server architecture is the

current trend in EISs. In the last decade EIS users had to be satisfied with th

structured information prepared for them. Systems offered little flexibility f
users who wanted to go beyond slide-show screens. However, today's clientserver architecture theoretically enables every EIS user to undertake analysis
across a range of different sources by accessing appropriate servers. In this
architecture client PCs are used effectively in manipulating data which reside
on larger servers.

4.2.2.4 Development methods
It is generally accepted that formal system development methodologies do
not work with EIS development. They are too rigid and static for a fastchanging system like an EIS. The information requirements of users change
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continuously and user satisfaction is important due to their power in the
organization.
Generally an evolutionary approach is employed in EIS development.
This approach is required, because it is almost impossible to determine EIS
information requirements beforehand. Prototyping is the most commonly used
method in EIS development. Most EIS front-end have powerful prototyping

capabilities which allow the analysts to determine the information requiremen
of users and to develop the system accordingly.

4.2.2.5 Response time
EIS users are generally not interested in technical issues. They want
these issues to be totally transparent to them. However, their requirements

have to be satisfied within the limits of the technology. Response time is one

the most important factors in determining the success of EISs. It is also dire
determined by the technology available. Response time exceeding five
seconds is generally unacceptable by EIS users. Most EIS front-end systems
are run by personal computers and response time is inversely proportional by
the speed of these machines.

4.2.2.6 In-house or vendor software
Although there were only a few examples of executive computing in
developed countries at the beginning of the last decade, it had become
widespread by the middle of the decade. This development was mainly due to
availability of vendor EIS software at this time. Rainer et al. [1992, p.335]
that 24% of the firms which participated in a US survey developed their EIS
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with internal resources and 7 6 % used vendor software exclusively or enhanced
vendor software with internal resources. The sophistication and product range
of vendor software at present is so advanced that very few firms would choose
to develop their EIS with internal resources. The cost of EIS software, which

had been an important factor in limiting EIS applications to large organizatio
fell to within the price range of small and middle sized organizations. This
decrease in price is mainly due to new entrants to the market and it made EIS
development with internal resources unattractive both timewise and
moneywise.

4.2.2.7 Freguencv of updating EIS database
EIS systems which have their own databases provide comprehensive
analysis capabilities to the users who would otherwise have to access
production databases directly. However, these databases have to be refreshed
with new data from production systems at specified time intervals. These
intervals may range from real-time to yearly, mainly depending on the

sensitivity of the information. The tempo of the business environment is getti
faster, and following this trend, refreshment intervals of EIS databases are

getting shorter. This is a fact which adds value to EISs, because slow-changing
and static information can be supplied by other sources without the effort
required by an EIS.

4.2.2.8 Access from outside
Current technology enables EIS users to access their organizations'
computers from any location that has a telephone connection. The use of
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notebook computers with m o d e m s is a c o m m o n approach to EIS usage at
home and other places.

4.2.3. Users' issues
Because the user population of EISs has changed substantially since they
were introduced, significant changes have also taken place in users' issues.
EIS researchers now have to examine a wide range of people in the
organizational hierarchy who use EIS for their routine analysis and reporting
requirements.

4.2.3.1 Computer literacy
In the historical perspective of EIS, perhaps the most important change
from the point of view of users is that they are much more computer literate
than the user population of the last decade, even including executives at the
highest level. Unlike the executives of previous generations who have missed

the "computer revolution", these are generally familiar with computers at lea
as the users of personal productivity tools like spreadsheets. As a
consequence, they know what computers can and cannot deliver, and they

want more to be provided within these limits. This resulted from (and was also
promoted by) the fast spread of EUC, of which EIS can be thought as a subset.
The diffusion of PCs to all layers of organizations had a profound effect on
process.
Executives' poor keyboard skills used to be commonly mentioned as a
prohibiting factor in executive computing. Since most EIS software uses a

mouse as interface, this is no longer an important issue even for the executi
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w h o still dislike typing, although this may still be a problem in using the
electronic mail which generally comes with EIS.
An EIS should be extremely easy to use with minimal training. Training
sessions should preferably be held separately for each user.

4.2.3.2 Attitude of executives on computer use
It could be argued that executives' reluctance over computer usage is
generally a matter of the past. The "computer revolution" caused a cultural
transformation in which typing and mouse clicking is now seen as everyone's
job in the organization including the executives. Moreover, some of today's
executives may perceive the computer on their desks as a status symbol

indicating their access to all the information about their organization and the
ability to master technology. Non-executive EIS users may also perceive EIS
usage as a status symbol for accessing the data at the executive level.
"Technophobia", which was a prohibiting factor for executive computing,
also does not seem to be an important issue for EIS usage at present. EIS
users generally had considerable time as computer users in their organizations
before encountering EIS.

4.2.3.3. Mode of use
Far from being the series of slide-show screens of the past, today's EISs
give users substantial analytical capabilities. Although some users employ the
traditional reporting capabilities which have been prepared by EIS analysts,
others use the system as an advanced tool to access the lowest levels of data.
This is generally performed by ad-hoc querying and modeling facilities. "Power
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users" can by-pass reporting structures and proprietary EIS database (if any) to
access production databases by SQL or other methods.

4.2.4 Issues related to the information presented

4.2.4.1 Information content
Information provided by an EIS can be classified as "hard" or "soft"
according to its form. The former refers to numbers and figures and the latter
refers to verbal explanations about the numbers presented, opinions, hearsay,
etc. Although computers are excellent instruments for analyzing and conveying

hard information, they are not so effective with soft information (except for w
processing applications). However it is usually soft information which gives
hard data additional meaning and richness.
Another classification of EIS data provided can be based on its source. In
this classification internal data is that which is generated within the
organization, coming from the production databases of finance, sales, and
other internal systems. External data is provided from outside and it contains
facts and figures about the environment in which the organization operates. It
is generally provided from other companies specialized in selling data. It may
be data about the general economic environment such as currency exchange
rates, stock exchange figures, etc. It may also be competition oriented and
contain information like sales or financial data about competitors.
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4.2.4.2 EIS information and organizational goals
The information presented by an EIS must be clearly business oriented,

i.e., it must help in solving specific business problems which have importance
in accomplishing organizational goals. These business problems must be
quantifiable and must be at a level which is subject to executive monitoring.
common cause of failure is to attempt to create technological wonders which
have little link with business objectives. To develop a system with business
goals in mind requires close partnership with primary users.
If the system is initiated by high-level executives to address a business
problem which cannot be solved by other means, this problem is naturally
solved. However, this is generally not the case. An EIS team usually has to
decide what information is to be presented by the system. Other than the CSF
method which will be described next, the EIS team can study formal business
plans, annual reports, and industry publications to determine what to present.

Also, EIS analysts frequently ask informal questions like "Which figures would
you like to see first when you return from annual leave?", or "What would you

look at first if you were permitted to be in the CEO suite of a major competito
for one hour?"
According to Paller and Laska [1990, p.92] an EIS should contain
information which would help in solving problems about:
• Improving responsiveness to customers or quality of the product,
• Increasing efficiency,
• Reducing costs,
• Tracking project status,
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• Ensuring consistent management information.

4.2.4.3 C S F and Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
As described earlier, Critical Success Factors (CSF) is a commonly
employed method for determining information requirements for an EIS. In the
context of EIS, an elaborate formal methodology is used to determine "a few
key areas where things must go right." Rockart and DeLong explain the CSF
method as follows:
"The CSF method provides a structured approach with which
companies can organize and develop their executive information
systems. The process begins by reviewing the strategic plans, if any,
of the organization, and identifying the key goals of the organization
and those of the executive being studied. The next step, given the
strategy and goals, is to determine the key areas of the business on
which the executive should focus- the critical success factors.
These will vary with the executive's particular responsibilities and will
change over time. The next step is to identify the measures that will
enable the executive to monitor the CSFs. Once a set of useful
measures is identified, the process can proceed to the design of the
ESS." [Rockart & DeLong; 1988a, p.203]
CSFs must be quantifiable and their performance is constantly measured

by Key Performance Indicators (KPI). The relation of actual data to KPI can be

thought of as the relation of actuals to budget figures in a budget applicati

Color coding (traffic lights) help users to identify problem areas easily in a
series of screens. In this arrangement underperforming areas are shown with
red, well performing areas are shown with green. Amber is used for the values
in between. Threshold values can be given to the system by the user. Some
EIS software automatically triggers an e-mail message to the relevant

person(s) for underperforming areas even if the relevant screen is not checke
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4.2.4A Speed of change of information
If an EIS uses a proprietary database, that database has to be refreshed
at regular intervals ranging from once a year to real-time. The value of the
system is directly proportional to the timeliness of the data presented. For
executives, it does not make sense to use a system like an EIS to get
information about slow changing data like the office layout. Friend quotes an
IDC survey on the issue:
"Evidence of this strong interest in near real-time data comes from
IDC's August 1989 survey of 93 companies planning to implement an
EIS. Of the 93 respondents, 10 wanted real-time data, 2 wanted
hourly, 44 wanted daily, and 17 weekly. Only 10 were interested in
monthly data." [Friend; 1990, p.331]
The likelihood of success for an EIS is high if the data it presents
changes frequently. In such a case, the EIS has a natural advantage over its
rivals such as human information providers and traditional computer reports.
This advantage is meaningful, of course, only if EIS databases are updated
with refreshed data at appropriate intervals.

4.2.4.5 Structure of the data presented
Some EIS software uses menu systems to present the information. Users
can navigate throughout these menus to access the particular screens they
want to examine. Some other systems employ a "briefing book" approach in
which screens are grouped as specific pages which are connected to an initial
screen. Each page contains several screens which are logically grouped
together. For example, one page may contain financial information while
another may incorporate competitor analysis. Within a specific screen on a
page, users can drill-down for the details of the summary data initially
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presented. All this implies that the EIS data is organized in a structured,
hierarchical, and linear manner. However, natural human thought mechanisms

do not generally work in this way. We tend to think by "navigating" in a series
associated thoughts. These thoughts are not necessarily hierarchical. For this
reason some authors [Frolick & Ramarapu; 1993, p.32] believe that
hypermedia, which essentially represent an attempt to mimic human thought

patterns, will replace the traditional interface between data and EIS reporting
Computers are excellent instruments for storing and processing structured

and repetitive data. Executives, on the other hand, deal mostly with informatio
which is unstructured and unrepetitive. Since executives cannot change their
work habits, EISs have to evolve into a form which is closer to its clients'
behaviors.

4.2.4.6 Type of data presented
EIS can present any quantifiable data which is of interest to executives. It
may come from the production databases of the applications like:
• Sales and Marketing
• Production
• Cost accounting
• Financial accounting
• External data (competitors, stock exchange)
• Human resources
• Inventory control
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4.2.5 Operational issues

4.2.5.1 Difficulties inherent in EIS
This section will examine the difficulties coming from the distinct nature of
EISs. Some of its contents like resistance and incompatible hardware and
software platforms are discussed elsewhere in this chapter and will not be
repeated.
Besides incompatibility, hardware problems play an important role in EIS
implementations. Newer versions of EIS software require increasingly powerful
computers. These have to be extremely reliable machines because of the
mission-critical nature of these systems and their user population.
Since there is so much EIS software in the marketplace, the problem
seems to be to find the appropriate one for an organization. Software problems
generally result from the inadequate analysis of requirements and a lack of
knowledge about available systems. The first decision to be made is whether

the organization needs only a front-end or full-featured EIS software. In the f
case although initial installation will require a modest budget, support costs
preparing data in the long run may represent a serious commitment. Also, the
capabilities of these systems are limited.
Like most computerized information systems, EIS software designers

have to make trade-offs between flexibility and user friendliness. This issue i
more important in EIS, because it covers not only executives as a specific user
population, but a wide range of people in the organizational hierarchy. While
some experienced users may want short cuts to by-pass menu structures,
some others may want to concentrate only on the information provided, and
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m a y not be interested in mastering technical details. A n ideal system should
cater to both user populations.
The competence of EIS support staff is also an important issue both for
initial implementation and for subsequent support and maintenance. The EIS
team must have the right skill mix of business orientation and technical
expertise. Otherwise, there is always a possibility of developing technically
excellent systems which have little relation to business problems, or systems
which are intended for solving business problems but simply do not work.
Ideally, the EIS team would be run by a "hybrid manager" whose managerial
skills are stronger than his/her technical expertise.

4.2.5.2 Security
Since EIS is a mission critical application which contains sensitive

information, maintaining its security is essential. Although establishing secur
in central mainframes with dumb terminals is relatively easy, LANs with several
personal computers are vulnerable to curious individuals. Password protection
is the most common form of security precaution. Since EIS information is
accessed by several staff including non-executives, a multi-level password
system could be utilized. Alternatively, an access matrix can be prepared to
determine allowable screens for each user. For extremely sensitive information
portable hard disk drives or physical locking can be used.

4.2.6 Costs and benefits
Unlike the expensive systems of last decade, current EIS prices are
affordable by medium and small organizations. There are many players in the
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market, and EIS prices are following the general trend of decreasing software
costs. Since there is a wide range of available products, price variations are
also wide. EIS software is usually sold on a user license basis and the price
increases with the number of users. Although initial, operational, and
maintenance costs of EISs are relatively easy to determine, cost justification

and quantifiable benefits are less so. EIS benefits are generally qualitative li
more useful and more timely information. Consequently, unlike transaction
systems with benefits such as clerical staff replacement, a traditional cost

benefit analysis for EIS is difficult. Watson, Rainer, and Koh [1991, p.23] repor
that only five percent of the US companies which responded to their survey
questionnaire attempted to assess dollar benefits. Although far from being a
dollar cost benefit analysis, some organizations utilize the usage tracking
facility of their systems. Benefit is argued to be directly proportional to
increasing usage rate. The following intangible benefits could be gained from
EIS usage:

4.2.6.1 Enhanced mental models
Because life is much more complicated than our information processing
capabilities, we create simplified models to understand events and people in
our environment. These models help us interpret and analyze the information
we continuously receive from various sources. They are not static and they can
be affected and updated with new information. Mental models can be thought
as abstractions of events. The effectiveness of executives is proportional to

their ability to construct mental models which are close to reality. Rockart and
DeLong suggest that
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"the most significant effect of computer support for executives m a y
be in the enhanced mental models of the systems' users."
[Rockart & DeLong; 1988a, p. 130]
The authors report that although the executives they have contacted did
not use the word "mental model", they have stated that their EISs provided
them with better understanding of the business through:
• Improved access to external data,
• Ability to combine data from multiple sources,
• Data presented in more meaningful formats,
• Improved analytic and modeling capabilities,
• Ability to surface and test assumptions about the business,
• Off-hours data access.
It could be argued that these factors are essential to enhancing quality in
the decision making process. This, in turn, is reflected in the quality of the
decisions made.

4.2.6.2 Improved communications
At the bottom line EIS is essentially a reporting tool. This implies that its
main task is to convey data which resides in production databases as
meaningful information to the people who need it most. These people are
decision makers and they need this information to create an effective
organization. In this manner EIS can improve communications by conveying
data which would otherwise be transmitted through traditional ways, because

traditional ways of transmitting information to executives may involve loss of
precious time or filtering.
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The electronic mail capability offered by EISs is another way to improve
direct communication among the users. Most EIS software has this feature and
it is one of the most commonly used facilities in EIS installations. It is
particularly useful when users travel frequently and have to access their
systems from outside as well as inside organizations which have branches in
different time zones.

4.2.6.3 Better focused organizational attention
An EIS can be used as an instrument to focus organizational attention to
the few key points which are seen as essential to the success of an
organization. These points, which may have been determined by the CSF
methodology, can be kept under close control by monitoring the performance
reported by the EIS.

4.2.6.4 Increased competitive advantage
Porter [1985, pp. 156-157] argues that information systems can increase
competitive advantage by lowering costs, enhancing differentiation, changing
competitive scope by overriding geographical distances and by creating
interrelationships among industries that were previously separate.
A primary benefit expected from EISs by executives is the replacement of
support staff and consequently lower costs. EISs can cause differentiation by

giving users fast and reliable access to critical information. Fitzgerald [1993

p.340] reports that British Airways's EIS helped the organization survive bette

than their competitors from the slump in bookings that resulted from the effect
of Chernobyl and the US bombing of Libya. Taking advantage of advanced
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communications, EISs also have the potential to override geographical
distances and present timely data to decision makers. This can allow an
organization to compete globally instead of locally, changing its competitive
scope.

4.2.6.5 Increased personal productivity
A working EIS can boost the personal productivity of its users by giving
immediate answers to their questions. This may be an important factor for the
users in enabling them to do more in less time. If the system can provide the
required information faster than other sources, users' efficiencies increase
substantially. Moreover, and perhaps more importantly, it leads users to ask
more intelligent questions over time. With appropriate answers, this increases
the effectiveness of the users in managing the organization.
Some EIS software allows users to connect to personal productivity tools
like spreadsheets and word processors.
Giving users access to the system off-hours and avoiding unnecessary
communication by using a central and consistent database are other factors
which may result in increased personal productivity.

4.2.6.6 More timely information
A frequently refreshed EIS database can be a valuable tool in today's
environment in which time is perhaps the most important asset. Competitive
pressures are forcing organizations to do more in less time to adapt to quickly

changing market conditions. This is valid for all operations of the organizatio
EIS can help decision makers in conveying the information about the
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operations and environment of the organization in a timely manner. This will
result in making decisions which are effective and responsive to changing
conditions.

4.2.6.7 Standardization and consistency of terminology
As organizations get larger, different units tend to develop their own subcultures and terminology. It is a common belief that when asked for the total
sales figure of a particular period, every department will produce a different
figure. The reason is that individual departments have different concepts of the
same event. For example, for the shipping department, a sale is completed with
the shipping of the goods. However, the accounting department waits until the
invoice is paid to register a sale. Having a central and common database, an
EIS solves most of this type of problem. This is also true for very large
organizations which have several Strategic Business Units (SBUs). Without a
central information system like an EIS, it is difficult to share common
terminology and standards in these organizations. This causes difficulties with
the consolidation of information originating from several units.
However, this should not mean that the standard terminology should be
forced on every individual unit of the organization. Each unit has its rationale
for using the terminology in the way to which it is accustomed, and changing it
may not make sense. Perhaps the best solution is that the units should be
aware that the terminology is used differently in other units, and they should
provide data to the EIS in a standard format.
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4.2.7 Motivation and rationale for implementation
Some factors which motivate organizations to implement EIS have been
examined in the preceding section as "Cost and Benefits". This section will
examine further expected benefits for the motivation and rationale for EIS
implementation.

4.2.7.1 To solve an immediate business problem
If the organization has an immediate problem which can be solved by EIS,
the probability of success increases, because, by definition, the system will
have a chance of providing real value to the organization. In such a case
resistance will also be limited.

4.2.7.2 Cost reduction

If the rationale for implementing EIS is cost cutting, it is usually directed a

staff costs. In this case, the EIS is intended to replace the staff whose job i
provide information to the executives. Middle managers, whose primary tasks
are currently seen as to relay information, and secretarial support staff are

primary targets. The rationale for this replacement is that technology is cheap
that employing people. Having contacted several US companies which have
installed EIS, Rockart and DeLong report that:
"There were two related managerial objectives that came up in
company after company: reductions in staff and increases in span of
control." [Rockart & DeLong; 1988a, p.241]
In today's organizations the desire for cost cutting is so intense that
executives voluntarily give up face to face communication which is their
preferred mode of acquiring information.
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4.2.7.3 Trend for flatter, leaner organizations
Over the last few years the trend in management practices has been to
extend the span of control and thereby create a flatter and leaner
organizational structure. This sometimes becomes a motivation for
implementing an EIS, because executives may want it to replace those middle
managers whose main tasks are to relay information. Also, the surviving middle
managers, who will have more autonomy for decisions, will require a tool like
an EIS in the new organization to support better quality decision making
processes.

4.2.7.4 Increasingly competitive and turbulent environment
Business environments, which are becoming increasingly competitive, are
a major factor in the widespread implementation of EIS in developed countries.
Organizations are constantly looking for new ways to run their operations in
more effective ways, perform better environmental scanning, and give their
executives access to the operational data in a way that meaningful analysis
can be accomplished. Organizations which can perform these tasks can be
ahead in the competitive game. EISs are seen by many organizations as a
strategic tool which can help in this game.
Business environments are also getting more turbulent over time. By
definition, this makes planning and forecasting extremely difficult. Although

forecasting can only be done for increasingly shorter time frames, it is still
important for the survival of the organization in a turbulent environment.
Consequently many organizations use EIS to perform forecasts and
disseminate them to the people who make strategic decisions.
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4.2.7.5 Responsiveness to the market
As an important criterion of survival, responsiveness to the market, may
be a motivation for implementing EIS. Organizations may choose to track
changing market conditions with an EIS. The system can help executives in
identifying what sells and what doesn't, in determining product mix, in
assessing price structures, and in ranking regions according to their sales.
EISs can also be used to evaluate customer satisfaction by keeping track of
lead times in serving customer orders, or customer complaints.

4.2.7.6 A signal to the organization
Executives may use the computer on their desks to send a signal to the
organization about their commitment to IT. In such a case, an EIS may or may
not be of primary importance, but the message is unmistakable: the executives'
intention is to create a knowledge based organization and IT is the most
important ingredient of it.

4.2.7.7 Image building
A company which is running a successful EIS will have a good reputation

in the eyes of its customers and in the industry in which it operates. Although

this is true for all computer applications, a working EIS in the CEO's suite i
excellent show piece for demonstrating the level of sophistication of the
company. This, in turn, may be the rationale for implementing EIS by a rival
company. This type of "me too" behavior may be common in a particular

business environment, and the "official" rationale may be developed later in th
decision process for implementing the system.
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EIS usage m a y also perceived to be a status symbol by the users. This
may be particularly true for the users who are in the middle management ranks.
Using an EIS and accessing some of the information which is normally used by
executives may be perceived by some middle managers as an achievement.
Although this has little impact as a motivation for implementing EIS, possible
resistance from middle management can be avoided in this way. This may be

an important factor when diffusion of an EIS to lower levels of the organizatio
is considered.

4.2.7.8 Desire to get unfiltered information
If executives complain about the information they receive from lower
ranks, they may think of an EIS as a possible way of acquiring unfiltered

information. In such a case it is important to control the alternative channels

used by the EIS, because if middleware is used it can also be prone to filterin
processes. However, this may not be an important problem, because
middleware is generally controlled by the EIS team or IS department which
usually do not have anything to do with the data stored in it.
Although executives will probably like the idea of having the power to see
data at the lowest level of detail, data owners will feel exposed and over-

controlled in such a case. There may also be technical difficulties as the data
the production systems may not be suitable for EIS access.
Providing executives with unfiltered information may result in a power shift

in the organization. This shift is, of course, realized at the cost of the prev
information providers.
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4.2.8 Requirements for success
Rockart and DeLong's [1988a] eight factors critical to a successful EIS
implementation are perhaps the most quoted ones in EIS literature. These
factors will be mentioned here without further explanation as they were
examined in section 3.5.1:
1. A committed and informed executive sponsor,
2. An operating sponsor,
3. Appropriate IS staff,
4. Appropriate technology,
5. Management of data,
6. Clear link to business objectives,
7. Management of organizational resistance,
8. Management of system evolution and spread.
As expected, these factors emphasize the management, rather than the

technical aspects of the EIS. Albeit developed in the North American context,
they constitute universally pertinent management issues which are also
relevant to developing countries.

4.3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR THE CASE STUDIES
The rationale for the research design and methodology have now been
explained. This section briefly elaborates the techniques employed in the
course of the interviews conducted in the four case-study organizations. The
actual case studies are presented in the four subsequent chapters.
The most important data collection methods in qualitative research are

interviewing and participant observation. Interviewing can be unstructured or
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semi-structured depending on the requirements of the research. Unlike
unstructured interviews which are not guided by a pre-existing schedule, in
semi-structured interviews a schedule is loosely followed. As Bryman [1989,
p. 149] notes, the researcher acknowledges the value of departures from the
schedule and actively encourages them. These departures enable the

researcher to get the respondent's version of facts and events. Yin [1984, p.83
asserts that this open-ended nature can sometimes be the basis for further
inquiry. As stated earlier, the research for this dissertation was designed in
such a way that semi-structured interviews with open-ended questions were
employed as the main data collection method. Additionally, relevant internal
documents and the software were observed.
The problem of access to the users proved to be the most important one
when conducting the research. There may be several reasons for this problem:
the organization may be unwilling to reveal its intimate characteristics to a
stranger who might have unfriendly intentions, or there may worries about the
lost time of the people interviewed. It is a common practice among researchers
to offer the research outcomes to the organization researched. Although the
problem of access is a major source of concern for organizational researchers,
it is even a bigger problem for EIS research due to the nature of the user
population. The above mentioned concerns of organizations are more real for
the executives: Their knowledge is vital for the organization, and their time
more valuable than the staff members.
It could safely be argued that the Turkish culture looks upon education
with sympathy and there are several mechanisms and institutions for
supporting students in their quest for knowledge. This attribute was somewhat
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helpful in the conduct of this research and the problem of access could
possibly be a bigger concern for a non-student researcher. The Department
Head's letter (appendix C) for requesting assistance to the researcher proved
to be instrumental in overcoming the problem of access in many cases.
Some interviews were conducted with only one person at a time while
more than one interviewees were involved in some others. Since the interviews
were conducted in a semi-structured fashion with open-ended questions and
the interviewees were encouraged to express their own ideas and perceptions,

the researcher preferred the latter. Occasionally, the interviews with several
people resulted in valuable data for the researcher with each respondent
enriching each other's comments. Since it is difficult to recall everyone's
responses in such an arrangement, a small tape recorder was used by the
consent of the interviewees. Although replacing fifteen-minute tapes in the
course of the interview became a bit of nuisance for the researcher and the

participants, it proved to be an excellent way of recording accurately what th
interviewees had to say. None of the interviewees refused the use of the tape
recorder.
It must also be noted that the researcher had to pay attention to be in
control of the interview processes. While the interviewees were told at the
beginning that what they had to say was more important than the questions

posed, occasionally they became inclined to move to the topics irrelevant to t

research. In such instances, due to their sensitivity and status, extreme caut

was required to bring them back to the point. For this purpose, they were neve
interrupted and were allowed to speak their mind however irrelevant. They
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were intelligent enough to understand the situation when the researcher c a m e
back to the point in the next question.
The questions were posed strictly in the order of the aide-memoire
prepared beforehand. As stated earlier, it consists of the section titles of
section 4.2 and is reproduced in appendix A. This standard order eased the
subsequent writing process.
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDY OF COMPANY A
Company A is a Turkish-American joint venture operating in the CPG
industry. It was founded in 1986 and 67 percent of the shares is held by the
foreign partner which is a large US based multinational. Headquarters is in
Istanbul and there are two manufacturing plants and several branches
throughout the country. The company employs over 600 people. All personnel
except two executives are of Turkish origin. The general manager and one

other executive are non-Turkish and they represent the foreign partner in the

joint venture. The general manager has mainly a controller role in Company A,
because he also holds the post of general manager of some other companies
owned by the foreign partner in Turkey and overseas. Since he is out of the
company most of the time, daily activities of Company A are managed by the
Turkish deputy general manager who acts as an operational general manager.
The other non-Turkish executive holds the position of financial controller.
The overseas partner was founded in 1806 and is one of the largest
consumer products company in the world. Its first overseas investment was

realized in Sydney, Australia in 1923 with the opening of a production plant.

Currently it has business interests all over the world. Annual world-wide sal
over US$ 5 billion and the company mainly focuses on the core business of

oral and body care, household surface care, fabric care, and pet nutrition an
health care.
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The local partner of the joint venture is a family company rooted in
southern Anatolia. Before starting the joint venture in 1986, the family had

several other business interests in the country which are still successfully r
Company A is currently spending considerable efforts to establish itself as an
export-oriented company. Besides serving domestic market, its main area of
activity is eastern Europe countries and the former Soviet republics.
Company A has successfully implemented a comprehensive business
package named MFG-PRO. It is based on standard vendor software and has
been developed in Progress, a fourth generation language. Although it is
mainly a manufacturing package, it contains several modules including finance
and sales. Company A has started implementation with these two modules. It is
frequently stated by personnel that they are a sales and marketing oriented
company, and this must have been the reason that they have implemented
financial and sales modules before manufacturing. Excluding personal
productivity tools, MFG-PRO is the only central computer application in
Company A and almost all transaction processing activities of the organization
are performed by this system.
EIS has been started as a low profile project for reporting sales and sales-

related financial information. It has been developed with internal resources i
the Progress language. Being the "native" language of MFG-PRO, Progress
has the natural advantage of conveniently accessing and processing MFGPRO files. As can be expected, Company A's EIS is mainly a front-end

reporting tool with limited analysis capabilities. However, it is regarded as a
successful system mainly because it presents the right information required by
executives in an accurate and timely manner.
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Development of the initial version took three months. The system is truly a
"live" one. It has been continually under further development since its
introduction at the beginning of 1994. Studies for a new version with much

wider information reporting and analysis capabilities will be started in the n
future. Besides other technical features, this new version will have more
advanced graphic capabilities.
The benefits of EIS are obvious in Company A and there is a common

belief that it should have a wider user base than the existing one. Unaware of
current trends in world-wide EIS practices, the company has concluded that it
is beneficial and should be further developed to become Everyone's
Information System.
The IT director, EIS developer, and five executive users were interviewed
in the company (see appendix B). Each interview ranged from one hour to one
and a half hour. The deputy general manager and IT director were interviewed
together in the deputy general manager's room. The other executive users
were interviewed in their rooms. The IT director's room was used to interview
the EIS developer when he was away for a meeting. The interviews were
completed in a time span of three weeks. The "mental template" (see appendix
A) was used as a guide to put questions to interviewees.

5.2.1 Organizational issues

5.2.1.1 Resistance and organizational politics
Resistance to the EIS project was negligible in the organization, partly
because the project had full support from upper management. According to the
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IT director, people were told "not even to think about resisting the project."
Additionally, there was no evidence of the existence of the most severe reason
for resistance which is the intention to replace staff.
Resistance to MFG-PRO during the implementation process was more
severe. It was a much wider project which altered the flow of information and
operational processes to a great extent. Although top management commitment
was also available for this project, the project team faced tougher resistance
than with the EIS project.

5.2.1.2 Initiator of the EIS
There was no demand from upper levels of the organization for EIS. It
was initiated by the IT director who thought that executives might need such a
system.
After MFG-PRO was implemented, it was obvious that it would not easily
allow decision makers to get meaningful information from it. Training was
required to use the system effectively (understandably, executives did not even
want to hear about MFG-PRO operational training) and paper reports were too

inflexible for executive usage. Thus, with no previous experience in EIS, the IT
director decided that executives would require the information held in
operational databases to be presented in an attractive format. The system he
thought would incorporate some degree of depth so that users could drill-down
to details when required.
In EIS literature it is generally stated that if the system is not initiated by
executives, it is initiated by MIS managers with the objective of developing a

high profile strategic system and having direct access to executives. It was not
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possible to find out what the main motivation of the IT director was, however
the author posits that he might have wished direct access to upper level
executives, but with minimum risk and only through a low profile reporting
system.

5.2.1.3 Limits of what IS departments can deliver
Users' increasingly sophisticated demands and the limits of IS

departments in satisfying these demands is a major factor in fostering EUC and
EIS type applications in developed countries. Company A's EIS has been

developed in a different path with regard to two points. Firstly, although ma
users including some executives are competent and frequent users of PCs in
spreadsheet and word processor applications, there has been no demand on
the IT department for more sophisticated EUC applications like EIS. Secondly,
EIS has been developed and presented to users by the IT department which
means that the system is technically and organizationally within the range of
capabilities of the department. Therefore it is not possible to talk about a
"widening gap" between users' demands and deliverables from the IS
department in the case of Company A.

5.2.1.4 The EIS team
The EIS team consists of the IT director and one analyst programmer who
acted as system developer. The developer performed an analysis of the
requirements and developed the system in Progress 4GL. Although he has
always worked in the MIS area, he holds a management degree. He seemed to

have the right skill mix for EIS. However, neither he nor the IT director see
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to be very knowledgeable about EIS concepts during interviews. They both
seemed to perceive EIS mainly from its technical side. Nevertheless, all
interviewees expressed their satisfaction with the EIS team.

5.2.1.5 Focus of EIS
Company A's EIS does not seem to have the problem of being focused
only on requirements of one or a small number of executives. Although it

contains only sales data and related financial information, all users intervie
seemed to be satisfied with its contents. From this point of view, it is a
successful system with little probability of failure in the near future.

5.2.1.6 Alignment of business goals and IT strategy
Company A did not have a strong IT department in the first five years of
its lifetime. One programmer and one operator were responsible for the daily
running of IBM S/36 which was the central computer in the company. Although
there were several PCs they were mainly used for personal work and they did
not "talk" to each other. When the load on the S/36 became more than it could
handle and response time became unacceptable, the company decided to
install a LAN running a comprehensive business package. Several people were
recruited to support this new project and some other EUC projects. A new IT
department was founded headed by a new IT director. The most important

point in this process was that these events occurred in rather short time with
predefined IT strategy. Company A's role was quite reactive in this process

rather than being proactive. It was obvious that the organization had no clear
stated IT strategy during this process. When asked about alignment of
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business goals and IT strategy, all interviewees said that the IT department
naturally worked to realize business goals. However, that was everything said

about the issue and there was no hint of a clearly defined IT strategy for the
organization. Consequently, the EIS's role in supporting the IT strategy for
realizing Company A's business goals is somewhat vague.

5.2.2 Technical issues
Examining EIS literature in developed countries, one could possibly argue

that approaching EIS mainly from its technical aspects would have little chan

of success. However, in the Turkish context there is a tendency of bias toward
technical aspects rather than managerial aspects. Computerized information
systems are perceived to be too technical and too complicated to be managed
by business managers. Consequently, their management is abandoned to the
people who "understand" them. This approach, which was dominant in early

phases of IT in developed countries as well, gives a hint of the extent of the
development of computerized information systems in the Turkish context.
The EIS project in Company A seems to be perceived mainly from this
point of view.

5.2.2.1 Existence of reliable transaction processing systems
Company A's EIS is only fed from MFG-PRO databases. Contrary to an
ordinary EIS application where data might be scattered across several
hardware and software platforms, this makes development and maintenance
extremely easy. Having all data in one homogeneous and reliable operational
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system provided the EIS team with a smooth development and maintenance
process.
Having all data in a central database also avoids data ownership
problems and related political turbulence resulting from data inconsistencies.

5.2.2.2 Middleware
Company A's EIS is mainly a user friendly front-end tool. The information

it presents is stored in special Progress tables which are refreshed at frequen
intervals. Although these tables reside between the EIS front-end and
operational databases, they cannot be identified as middleware in the sense
used in EIS terminology. This is mainly due to the fact that they are not
multidimensional. Being a relational database, Progress tables are inherently
two dimensional.
Most EIS front-end systems access relational database systems via SQL.
The EIS developer in Company A chose not to use this approach. Instead, he
accessed them in their "native" way i.e., via Progress 4GL. This is a sensible
solution, because SQL is normally used across different software platforms.

5.2.2.3 Exchanging information
Company A has developed an official management reporting system
since its foundation in 1986. This system involves downloading MFG-PRO
(earlier S/36) files in ASCII format to individual PCs and developing

spreadsheet files with them. These files were later distributed to the executiv
EIS performs essentially the same process with much less effort and much
faster. A series of Progress programs is run twice a day to extract and filter
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data contained in certain M F G - P R O tables. This data is used to refresh EIS
tables which are also Progress databases. When the update is finished users
can access these databases from their PCs via Local Area Network.

5.2.2.4 Development methods
No formal methodology was implemented for the EIS development.
Instead, an evolutionary approach was implemented. Since requirements were
approximately known beforehand, no detailed analysis was required. When a
prototype was completed and shown to the users, they wanted only minor
changes and additions to the system. They still want such changes, and the
system is evolving in its normal course.
This is close to a normal EIS development scenario. However, it must be
stated that what happened in Company A in EIS development was not a
conscious choice between the alternatives of a formal methodology and an
evolutionary approach. It is not common to use formal system development

methodologies in this country except large IS projects. Evolution is the mos
common way of system development for almost all kind of systems. Company
A's EIS seems to be no exception to this rule.

5.2.2.5 Response time
Response time is almost immediate. It is under two seconds even when

there is considerable traffic in the network. This is accomplished by creati
specific files for the system. Response time would be unacceptably high
without these files if EIS programs accessed production databases directly.
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5.2.2.6 In-house or vendor software
When the IT director decided to implement a reporting tool for executives'
use he contacted a local distributor company which sold and supported an EIS
product. A demonstration was organized in Company A for the IT department.
Although the capabilities of the system was found to be impressive, some
obstacles prevented the purchase of the system. Firstly, the system would have
cost around US$ 100,000 including consultancy and training overseas.

Secondly, it required two full time dedicated staff for development and support

Thirdly, it had powerful analysis capabilities beyond simple reporting tools. I

was difficult to ensure that users would be enthusiastic to be trained in using

these advanced tools. With these issues in mind, the IT director decided that i
would be an overkill choice with serious risks for Company A (and possibly for
himself, too) to go ahead with the system. Instead, he chose to develop a low
profile system with internal resources. He appointed an analyst programmer as
EIS developer who immediately started the project.

5.2.2.7 Freguency of updating EIS database
The EIS database is updated twice a day. The first update is done at noon
during the lunch break and the second after work hours.

5.2.2.8 Access from outside
None of Company A's computers can be accessed from outside. Thus,
users cannot access EIS from home or when they are traveling. The IT director

said that it was not difficult to establish such a communication facility, but
was no demand for it.
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5.2.3 Users' issues

5.2.3.1 Computer literacy
Most of the eleven users of the EIS used personal computers mainly for
spreadsheet applications before the system was introduced. Some executives
previously used word processor and presentation software as well. Contrary to
recommendations in EIS literature [Watson etal.; 1991, p.26] users were

trained all together in one session of a few hours. This session seemed to wor
well, because the IT department received very few demands for support after

training. The system is so easy to use that even first-time computer users did
not have much difficulty.

5.2.3.2 Attitude of executives on computer use
The executive users interviewed did not seem to have any special

considerations for their computer usage. They thought that it was quite natura

for themselves to use computers provided that it supports them in operational,

tactical, and strategic issues. Since most of them were in their early forties
they had used computers in their previous posts, they thought that computer
support was a must for everybody in the organization including themselves.
They did not seem to have been influenced by the common culture of the past
about the inappropriateness of executives' computer usage.

5.2.3.3 Mode of use
Since Company A's EIS is a low profile system with limited capabilities,
there is a potential for power users to bypass it for more detailed reporting
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analysis. However, none of the eleven users can be classified as power users.
They have no intention (and no time) to master computer technology for their
information requirements. They are generally satisfied by the EIS, anyway.

5.2.4 Issues related to information presented

5.2.4.1 Information content
The system provides only "hard" data which is not supported by "soft"

information. No external data is used. This can change in future, because there
are two companies (both foreign) in the country selling competitor data mainly
to CPG companies. On demand, they provide sales figures of the competitors
on magnetic media or by modem. With slight enhancements, Company A's EIS
is capable of presenting this information.

5.2.4.2 EIS information and organizational goals
An important reason for the success of Company A's EIS is its relevance
to a well defined business problem. Executives required timely and precise
information for fast changing sales figures and EIS provided this. It did not
need to be a technological wonder to accomplish this goal and therefore it was
not designed to be so. The EIS team did not have much problem in determining
what information to present, because this type of sales information was the
most logical choice for two reasons: Firstly it is subject to monitoring at

executive level because it is thought to be the most important short term stat

report, and secondly it is quantifiable. Consequently, there was no need for th
EIS team to study documents like formal business plans or annual reports.
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5.2.4.3 C S F and KPI
No formal or informal study incorporating CSF or KPI was employed for
determining EIS information requirements in Company A.

5.2.4.4 Speed of change of information
The EIS database is updated twice a day and this is an important asset
for the system to be successful. Current sales status and its comparison to

monthly sales budget is particularly important for lower level executives who
trigger operational mechanisms like promotions and price discounts in
response to poor figures. Hence, the timeliness of information is more

important for lower level executives and it becomes even more critical toward
the end of each month.

5.2.4.5 Structure of data presented
Company A's EIS contains a main menu screen and several screens

which can be connected from it. Each of these screens contain particular sale

and financial information. Users can drill down (for region, time, and product

display graphics for the information presented. The system is highly structur
but a briefing book approach was not implemented.

5.2.4.6 Type of data presented
Since Company A has a strong sales oriented culture, the EIS contains

only sales data and related financial information. Since the inflation rate i
in Turkey (usually over 60% a year), timewise comparison of monetary values

is not meaningful. Two methods are used to overcome this problem. In the first
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method, Turkish Lira is converted to a foreign currency (usually US$). In this

conversion daily average value for the relevant period is used as the basis. In
the second method money values for each period are multiplied by the inflation
rate occurring since the beginning of the financial year.

5.2.5 Operational issues

5.2.5.1 Difficulties inherent in EIS
Company A did not have many of the problems which are commonly
observed by EIS implementing organizations.
The LAN in the company consists of a range of 80386 and 80486 based
PCs. They provided enough computing power to allow response time to be
under two seconds at all times. Very few serious hardware problems were
reported that would terminate the operation.
The decision to develop EIS with internal resources is commonly agreed
to be a proper decision because most vendor EIS packages would have been
too expensive and would have required too much manpower and computing
resources.
Perhaps the EIS team's most important difficulty was to decide on the
trade-off between flexibility and user friendliness. Due to the fact that most
executives have used computers before, a bias towards flexibility was used.

Another reason for this bias was that providing user friendliness requires mor
development effort and computing power than flexibility.
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5.2.5.2 Security
Since the system contains sensitive information, security has been
established for users. After signing on to the L A N like other users with their
passwords, they have to use a second password for accessing the EIS. This
second level password is also different for all users. However, the system does
not have advanced security features like forcing users to change passwords at
regular intervals or requiring password to be entered again after a predefined
interval of no use.

5.2.6 Costs and benefits
Although the cost of the EIS to C o m p a n y A could easily be determined
(part of EIS team's salary only), there was no obvious attempt to compare it to
the benefits provided by the system. This has two reasons. Firstly, as usual in
EIS projects, although benefits are obvious they are too intangible to be
converted into monetary values. Secondly, in this country it is not a c o m m o n
practice for low profile projects to have a cost benefit analysis either before or
after the project is completed.

5.2.6.1 Enhanced mental models
Although none of the interviewees were familiar with the term "mental
model", most of them stated that EIS helped them in understanding the
organization and its environment better in terms of sales. EIS w a s instrumental
for them in better understanding market and competitor behavior and C o m p a n y
A's capabilities and limits for influencing them.
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5.2.6.2 Improved communications
When asked whether EIS helps in communicating better, all interviewees
said that it had no communication facility and hence it is irrelevant to
interpersonal communication. However, two of them stated that its main task is
to convey information from operational databases to decision makers and this

is an indirect type of intra-organizational communication, because they all hav
the same information at the same time. According to them this is a major
improvement in communications because without EIS they all would have to
pursue this information from several sources and sometimes from each other.

5.2.6.3 Better focused organizational attention
Company A's EIS helped executives to concentrate on critical sales and
related financial figures. However, the importance of these figures were not
drawn to their attention by the EIS; they were already regarded as crucial

before EIS. The system's contribution is only for better tracking of these figu

5.2.6.4 Increased competitive advantage
As stated earlier, Porter [1985, pp. 156-157] argues that information
systems can increase competitive advantage by lowering costs, enhancing
differentiation, and changing competitive scope by overriding geographical
distances and by creating interrelationships among industries that were
previously separate. None of these are directly applicable to Company A's EIS.
However, many interviewees stated that EIS helps decisions to be taken in a
more rational manner and this is an important contribution to the overall
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performance of the organization. This in turn helps C o m p a n y A in relation to its
competition.

5.2.6.5 Increased personal productivity
Most users interviewed stated that EIS helped them increase their
personal efficiency and effectiveness. Since EIS was implemented they don't
have to spend time and effort to get mission critical figures any more.
Accessing these figures effortlessly allows them to have more room for more
rational and effective decisions.

5.2.6.6 More timely information
As explained previously, the EIS database is refreshed twice a day. This

must be regarded as a fairly fast refreshment rate for a sales application. Man

of the interviewees stated that accessing this information in a timely manner i
becoming more and more important in time for two reasons. Firstly, competition
is becoming more fierce and secondly, prices have to be adjusted very
frequently in the environment of high inflation rate. Company A uses immediate
sales figures as one of the parameters in determining price increases.

5.2.6.7 Standardization and consistency of terminology
No hint was given by interviewees about the EIS's help in standardization
of terminology.
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5.2.7 Motivation and rationale for implementation

5.2.7.1 To solve an immediate business problem
Before EIS, executives had difficulty in accessing rapidly changing sales
and related financial figures. This became a real business problem, because
they were in need of accessing these figures in a timely and accurate manner.
EIS was seen as a tool to address this clearly defined business problem.

5.2.7.2 Cost cuts
None of the interviewees stated that cutting costs was a rationale for EIS

implementation. They did not seem to expect this from the system. This is also
obvious from the outcome: Although EIS is regarded to be successful system,
no staff replacement occurred and no cost benefit analysis was performed.

5.2.7.3 Trend for flatter, leaner organizations
There was also no hint of using EIS for creating a flatter organizational
structure by removing some of middle managers. Contrary to the common trend
in more developed countries, Company A did not seem to have such an
intention, anyway.

5.2.7.4 Increasingly competitive and turbulent environment
In Turkey the business environment is much more turbulent than
developed countries. Interviewees who have had overseas working experience
used words ranging from dynamic to chaotic to express this fact. The yearly
inflation rate has been between 50% and 120% over the last ten years and the
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struggle against the effects of a major crisis in March 1994 is still continuing. In
this crisis the value of foreign currencies increased about 200% over a few
weeks.
It is extremely difficult to make realistic plans in this atmosphere and
Company A executives are aware of the value of any reliable information about
the organization and its environment. EIS gives them past information on which
they use mainly their intuition to forecast the future.

5.2.7.5 Responsiveness to the market
Company A uses EIS as an almost on-line indicator of market conditions

mainly for a few "flagship" products. These products represent more than half o

total sales and like all other products each have monthly target values. The EI

reports their daily sales status during the month. These figures are continuall
compared with target values and necessary measures are taken if required.
Since the CPG industry is sensitive to commercials and promotions, these are
Company A's primary action against poor sales. The EIS is also used as a
rough measure of effectiveness of their own and their competitors'
commercials.
Although the system is used as a guide for price increases to some
extent, it is not used for more advanced analyses of market responsiveness
such as detailed assessment of price structures or tracking customer
complaints.
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5.2.7.6 A signal to the organization
No hint was observed from interviewees about the EIS being used as a
signal to the organization about the importance of IT or intention to create a
knowledge based organization.

5.2.7.7 Image building
No hint was observed about EIS being used as a vehicle for image

building on personal or organizational level. Rather, it is seen as a low prof
yet useful tool.

5.2.7.8 Desire to get unfiltered information
No hint was observed about an information filtering process in normal
channels of Company A. Consequently, "desire to get unfiltered information"
did not seem to be a rationale for implementing EIS.

5.2.8 Requirements for success
1. Executive sponsor: There was no executive which could be identified
as an executive sponsor.
2. Operating sponsor: There wasn't any operating sponsor either.
However, the IT director performs some functions of it.
3. Appropriate IS staff: Appropriate IS staff was a major contribution to
the success of Company A's EIS.
4. Appropriate technology: Appropriate hardware and software
technology was readily available for the EIS when the implementation
decision was made.
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5. Management of data: Data management did not prove to be an
important problem, because there was only one homogeneous source
of data.

6. Clear link to business objectives: Keeping sales figures close to or
over monthly target is an important business objective in Company A.
This objective is clearly supported by the EIS.
7. Management of organizational resistance: No resistance to the
system was observed.
8. Management of system evolution and spread: The system was
initially developed for five executives. Currently it has eleven users
a new version will be used by about 25 people. Its spread until now is
reported to be quite smooth.
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CHAPTER 6
CASE STUDY OF COMPANY B
Company B operates in the snack food industry and is totally owned by a
large multinational company. It was founded in 1985 by a Turkish food
company which initially owned one hundred percent of shares. Three years

later fifty percent of these shares were sold to the current owner and in 1991

the remaining fifty percent followed. The headquarters and manufacturing plant
is in Istanbul. The company has contracts with several local distributors

throughout the country and these have exclusive selling rights in their region
It employs about 380 people and an additional sales force of 450 people are
employed by distributors. All staff except the general manager are of Turkish
origin. The general manager is of US origin.0 He held several posts in the
parent company in the US and UK before being appointed to his current
position.
The parent company is a large US based multinational with annual world-

wide sales over US$ 15 billion in 1990. It was founded in 1898 and realized it

first foreign investment in Cuba in 1935. Its main line of businesses are soft
drinks, snack food, and restaurants. It is also the parent company of Company

C which is discussed in the next chapter. Like most of the companies operating
in these businesses, it either invests directly to overseas countries or

franchises its products to the local companies. Company B is an example of the
former while Company C is the local liaison office between the parent company

n

After the interviews for this research were conducted he was assigned to another overseas
post and was replaced by a new general manager of Turkish origin.
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and the franchising company. By 1986, it operated in 148 countries and had
about 600 plants.
Company B has a LAN with more than seventy PCs. There are also
several notebook computers which can be connected to the LAN on demand.
An integrated software system called Logo is used for transaction processing
systems. It is one of three large locally developed integrated software
packages and has sold more than ten thousand copies to Turkish
organizations. Logo and two other packages contain a broad spectrum of
modules ranging from general ledger to sales analysis. Two important reasons

for their popularity are their conformity to local legislation and their reli
and support. Logo has been developed in the Turbo Pascal language and it
has been used by Company B for three years. General ledger, invoicing, sales
analysis, inventory control and fixed assets are some of the modules that are
used by the organization. Although there is no facility to make updates to
programs (program source code is not sold), Company B is generally satisfied
with the product.
Distributors are asked to enter their sales data into standard databases
which are specially designed for this purpose. These are Paradox databases
and Paradox 4GL is used as the software for this process. These files contain

data about the customers of distributors and are sent to headquarters via dial
up telephone lines once a week.
The general manager, who used EIS and DSS applications extensively in
his previous posts, initiated procedures to implement a business information
system in 1993. He wanted the system to be sales oriented with extensive
reporting and analysis capabilities. Although he was aware that what he
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wanted was a classical EIS package, he did not want to spend organizational
time and effort to develop a system from scratch. Since he wanted only sales

applications, he chose to implement a sales oriented DSS with the intention of

using it as an EIS. This seemed to be a logical solution to him, because he wa
aware that in the last few years EIS and DSS applications have developed
rapidly so that many aspects of the two concepts now overlap. Hence, he has
decided to implement a DSS package, Sales Management System (SMS), from
Information Resources in Company B. He contacted IR's local distributor and
the project started at the beginning of 1994. Since Company B was the first
organization to implement SMS in Turkey, the general manager wanted an
experienced consultant from overseas to ensure the success of the project.
The implementation process was fairly smooth and the system became fully
operational in the middle of 1994.
Although SMS is a sales oriented Decision Support System, its
implementation in Company B represents a good example of executive

computing. It contains almost all the characteristics of a standard EIS packa
and, as explained earlier, the main reason for its preference over such a
package was to avoid development effort.
The system is called Business Information System (BIS) by Company B. It
is regarded as a successful system. The software was acquired on a user
license basis, and initially four licenses were bought. These four users were
the general manager, sales director, marketing director, and a middle manager
from the sales department. Later, six additional user licenses were bought to
make some other executives, middle managers and sales staff users of the
system.
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The system w a s never expected to be critical to the successful
management of the organization. It is seen only as a successfully implemented
support tool which provided concrete benefits in certain operations.
The general manager, sales director, MIS manager, and a support staff
from MIS were interviewed to collect data about the system (see appendix B).
Interview time was about one hour for each person. The executives and the
MIS manager were interviewed in their rooms and the support person was
interviewed at his desk in MIS department. The interviews were conducted on
three consecutive days. The method employed in the previous case study was
used in the interviews.

6.2.1 Organizational issues

6.2.1.1 Resistance and organizational politics
Since the project was initiated by the general manager, no resistance was
encountered against it. Another reason for the absence of resistance was that
there was no intention to replace staff.

6.2.1.2 Initiator of the EIS
BIS was initiated by the general manager. Since Company B was a new

entrant to the international group, he wants to implant the culture of the par
organization in Company B. Attention to detail and advanced reporting and
data analysis capabilities are important components of the culture of parent
organization. BIS has been initiated in this context.
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6.2.1.3 Limits of what IS departments can deliver
Company B's BIS is mainly an attempt to transcend the limitations of a
classical transaction processing system (Logo) which is supported by the MIS
department. The MIS department used to be capable of supporting only
transaction processing systems which over time became inadequate for
decision makers. Although it is still the MIS department which supports BIS,
this system empowers its users in such a way that they do not need the MIS
department to develop necessary reports any more. From this point of view
Company B's MIS department is in the process of changing its role in the
organization; it ceased developing vehicles for information delivery, instead
supports users to develop their own vehicles,

6.2.1.4 The EIS team
Company B's support team for BIS consists of the MIS manager and an
analyst programmer. The MIS manager is responsible for the system and the
analyst programmer performs daily support and maintenance including weekly
database updates.

6.2.1.5 Focus of EIS
Although BIS is regarded as the "baby" of the general manager, no hint
that it had been disowned by other staff or executives was observed. On the
contrary, it is regarded as a beneficial tool which should be supported by the
entire organization. From this point of view, it could be argued that BIS has
organizational focus rather than an individual focus and has a fair chance of
surviving even if the general manager leaves the organization.
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6.2.1.6 Alignment of business goals and IT strategy
Company B is a fast growing and profitable organization. Its products are
new to the country, and the company has already developed a niche market for
them. Its most important business goals in the next five years are stated as
sustaining its current growth rate and becoming even more profitable.
However, the company does not have a clearly defined IT strategy to support

these goals. IT is seen as an auxiliary support at the functional level, mainly
measuring business performance against predefined targets. Higher level
support such as improving productivity, reducing costs, and increasing service
frequencies are seen as higher level IT functions which could only be realized
in larger and more established organizations.
BIS is regarded as a comparatively high profile application in this context.
It is thought to have real value particularly in the executive decision making

process. Yet, in Company B's case it is not possible to talk about the ideal ca
of a clearly defined IT strategy of which BIS is an important ingredient.

6.2.2 Technical issues

6.2.2.1 Existence of reliable transaction processing systems
Company B's integrated transaction processing system (Logo) has been
in service for several years. It is one of two sources of data which feed BIS.
The other one comes from distributors in the format of a Paradox database.
Although there were several inconsistencies in the implementation phase they
were managed smoothly so that no data ownership problems and related
political struggles were encountered.
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The first group of inconsistencies w a s between company data and
distributor data. The second group was within these two sources. After a
detailed examination process, it was concluded that it would be impossible to
get rid of the first group of discrepancies completely. Since distributors
perceived their data entry requirement as an additional burden with no
concrete benefit to themselves, errors became inevitable. Hence, almost all
errors and discrepancies in Company B's and distributors' data resulted from
the latter. Comparison could only be done for totals, i.e., Company B has the
totals for each distributor and each distributor has totals for their own
customers. Thus, it was concluded that a certain degree of error should be

tolerated in the lowest level customer analysis. This is less than five percent
which was thought to be acceptable.
The second group of discrepancies were within the Logo system. They
resulted from the fact that product and customer names instead of codes were
used in BIS. This is a must in EIS type of applications, because codes usually
consist of long alphanumeric digits which may not be meaningful to executives.
In Company B's case Logo allowed the data entry operator to override the
customer and product names of the master file by re-entering them during
transactions. This resulted in one product or customer name having several

variations in transaction files. This problem, which has not been noticed befor

was solved by updating the procedure for data entry operators. For history fil
a short program was developed which read product and customer codes for
each transaction and updated names from the master file accordingly.
All these problems were solved at the technical level and did not require
high level managerial intervention.
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6.2.2.2 Middleware
SMS is a reporting and analysis tool based on Express database as
middleware. Express is a multidimensional database system which allows
users to view the same data from different perspectives. It also supports
aggregations, consolidations, restructurings, data selections, and ad-hoc

manipulation for complex business analyses. All these facilities are accessible
to the users via SMS which is mainly an interface to the system.

6.2.2.3 Exchanging information
ASCII files are implemented to feed the BIS of Company B. Two separate
methods are used for two sources of data. For company data Logo's Report

Writer facility is used. This facility has extensive reporting capabilities inc

exporting to an ASCII file in the required format. For distributors' data a sim
program in Paradox has been developed which exports the contents of
Paradox database to an ASCII file in a predetermined format. These ASCII files
are prepared at regular intervals and later a series of Express programs are
run to update the Express database with the contents of these files.
Company B uses two methods of accessing data. In the first method some
users load programs to their computers but these access the central database
which resides on the file server of LAN. In the second method, some other
users access their "slice" of data which has been prepared before and loaded
to their hard drives. This is used for the sales managers of regions and their
"slice" contains only the sales in their own region.
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6.2.2.4 Development methods
Since the system contains prewritten programs no effort was spent on
system development.

6.2.2.5 Response time
Response time is a function of several parameters. One of them is CPU
and disk access speed of the user's computers. Another is the type of query
performed. Yet another one is time, i.e., since no past data is erased the
database is inflating over time which results in a slower response. Although

response time is regarded as slow, it is not seen to be a major problem. Excep

for one type of query which may take several minutes, it is under four seconds

6.2.2.6 In-house or vendor software
Company B's MIS department is a small department with four people and
it has a policy of extensive outsourcing in its operations. This was another
reason for not developing the system with internal resources. However, as
explained before, the main reason for preferring SMS over a classical EIS
package was to avoid screen development efforts.

6.2.2.7 Freguency of updating EIS database
In the first few months of its lifetime the BIS database was updated once a

month. After a few months it was decided that it was difficult to spot trends
to intervene by monthly refreshment. It became necessary to refresh the
database at more frequent intervals. When asked, the MIS department stated
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that it has resources for weekly refreshment and weekly refreshment was
initiated.

6.2.2.8 Access from outside
Although BIS allows access from outside via telephone lines, this facility
is not used in Company B since there has been no demand for it.

6.2.3 Users' issues

6.2.3.1 Computer literacy
All executives of Company B have been using computers for several
years. Although most of this usage is limited to applications such as
spreadsheets, they have a fair understanding of what computers can and
cannot deliver. Hence, the computer literacy of users has not been a problem
in the implementation process of BIS. However, unlike the general manager
who could be identified as a power user, executives' ability in mastering
computer technology is limited. Age seems to be an important factor in this
issue. Younger executives have more tendency to become highly competent
computer users. According to the general manager this is a must for the

industry they are operating in. He thinks that this is an important difference
between the working environments of developed and developing countries but
that it will be minimal in Company B's case in a few years' time.
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6.2.3.2 Attitude of executives on computer use
No hint of negative attitude against executive computing was observed in
Company B. On the contrary, executives and staff perceive computer usage by
executives as quite natural. This is particularly true for the general manager
who stated that the cultural attitude against executive computing has been
invented by executives themselves and is nothing more than an excuse.
There was also no hint of placing a computer on a desk as a status
symbol. Working with computers was seen as a natural part of everyone's work
including the executives.
It must also be stated that older executives and staff are not as
enthusiastic as their younger colleagues in computing. It seems that "missing

the computer revolution" or being timewise in the center of it makes that disti
difference.

6.2.3.3 Mode of use
Firms operating in the CPG industry are rich in data. This is particularly
true for sales data. Consequently, executives of these organizations have had

a lot of time to develop their analytical skills as they climb corporate ladder

new generation of executives has assimilated this routine more effectively with
computers. Company B's general manager is such a person, having been
working extensively with computers since 1982. He could be identified as a
power user with an apparent tendency to go beyond the standard reports
offered by BIS. He said that ad-hoc reporting facility of the system is his

favorite feature and he finds this facility thought provoking for the reason th
has a stimulating effect to ask more intelligent questions overtime. However,
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he stressed the danger of losing the forest when looking at trees by going to
too much detail in the data. He said that this had been quite a common problem
during his previous posts overseas. According to him, with substantial
computer power and experience at hand, people had a tendency to go into
street corner shop detail at the cost of a meaningful birds-eye analysis. n
When faced with the limits of the system, the general manager used to
"export" the results of an ad-hoc query as a spreadsheet file to make further
analyses and comparisons. He also distributes these files on LAN to relevant
people. When asked whether there were any other power users in the

organization, he said that there was no other, but in two years' time there woul
be many. He thought that data analysis capabilities in Company B (and
possibly in the general Turkish context) are not as advanced as in the US and
UK, but that the gap is diminishing. He also said that competence in data
analysis is a must for everyone in their industry, and his vision for Company B
was to have executives and staff armed with this skill.

6.2.4 Issues related to information presented

6.2.4.1 Information content
BIS contains only hard data. It has no facilities for presenting soft data to
the users.
It contains only internal data if the distributors' data is regarded as
internal. Company B has access to competitor sales data through a specialized

n

When other people in Company B were asked to comment on this issue, some of them said
that he himself still had this habit.
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company, and there have been attempts at presenting it by BIS. Competitor
data is normally delivered as paper reports. The data company demanded
extra payment for the data to be presented in the format required by BIS and
be adjusted to the special calendar used by Company B. It was decided that

having competitor data in BIS would not provide a major benefit and no action
was taken on this issue.

6.2.4.2 EIS information and organizational goals
Since the system had been initiated with clear knowledge of its contents,
Company B's BIS team did not have the common EIS problem of determining

what to present. It was regarded as having a good chance of helping to realiz

the organization's objectives by increasing efficiency and ensuring consisten
management information [Paller & Laska; 1990, p.92]. From this point of view
the probability of failure for BIS was minimal.

6.2.4.3 CSF and KPI
No study of CSF and KPI has been performed for BIS in Company B.

6.2.4.4 Speed of change of information
Since freshness is an important factor in selling Company B's products,
turnover rates in the shops have to be fast. Ideally, the product on the
supermarket shelf should not be more than one week old. The refresh rate of
the BIS database had to be changed from once a month to once a week to
conform to the fast moving nature of the products.
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6.2.4.5 Structure of data presented
Although BIS does not employ a briefing book approach, it is a highly
structured and hierarchical system. Users access a series of sub-menus from
the main menu. Each of the screens which are accessed from sub-menus allow
multidimensional drill down. Individual screens allow a limited possibility of
horizontally navigating to another screen, i.e., users have to go one level up
the hierarchy to see the contents of another screen.

6.2.4.6 Type of data presented
Only sales data is presented in BIS.

6.2.5 Operational issues

6.2.5.1 Difficulties inherent in EIS
No important hardware problems have been encountered with BIS.
Through its SMS decision, Company B has avoided several risks
associated with standard EIS packages. First of all, no surprises are expected
because executives knew beforehand exactly what the deliverables were.
Secondly, no effort was spent on a system development process which was

different from traditional methods and unfamiliar to the organization. Thirdly,
since the system contains prewritten programs there is no need to make the
difficult decision of trade off between flexibility and user friendliness;
executives were satisfied with it when they had seen it.
Although the BIS team have had no previous experience of EIS, their

work has been appreciated by all users. The team has stated that their training
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in the U K on the software and the contribution of a consultant from the U K (he
has visited the company three times, ten days in total) has been critical for
success of the project.

6.2.5.2 Security
Since BIS runs on a LAN, users must have a valid password for using the
system. Novell Netware is used as the LAN and its security system is used for

user access permissions, i.e., only specified users can access to the directo
where programs and data are located. Additionally some users like regional
sales managers have access to only a slice of the main database.

6.2.6 Costs and benefits

6.2.6.1 Enhanced mental models
The general manager has stated that he used the system most of the time
for ad-hoc reporting and analysis. He thinks that questions drive ideas and
ideas drive business. Before turning on the computer he always had a specific

question or assumption in mind and he looks for answers or tests for validity
his assumptions by BIS. This enables him to have improved mental models

about events and therefore a better grasp of business. In the same context, he

gains the "ability to surface and test assumptions about the business" [Rocka
& DeLong; 1988a, p. 130],
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6.2.6.2 Improved communications
Company B uses an electronic mail system for communicating within and
beyond the company. BIS has no such facility and its contribution to
organizational communications is indirect, i.e., it conveys consistent
information to all users at the same time.

6.2.6.3 Better focused organizational attention
Sales is regarded as the most important function in assessing the success
in Company B. Like Company A in the previous chapter, BIS enabled Company

B to focus on this issue better by keeping these figures under close scrutiny.
did not make any contribution to determining any new locus of attention.

6.2.6.4 Increased competitive advantage
Being in the process of developing a new market for a range of products,
Company B has recently been imitated by another company. Since this new
company uses exactly the same sales methods and channels Company B

utilizes, it is almost certain that new sales strategies which will be develop
Company B will also be imitated by its competitor. In such an environment it
becomes important to determine trends and to take necessary actions promptly

and effectively. BIS is seen as a useful tool to accomplish this goal. Since t
competitor does not have such a tool, Company B differentiates itself in the
competitive game. However, all interviewees have stated that BIS can never
have a primary role in competition, it is only one of several factors which

determine it. It is yet to be seen which company will be ahead in a few years'
time and BIS's role in the competition.
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6.2.6.5 Increased personal productivity
The executives interviewed have stated that BIS helps in increasing

personal productivity with the following mechanism: Its "review" options present
a birds-eye view of latest facts and figures. They generally give hints about
developing trends in particular products or regions. These hints could further
be investigated in special detail screens which allow multidimensional drill

down, i.e., drill down according to product, region, or time. Even further ad-hoc
analysis from this point is possible if required.
According to the users this mechanism is excellent for testing hypotheses
and asking more intelligent questions in time. Consequently, it boosts personal
efficiency and effectiveness substantially for two reasons. Firstly, users spend
considerably less time in determining opportunities and threats. Secondly, the
system gives hints for making effective decisions to take advantage of
opportunities and to fight against threats.
Some users have the habit of "exporting" their analysis results to
spreadsheet files and distributing them to relevant people. This way, BIS allows
them to use personal productivity tools more effectively.

6.2.6.6 More timely information
Time is an important asset in competition. Interviewees have stated that
BIS helps Company B in using time more effectively in two ways. Firstly, they
have precise sales data which is one week old at most. This sometimes
becomes an important advantage in competition for spotting regional and
seasonal trends earlier and taking necessary actions. Secondly, since
executives know that they will have access to fresh data on Monday mornings,
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they can use their time more effectively for other purposes instead of digging in
paper reports.

6.2.6.7 Standardization and consistency of terminology
It was stated that BIS made no contribution to the organization in
standardizing terminology.

6.2.7 Motivation and rationale for implementation

6.2.7.1 To solve an immediate business problem
Company B developed several reporting programs around production
system before BIS. These programs were developed by external resources and
executives were generally satisfied with their performance in terms of

development speed, reliability, and contents. However, the inflexibility of the
Preformatted reports became more and more important over time. It became a
real requirement for executives to have a flexible tool to view data tabularly
graphically from several dimensions. A common feeling arose that lack of such
a tool resulted in missed opportunities for sales. This was extremely important
for Company B, because they were in the process of shaping the market for
their products which were not common in the country previously. BIS was
introduced in these conditions partly to help in supporting market development.

6.2.7.2 Cost reduction
No cost reduction was expected from the system. Consequently, no staff
replacement occurred because of it.
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6.2.7.3 Trend for flatter, leaner organizations
Interviewees in Company B did not give any hints of a tendency to create
a flatter organizational structure. Middle managers seemed to be safe at their
work. No statement was made of any intention of using BIS for such an
objective.

6.2.7.4 Increasingly competitive and turbulent environment
Competition with a new entrant is a major issue Company B has to tackle.

Although intensity of competition is far from being cut-throat, the organization
continually looking for new vehicles to get advantage in competition. Perhaps
its most important advantage is its parent company which has a strong data
analysis culture. Conveyed to Company B mainly by general manager, this
culture has been functional in implementing BIS. The competitor, which is new

in this industry, is said to be lacking this culture and the tools required by it
Yet, although indirectly, the competitor's entrance to the market has been
considered in the decision process of BIS implementation.
Turbulence is a way of life in the general economic climate in the country.
According to the general manager the country had three totally different
economic periods in the eight months following the March 1994 crisis. An
important outcome of this environment is the erratic nature of sales. It is an
important advantage for an organization to understand the dynamics of
relationships between major events in the economy and sales in the
corresponding time frame. Most interviewees said that this was one of the
issues which BIS was expected to help in handling effectively.
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6.2.7.5 Responsiveness to the market
Since Company B is in the process of developing a market for its

products, it is extremely important for it to detect and respond earlier to the
conditions in the market. Sales comparison of products and regions are

particularly important for executives, i.e., they are continually investigating
some products or regions have sold more than the others and how the market
has responded to particular promotions and other sales methods. These were
some of the reasons for BIS implementation and they became even more
important with the competitor's entrance to the market.
BIS has no advance market responsiveness facilities like evaluation of

customer satisfaction by keeping track of lead times in serving customer orders
or of customer complaints.

6.2.7.6 A signal to the organization
As a by-product BIS is used by the general manager to send a signal to
the organization about the importance of IS to the business. He has a strong
conviction that Company B is currently not at the required level to reap the
benefits of the strong analysis capabilities offered by contemporary IS. He

thinks that younger executives in particular have the potential and intellectua
curiosity to ask questions that could only be answered by IS. However, they

simply do not have enough expertise required for it. BIS is an excellent tool t
encourage them to mature in that direction.
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6.2.7.7 Image building
No hint was observed about any intention of using BIS as an image
building tool.

6.2.7.8 Desire to get unfiltered information
None of the interviewees have given any hints about information being

filtered as it flowed vertically or horizontally in the organization. Conseque

there was no intention to use BIS as a tool for getting unfiltered information

6.2.8 Requirements for success
1. Executive sponsor: The general manager played a key role as the
initiator and executive sponsor in the BIS project.
2. Operating sponsor: There was no operating sponsor.
3. Appropriate IS staff: The BIS team performed the project
satisfactorily.
4. Appropriate technology: Hardware technology was readily available
before the project. External programmers were used for extracting data
from production databases and a consultant from overseas was used
for implementing the system.
5. Management of data: Data management was performed smoothly by
the BIS team.
6. Clear link to business objectives: Company B is in the process of
developing a new and profitable market for its products and BIS
supports this process effectively.
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7. Management of organizational resistance: No resistance to the
system was observed.
8. Management of system evolution and spread: Initially four user
licenses were bought. Additional six were bought after the system was
successfully implemented.
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CHAPTER 7
CASE STUDY OF COMPANY C
Company C is the local liaison office of a large multinational company
which operates in the soft drinks industry. The company has a policy of

franchising its products to local bottlers all over the world and it has a me
size franchise in Turkey, employing about 500 people. Company C employs 18

people and performs the task of being a liaison office between the multinatio

and the local franchising company. It also supports some marketing activities

for the franchise. All its employees except the general manager are of Turkis
origin. It has three divisions, namely marketing, finance, and technical.

According to Turkish legislation liaison offices are not permitted to have an
direct commercial activity in the country [GDFI, YASED, Citibank; 1992, p.69].

Their activities are limited mainly to representation and to gathering inform
in Turkey.
Company C has a Novell LAN with 15 PCs attached. Some staff also have
notebooks which can be attached to the network when required. This means
that almost everyone in the company has access to a computer. The server of
the LAN is a Pentium machine and all other PCs including notebooks are
80486 based. There are several applications running on the network. Some of
them are off-the-shelf programs like spreadsheets and word processors while
some have been developed overseas by the central IS department of the
multinational. The finance department uses the financial modules of Logo. The
parent company has a policy of using Microsoft products where possible and
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all off-the-shelf programs are from this vendor. The hardware and software
policies of liaison offices are strictly determined by the parent company.
Due to its size, Company C does not have an IS department and some
applications like general ledger and marketing have been developed in the US

for the use of liaison offices all over the world. The marketing application i
fairly complicated one and its main objective is to improve the effectiveness
the franchising company against competitors. As reported by Porter [1985,

p. 123] this is an important concern for companies operating in the soft drink
industry.
Having standard applications in most branches provides a significant
advantage in reporting and data communications between the headquarters
and the branches. Since interfaces are common and file formats are the same,

exchanging information is extremely easy in most cases. There is a leased data
communications line between the office and the HQ in the US. This line can

also be used for communicating with all other liaison offices in the world. Th
is also an extensive diskette traffic between several units of the company.
Company C employs a computer science student part-time for hardware
and software support. Currently she is the only IS person in the company and
she occasionally seeks support from external resources when required. The IS
analyst before her used to work as a full time computer person and has been
promoted to the post of product manager.
The parent company has a policy of developing a competitive

environment between its units. In Company C's case this manifests itself as th

competition with other countries' liaison offices. Success in this competition
measured in terms of sales and brand share. Since there are considerable
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differences in the total sales figures for each competitor, variance of sales
compared to previous periods is used as a more meaningful criterion. The
headquarters launched a project to automate the comparison process at the
end of 1992. This project involved distributing sales and market share data to
the executives of liaison offices all over the world in a common format. An EIS
package, namely Lightship from Pilot Software, is used as the front-end tool to
save executives going through the unnecessary and unfriendly learning
process often required by other reporting systems.
The parent company has an advanced EIS (developed by Lightship) in its
UK office and many of Company C's employees have direct contact with that
office. That system accesses the bottling company's computers for operational
data and enables its users to perform advanced sales and financial analyses
on that data. Having seen the capabilities of that system, people in Company C
tend to perceive their own EIS only as a simple reporting tool with limited

capabilities. Furthermore, it is not regarded as a successful system. Its numbe
of users has fallen from six to three since initial installation. The general
manager, finance director, and product manager are the current users and they
are reported to be using the system less frequently than before.
The system will be replaced by a more sophisticated one which is
currently (first half of 1995) under development in Hungary. This new system
will also cover sales and market share as well as a broad range of issues in
marketing and operations. It is being developed in a truly international
environment with ideas and feedback from several branches including Turkey.
No vendor EIS software is used in developing the system, instead, SQL Server
and Progress are used for database and interface.
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The current computer support person, the former IS analyst, and the
finance director were interviewed for data collection about the system (see
appendix B). The first two were interviewed together and the finance director
was interviewed separately in his room. Both interviews were realized on the
same day. Again the previous case studies' method was used in the interviews.

7.2.1 Organizational issues

7.2.1.1 Resistance and organizational politics
No resistance to the EIS was encountered in Company C for two reasons.

Firstly, it has no potential to alter the flow of information in the organizat
Unlike a traditional EIS which mainly contains internal data flowing from

operational levels of the organization to the executive levels, Company C's EIS
contains mainly external data of the "competitors" collected by and
disseminated from the headquarters. In such a case there is no danger for
middle managers and staff of being by-passed or replaced by the system.
Secondly, the system has been imposed by the headquarters to all liaison

offices. It would not be easy for anyone to develop effective arguments against
it in such a case.

7.2.1.2 Initiator of the EIS
The system has been initiated by the central IS department of the parent
company. Interviewees reckon that the department in the headquarters must
have the objective of promoting "competition" between units by implementing
the system.
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7.2.1.3 Limits of what IS departments can deliver
The widening gap between users' increasingly sophisticated demands
and the limitations of IS departments' deliverables has resulted in the
development of the concept of EUC of which EIS is a subset. However, this
process does not seem to be relevant in the case of Company C's EIS,
because the system has been designed as a low profile and easy-to-use
interface system for presenting data to a heterogeneous user population all
over the world.

7.2.1.4 The EIS team
The system was initially installed by the former IS analyst in 1992.
Besides EIS, she was also responsible for all hardware and software issues in
Company C. Since all system analysis and development tasks were performed

in the headquarters, it had not been a difficult task for her. Currently, norm
maintenance is performed by the new IS person who undertakes this job
among others.
Headquarters, where the system was developed, has an IS department of
about 40 people. EIS development was performed by three analysts who were
supported by other business people. However, the interviewees believe that
sound co-operation could not have been established in the EIS team between

developers and potential users. Frustrated by lack of feedback and support, th
developers "guessed" the requirements and developed the system accordingly.
This proved to be a major set-back for the lifetime of the system.
According to the interviewees, it is likely that currently nobody is working
on the system, perhaps one IS person takes time to run a series of programs
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which extract data from operational databases and create Excel files for
refreshing the EIS databases.

7.2.1.5 Focus of EIS
In order to be successful, an EIS has to have an organizational focus
rather than focusing on the requirements of a few individuals. Company C's EIS
has been developed by considering a broad user population, and by definition,
it has no such problem. However, as Company C's case exhibits, this is only
one of the requirements for success in a system like EIS and it is unlikely to
guarantee success alone.

7.2.1.6 Alignment of business goals and IT strategy
EIS is a vehicle for the parent company's policy of developing a
competitive environment among its units. Although it is difficult to know how
important this issue is in the overall corporate strategy, it could be argued
EIS has contributed to realizing this part of the strategy in a modest way.

7.2.2 Technical issues

7.2.2.1 Existence of reliable transaction processing systems
Since the system was developed elsewhere, it was not possible to get
information about the problems related to production databases.
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7.2.2.2 Middleware
Lightship is a Windows based front-end tool for presenting information in
an attractive and easy-to-use format. It contains no middleware and in most
cases data has to be "massaged" for it beforehand. Lack of middleware means
that it does not have the power of multidimensional^ offered by such systems.

7.2.2.3 Exchanging information
Lightship has a module for accessing data on several different software
platforms. Named Lens, this module is a flexible tool for EIS type systems
where data is located on a number of different platforms. It allows the
developers or the power users to enter complicated SQL statements for
extracting data from databases like Oracle, NetWare SQL, Paradox, dBase II-

IV, Microsoft Excel, as well as ASCII files. In Company C's case Excel files i
diskettes are received from the headquarters at regular intervals. The layout
these files have been prepared in such a way that they are suitable for being
processed by Lightship Lens in each liaison office or branch. Once the
diskettes are received, their contents are copied into the server of the LAN
which is accessed by the system.
Unlike some compatible products like Forest & Trees, Lightship can
access only one file at a time. This means that the data preparation process
can be fairly complicated if the contents of more than one file has to be

presented by the system. In such a case, a single file has to be developed wit
data coming from several sources.
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7.2.2.4 Development methods
Since the EIS was developed overseas like other applications, the
interviewees do not have much idea how it was developed.

7.2.2.5 Response time
Response time is under three seconds at all times, and this is regarded
as satisfactory in Company C.

7.2.2.6 In-house or vendor software
The interviewees do not know much about the initial decision process
which resulted in implementing a vendor EIS software instead of in-house
development. The new system which will replace the current one will be
developed by internal resources and interviewees believe that it will be much
more complicated than anything Lightship could ever handle. However, they
are not knowledgeable as to why it was decided to develop it by internal
resources instead of implementing some sophisticated vendor software. They
are aware that this is not common practice among today's EIS implementations

and think that the cost of vendor software might be a prohibiting factor. Sinc

this type of software is sold on a user license basis, the cost may blow out f
system which will be used by hundreds of people all over the world.

7.2.2.7 Freguencv of updating EIS database
Company C's EIS is refreshed once in six weeks. Headquarters, which

holds comprehensive data for all its units, sends data to the offices in diske
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by a commercial courier. Diskettes contain Excel spreadsheet files which are
then copied to the server.
Although a six weeks refresh time is a long interval by today's EIS
standards, the interviewees do not seem to be irritated by it. Their major
concern is information content, and as they regard the system as unsuccessful
from this point of view, they do not seem bothered about refresh frequency. It
could perhaps be argued that refresh frequency would be much more important
for a system which satisfied their needs.

7.2.2.8 Access from outside
All three EIS users have notebooks with modems and they occasionally
connect to Company C's LAN server from their homes or hotel rooms.
However, they do so mainly for electronic mail. Although Lightship has an
electronic mail facility, Microsoft Mail is used for this task by the company.
Apparently information contained in the EIS does not seem to be sufficiently
important and urgent for their jobs to justify connection from outside.

7.2.3 Users' issues

7.2.3.1 Computer literacy
The executives in liaison offices used to receive paper reports from the
headquarters before the system was implemented. As expected, these were
too inflexible to perform meaningful analyses and it was doubtful that the
executives bothered reading the thick reports. As a remedy, in 1992 the IS
department initiated a project to replace paper reports with a computerized
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system. However, the user population, i.e., executives of liaison offices all over
the world, was not homogeneous from a computer literacy point of view. The

logical solution was to implement an extremely friendly and easy-to-use system
to meet the requirements of executives who did not have any prior computer
experience. The interviewees have stated that the current user population of
the system is much more computer literate than in 1992. Most of them in
several countries are active computer users who have mastered advanced
applications.

7.2.3.2 Attitude of executives to computer use
According to the interviewees Company C's executives are frequent users

of computers and their attitude towards computers is no different than that of
other personnel. When a new system is introduced, it is a common practice for
executives to attend training courses alongside other personnel.

7.2.3.3 Mode of use
It seemed that none of the users could be identified as a power user.
Although the finance director is said to be a master of the Excel spreadsheet
package, he was not regarded as an EIS expert. The interviewees agreed that
he would have mastered the EIS too, if it had contained the information he
required.
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7.2.4 Issues related to information presented

7.2.4.1 Information content
Only hard data is presented by the system. Lightship does not have
powerful features for handling soft data, anyway.
The source of data could be regarded as external since it belongs to
"competitors."
C o m p a n y C buys external data on the sales of its local competitors from a
specialized company. However, this data is processed and presented by
software designed and supported by the selling company. Executives do not
use this system interactively, they only receive periodical paper reports from it.

7.2.4.2 EIS information and organizational goals
C o m p a n y C's EIS has been designed by the headquarters to support the
process of developing a competitive environment among individual units.
However, it is likely that this is an auxiliary part of an overall corporate
competitive strategy. The parent company's main strategy must be set against
global and local competitors. A s they all produce a similar product, promotions
and product image are of primary importance to this competition.
Since production and sales are accomplished by the local franchising
company the bottom line of success, i.e., sales, is the result of their
performance. C o m p a n y C's contribution to the success is limited to the role of
coach and supporter in marketing.
Considering these two facts, it could be argued that the EIS has been
implemented for a secondary organizational goal, and as a comparatively small
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liaison office C o m p a n y C's own organizational goals are not suitable for
support by a system like EIS.

7.2.4.3 CSF and KPI
CSF methodology is usually conducted in EIS development in determining
what to present by the system. Since the contents of Company C's EIS have
been determined beforehand, no such study was required.

7.2.4.4 Speed of change of information
An EIS has more chance of success if the data it presents changes

frequently. Although the sales data has such a characteristic, Company C's EIS
database is updated only once in six weeks.

7.2.4.5 Structure of data presented
Lightship allows several forms of menu structure and all are used in
Company C's EIS. Hotspots (specific areas in the GUI screen where the pointer

changes its shape to indicate that drill-down is possible) are frequently use
drill-down and navigating through data.

7.2.4.6 Type of data presented
Only sales and market share data are used in the system.
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7.2.5 Operational issues

7.2.5.1 Difficulties inherent in EIS
Since Lightship runs under Windows on personal computers (preferably
on 80486 based or higher), no additional hardware was required for the EIS in
Company C. This is true for almost all branches which implemented the
system. Incompatibility in software and hardware was not encountered in the
branches either, because they perform no data preparation activity.
The interviewees believe that deciding on Lightship was the correct
choice at the beginning. Lightship is a good tool for the requirements of such
an uncomplicated system. In this way one of the most important difficulties in
EIS implementation, i.e., choosing the right product, has been addressed
correctly. However, the interviewees are not sure whether the system should
be so limited and low profile. They also believe that too much flexibility has

been sacrificed in favor of user friendliness. However, this might be justifia
for EIS developers in the headquarters, because they had to consider a large
spectrum of users including novices.

7.2.5.2 Security
Company C runs Lightship under Windows NT. Users sign on to the
system with their passwords for the network, and being one of several systems
running on the network, Lightship requires a second password. All EIS users

get the same data, i.e., it has no multi-level security to deny some informati
to certain users.
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7.2.6 Costs and benefits
Company C's EIS is perceived as a low profile system with modest
benefits. Although Lightship is an uncomplicated system with limited

capabilities, interviewees believe that it could still be used for much broade
tasks than those it currently performs. For example, it could have been much
more beneficial if it had allowed Company C executives to access the
franchising company's data.

7.2.6.1 Enhanced mental models
When asked about mental models, the interviewees responded that the
system's contribution to the enhancement of mental models is minimal,

because the users' existing knowledge about the international operations of th
parent company is much more comprehensive than the information provided by
the EIS.
The system's contribution in this area can only be in discovering recent
trends and developments.

7.2.6.2 Improved communications
Company C's EIS is essentially an international communications tool
about the performance of individual units. Although the parent company has
sophisticated electronic mail and data communication facilities for liaison

offices all around the world, EIS contributes modestly to the overall competit
power of the company by disseminating performance information among
individual units, thereby creating an environment of internal competition.
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7.2.6.3 Better focused organizational attention
The system appears to have made minimal contribution to a better
focused organizational attention.

7.2.6.4 Increased competitive advantage
Although the most important motivation in implementing the system is to

get competitive advantage, interviewees believe that its contribution to this e
is minimal. The franchising company's performance in competition is the
determinant in this case and Company C's role is somewhat like coaching and
supporting that company. EIS could have been more beneficial in this indirect

role if it allowed Company C access to their data. This is of course true if bot
companies have the human, hardware, and software resources required for
such a task. This seemed unlikely in this case, because neither appeared to
have such resources or the willingness for it.

7.2.6.5 Increased personal productivity
There was no hint that the EIS had resulted in any significant increase of
personal productivity for the users in Company. Since it has only a narrow
target, its benefits are obvious only across a limited span of users' jobs.
Interviewees have stated that it has indeed resulted in increased personal
productivity within that limited span. The users can perform meaningful

analyses about their office's place in the internal competition in much less ti
compared to the paper reports of the past.
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7.2.6.6 More timely information
Since the EIS data is refreshed once in six weeks, it is difficult to argue
that it has been beneficial in delivering more timely information.

7.2.6.7 Standardization and consistency of terminology
Since the system replaced paper reports in which a common terminology
was already used for all branches, it made no contribution to this issue.

7.2.7 Motivation and rationale for implementation

7.2.7.1 To solve an immediate business problem
Since the system was initiated by the IS department, all interviewees
responded by elaborating the IS department's motivation when asked about the
motivation for implementing the system. Apparently, the IS department had had
the modest intention of replacing inefficient paper reports with an easy-to-use
system and considering the user population, they have decided on an EIS

front-end tool. Although trivially, EIS had contributed to solving this problem.

7.2.7.2 Cost reduction
Cost reduction of any type was never a motivation for implementing the
system.
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7.2.7.3 Trend for flatter, leaner organizations
Although the parent company has an objective of creating a flatter and
leaner organization, the EIS used by Company C is not expected to contribute
to this end.

7.2.7.4 Increasingly competitive and turbulent environment
Company C has been in Turkey for more than twenty years. According to
the interviewees the intensity of turbulence in country's economy as well as

competition in soft drinks industry has increased significantly during that tim
Global and local competitors in the country are in constant search for more

effective and efficient operations which are increasingly supported by IT. Sinc
this is a familiar scenario all over the world in 1990s, it must have been a
motivation for the headquarters for implementing EIS.

7.2.7.5 Responsiveness to the market
Since the EIS contains detailed sales and market share data for each
branch, it can also be used by individual branches to analyze their own data.
Although this has not been a primary motivation for implementing the system,
users in Company C occasionally employ it for marketing analyses to support
the franchising company in its marketing efforts.

7.2.7.6 A signal to the organization
Since the system was initiated by the IS department, it can't be a direct
signal from executives to the organization about the importance of IT. However,
according to the interviewees IT is indeed regarded as the most important
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ingredient of a knowledge based organization in the parent company and this
could well be a motivation for the executives responsible for approving the
system.

7.2.7.7 Image building
Image building is not reported to be a motivation for implementing the
system.

7.2.7.8 Desire to get unfiltered information
The desire to get unfiltered information is not reported to be a motivation
for implementing the system.

7.2.8 Requirements for success
1. Executive sponsor: Although s o m e executives were somewhat
interested, there was no executive sponsor in Company C during
system installation and later. The interviewees are not aware of the
existence of such a person in headquarters.
2. Operating sponsor: The above is also true for any operating sponsor.
3. Appropriate IS staff: The interviewees believe that the IS staff who
have conducted the development process are good professionals.
4. Appropriate technology: The system is based on hardware and
software technologies which are available everywhere in the world.
5. M a n a g e m e n t of data: According to the interviewees no sophisticated
data management problems were encountered in the development
process.
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6. Clear link to business objectives: The system w a s implemented with
the objective of contributing to developing a competitive environment
among individual units of the multinational.
7. Management of organizational resistance: No significant resistance
was encountered in the headquarters and branches.
8. Management of system evolution and spread: Although the system
was implemented in several countries in the world, no further
development was performed after implementation.
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CHAPTER 8
CASE STUDY OF COMPANY D
Company D is the local subsidiary of a large European multinational
operating in the CPG industry. Its main line of business is foods such as
margarine, cooking oil, tea, and soup. It has also a sister company in the

country operating in the business of cleaning and personal care products. With
annual sales exceeding US$ 350 millions (about US$ 750 millions with the
sister company), Company D is regarded as a fine and established

organization operating in Turkey for over forty years. Its market share is ove

fifty percent for several of its products. It has six legal entities and in mo
these entities one hundred percent of shares are owned by the parent
company which has a global strategy of buying the local shares in the long
term. Currently, 97 percent of the shares belong to the parent company.
The parent company was founded in 1885, and as of 1988 it has acquired
about eighty companies world-wide. Its 1991 sales is over US$ 40 billion of
which about US$ 2 billion is the net profit. It concentrates on the core
businesses of detergents, foods, toiletries, specialty chemicals, and
agribusiness. The parent company started its Turkish operation in 1951 by

acquiring an edible oil mill in Istanbul. It has currently three production pl
and several branches in the country. With a capacity of over 150,000 tons per
year, one of the plants ranks among the three biggest margarine factories in
the world.
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C o m p a n y D employs over 1000 people which are mainly of Turkish origin.
The general manager, who succeeded the retiring Turkish general manager at
the beginning of 1995,° and four of the managers are from several different
European countries. Its headquarters is in Istanbul.
The company has a long history of IS, and used to be a predominantly
IBM site. Several AS/400's are running locally developed applications in the
headquarters, plants, and branches. They communicate with each other
through leased lines. In the last few years increasing work load created a
significant pressure on these machines and most of them are running close to

the limits of their CPU and storage capacities. This results in unsatisfactory
response times, a common complaint by users.
The top management and Business Systems Department (BSD) actively
encourage personnel to use PCs. This reflects an objective of relieving
AS/400's of some of their load as well as a commitment to develop a more
effective organization which reaps the benefits of IS. In 1994 a LAN was
established in the headquarters to connect standalone PCs. A project is under
way to establish several LAN's in the plants and branches and interconnect
them through X.25 communication lines.
Company D has also started a multi-million dollar project for new software

and hardware systems to meet the requirements of the next five to eight years.
MFG-PRO and SAP were examined to replace current production systems.
These are both comprehensive software systems with numerous modules. The
decision was made in favor of SAP and personnel training was started in April

He also retired in September 1996 and was replaced by a new one of Turkish origin.
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1995. The decision process for selecting hardware started in May 1995 and
three top-end Hewlett Packard Unix computers were bought.
The parent company has an extensive global strategy for IS and it had
recommended several hardware and software systems during Company D's
selection process. Company D's decision (SAP and HP) had to be in line with
the global IS strategy of the parent company.
Contrary to many other local and multinational organizations in the
country, the post of Business Systems Manager (BSM) in Company D is not

filled by an individual with an IS background. Instead, this post is "visited
line managers from other functions such as sales, finance, or marketing.
Managers rotate generally once in two years and BSM is seen as no different
than other functions in this process. BSD staff are also rotated to other

departments in the organization. From an IS point of view, the main reason fo
this is to avoid a "techie" department which provides little support to real
business objectives. Although BSD is a fairly large department with a multi-

million dollar budget, it has only six employees from Company D. The required
technical expertise, support for system development and maintenance, and
even daily operation of the computers are outsourced to local companies and
contractors. °

n

There is a rather unusual relationship between Company D's B S D and external computer
companies. The external companies' employees are controlled mainly by B S D . Tasks are
given and outcomes are assessed by B S D rather than the external companies. From this point
of view, these companies act as somewhat of a mixture of employment agencies and external
IS support organisations. BSD's benefit from this way of work is twofold. Firstly, its payroll bill
decreases substantially, because salaries in C o m p a n y D are well above the country standards.
Secondly, it gives B S D enormous flexibility to start or cancel projects in quite short time spans.
The number of people working for B S D , on average 35, can double or half in a matter of
weeks. From the IS people's point of view, the net effect of this new work practice is job
insecurity.
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Company D's EIS was initiated by the Business Systems Manager (BSM)

in June 1994 as a low profile project. He assigned an analyst programmer fr
one of the external computer companies to develop the initial prototypes.
Another analyst programmer was assigned for extracting data from AS/400.

The prototypes were developed in Visual Basic and were shown to the general
manager and the executives. After a few amendments the system became
operational and users demanded more from the system. Since Visual Basic
was not seen as an ideal tool for developing a system like the EIS,

development of a new version was started in September 1994. Another analyst
programmer from the same external company was assigned for this second

phase of the project. Initial prototypes for the new version were developed
one month in Microsoft's Access and the system became operational in
October 1994. The system had a modest success, and encouraged by this, the
BSM has decided to examine some vendor EIS software to increase

deliverables to the executives. It is noteworthy that there was no demand f
the executives to develop a system which would enable them to perform more

detailed analyses in the topics they examined; they demanded horizontal rat

than vertical expansion (in respect to topics covered) of the system. Thus,
could be argued that they are using the reporting rather than the analysis

aspect of the EIS. Keeping this in mind, the BSM is currently in the proces

selecting a front-end tool rather than a comprehensive multidimensional EIS
package with large a middleware component.
The BSM and the two analyst programmers who have developed the

system were interviewed for the case study of Company D (see appendix B). A
these people are colleagues of the author who occasionally acted as a
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consultant to C o m p a n y D on IS issues. They were interviewed separately and
each interview took about two hours. All interviews took place in the BSM's
room. He allowed the author to use his office to interview the analyst
programmers during his absence. Once more the previous methods were used
in the interviews.

8.2.1 Organizational issues

8.2.1.1 Resistance and organizational politics
Politics is an important part of organizational life in Company D and
extreme care is required in implementing sensitive systems like EIS. This is
also due to the fact that the company has a clear commitment to IT and in the
past it has replaced people with technology where possible. Thus, the BSM has
been aware of the possibility of resistance to the EIS and he has spent

substantial effort to convince relevant people that the system is a low profile
one and has no objective of replacing people whatsoever. He has been
successful in his efforts and the system has not faced substantial resistance
during the implementation phase or later.

8.2.1.2 Initiator of the EIS
The system was initiated by the BSM. It seems that his main objective in

initiating the project was to have direct access to the executives. He has been

extremely cautious particularly in the early stages of the project, because he
aware of the risks associated with EISs. He had two main tactics to minimize
the risk. Firstly, he did not invest too much money in expensive EIS software.
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This would enable him to avoid much of the executive wrath in case of failure.

Secondly, he launched the project as a low profile system so that expectation
would be minimum and resistance would be manageable.
According to the interviewees, the BSM had another thought in launching

the system. He negotiates for his department's annual budget with the general

manager, and he wanted to use a successful EIS as support for a higher figure

In fact, he was able to get the figure he demanded for his department after t
system was installed.

8.2.1.3 Limits of what IS departments can deliver
Although most of Company D's executives are frequent computer users,
they have made no demands for developing of a system like the EIS. However,

the limits of what the BSD can deliver are felt heavily by the middle manager
who have to rely on information on the AS/400's. Because of the bottle-necks

the systems, they are usually frustrated in their dealings with the BSD. Almo
exclusively they are competent computer users and from this point of view it
could be argued that they would have benefited significantly from a wider
"Everyone's Information System" in Company D. However, the problem seems
to be that they are not very familiar with the concept of the EIS.

8.2.1.4 The EIS team
The EIS team consists of the BSM, a PC analyst programmer, and a
AS/400 analyst programmer. Two versions of the system have been developed
by two different PC analyst programmers from an external company. The
AS/400 analyst programmer is also from another external company. His main
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task is to develop programs which produce summary ASCII files from
production systems. It is noteworthy that none of the developers have been in
contact with the executives in the development process. The contact has only
been performed by the BSM and the developers think that this was the most
important problem during the course of the development process.

8.2.1.5 Focus of EIS
Before the EIS, the former general manager used some AS/400 queries
specifically designed for him. The first version of the system was based on
these queries. He was impressed with them, because response from the
system was almost instantaneous compared to the AS/400's response time.
After his retirement, the EIS team has noticed that the new general manager

has a different set of priorities and requirements for the system. This prove
be an important factor in developing the second version of the system. Thanks

to the flexible nature of the system which is based on prototypes, no substan
effort was required in the development process. The BSM is aware that ideally
the EIS would have an organizational focus rather than focusing on the

requirements of individuals. However, he thinks that it is difficult for such
profile system to have a broad focus covering an extensive range of

organizational data. He is fairly confident that the contents of the system w
have been substantially different with another new general manager who could
replace the existing one in future. He wanted the system to be designed in a
flexible way such that future requirements could be met whoever might be in
the post.
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8.2.1.6 Alignment of business goals and IT strategy
People in Company D have a strong belief that IT is an important function
which should support the organization's business goals. They have extensive

contacts with parent and sister organizations (they are frequently appointed t
overseas posts) and consequently, compared to the other three case studies in

this dissertation, their comprehension of IT is closer to the concept which is
widely accepted: The organization should have a strategy for IT and it should
be aligned with business goals. Although Company D does not have an openly
formulated IT strategy, its parent company has. Being a subsidiary, Company D
has to follow that strategy which is successfully carried out globally.
From the EIS point of view, the parent company has two global projects
under way. One of them is a sales oriented DSS and the other one is a

financial oriented DSS. On top of these systems the EIS sits as a reporting to
The parent company has a strategic alliance with Information Resources in the
projects where their products are used. The projects are currently undertaken
by a few pioneering companies in Europe. If successful, Company D will
probably follow them. Covering almost all levels of middle and upper
management, these new systems are believed to have the potential of creating

an effective organization where users are empowered in collecting, processing,
and disseminating information as well as making more accurate decisions. The
current EIS can only have a limited role in making decisions.
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8.2.2 Technical issues

8.2.2.1 Existence of reliable transaction processing systems
The main source of information presented by the EIS is one of the
AS/400's in the headquarters. Since Company D's transaction processing

systems are established systems that have been used for a long time, historica

and current data in the production systems is generally reliable. However, th

is not to say that there are no inconsistencies in different applications. For
example, several product coding systems have been in use in different
departments. Even worse, it was not clear which product in one coding system
corresponded to which product in another coding system. A committee was
established at the beginning of 1994 to standardize the coding system. As a
result, two product coding systems were formed and production systems have
been updated accordingly. There have also been some inconsistencies in
figures of different applications during the course of system development.
Nevertheless, they have been managed with no substantial difficulty and no
major problem of data inconsistencies were encountered. Perhaps the most
important reason for this fact was that all production systems reside on a
unique hardware and software platform.

8.2.2.2 Middleware
Microsoft's Access, in which the second version of the EIS was
developed, is a relational database system and a 4GL which works in the
Windows environment. Data presented by the EIS is stored in Access tables
and Access forms are used as the user interface. Optionally, users can also
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print paper reports. Although storing data in Access tables sounds like
middleware, it has little relation with the middleware concept of EISs.

8.2.2.3 Exchanging information
Although some of the EIS data is entered into the Access database

manually, it is mainly generated by data coming from the AS/400. The first ste
in its journey is the periodical running of RPG/400 programs which extract a

series of ASCII files from production systems. These files are then transferr
through the LAN to a PC which acts as the EIS server. It accommodates the
Access database which contains tables and programs. These programs are

used to update the tables with the data in ASCII files. After the update proce
is completed the new database is ready to be accessed by the users through
the LAN.

8.2.2.4 Development methods
The developers have had no contact with the executives during the
development process and they had to rely on prototyping as a development
method. Sarcastically, they call it "the method of trial and error." They are
aware that formal development methodologies would not work with an EIS, but

they think that the system could have been much better if they had face to fac
contact with the executives.
It should also be mentioned that formal system development
methodologies have never been used in Company D. Normally a person or

group is given the project, and they perform the analysis, design, and coding.
Although they are kept under close scrutiny, relations are informal and
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negotiations during the course of process are of primary importance. As an

alternative to formal pre-written rules and procedures, this way of working is
common even in large system development projects in Turkey.

8.2.2.5 Response time
Response time has been crucially important in Company D's EIS because
the AS/400 users are extremely frustrated with response times which may be
hours at peak times. This is understandable, because in some cases hundreds
of thousands of transaction records have to be processed for a summary
executive report where no aggregation files or records are held. The BSM is

reluctant to invest to a system which will be replaced in near future, and the

EIS became a natural remedy to this problem. Although allowing users to drilldown to some level, it contains aggregated data which are processed by fast
notebooks. Hence, response time does not exceed three seconds in any of the
EIS screens.

8.2.2.6 In-house or vendor software
EIS was not a familiar concept for the people in Company D when the
project was started. They also did not want to invest in an expensive EIS
package. The natural choice was to develop the system with available
development tools. Visual Basic and Access were used as development tools

in these conditions. However, currently the limitations of Access for a system

like the EIS are felt strongly. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, sinc

system is under continuous development, an easy prototyping facility is cruci
for efficiency and Access cannot provide it to the extent that a specialized
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package can. Secondly, Access has limitations in standard EIS tasks such as

drill-down, graphics, and color coding (traffic lights). Although it is possib
perform such tasks with Access, much more development effort is required

than with standard EIS software. Consequently, the BSM is currently examining
available vendor EIS packages which will replace the current system.

8.2.2.7 Freguencv of updating EIS database
The EIS database is updated at different intervals for different data types.

Sales data is updated daily, inventory and production data is updated weekly,
and finance and profitability data are updated monthly.

8.2.2.8 Access from outside
All EIS users have 80486 based notebooks with modem and

communications software installed. They travel frequently and they can easily
access the system from home or hotel room. This facility is one of the most
popular aspects of the EIS. They also use the communication facility for
electronic mail extensively. CC-Mail is used as software for this task.

8.2.3 Users' issues

8.2.3.1 Computer literacy
The former and current general managers have had no prior experience
as computer users. However, this did not prevent them from using the system.
They are more comfortable with the mouse than a keyboard. The directors are
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frequent users of personal productivity tools, and they are fairly conversant
with computers.

8.2.3.2 Attitude of executives on computer use
The attitudes of the executives in Company D has always been rather

rational towards computer use. It is seen as an important part of the job. Thei
were no hints about reluctance, technophobia, or perception of computer usage
as the secretary's job.

8.2.3.3 Mode of use
Company D's EIS does not provide any sophisticated analysis

capabilities. It is mainly a status reporting tool with several slide-show scr
Since none of the EIS users can be identified as a power user, they don't feel
the necessity to perform complicated analyses themselves. Should they need
such analyses, they request them from their aides who prepare mainly paper
reports.

8.2.4 Issues related to information presented

8.2.4.1 Information content
Only "hard" and internal information is presented by the system. There
has been a discussion within the EIS team whether to include explanatory soft
data about the sales figures. The BSM thought that it would be difficult to
organize people for such a sensitive issue, and it could be too dangerous for
the system and for the person(s) entering soft data.
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8.2.4.2 EIS information and organizational goals
Company D's EIS is a modest system which has been developed under
less-than-ideal conditions of communication between the developers and the
executives. Nevertheless, it is regarded as a modestly successful system.
Besides this flaw in communication, the BSM has contributed to the system
significantly through his knowledge of the business. He has been in the
company in several posts for more than ten years, with only one year as the
BSM. This resulted in a system which is neat and simple but yet functional.

8.2.4.3 CSF and KPI
No formal study of CSF and KPI was conducted in Company D for
determining the information requirements of the system.

8.2.4.4 Speed of change of information
As mentioned earlier, databases in the system are updated at intervals

ranging from daily to monthly. The system has no usage tracking facility and i
is not clear which data is used by the executives more frequently than the
others. Nevertheless, the interviewees argue that the fast changing data is
more important for the users than the slow changing data.

8.2.4.5 Structure of data presented
The system has a main menu with five options. Users can navigate
through the screens either by keyboard or mouse. No horizontal navigation is

provided, i.e., they cannot move directly from one screen to another; they ha
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to pass through the main menu. A briefing book approach w a s not implemented
in the system.

8.2.4.6 Type of data presented
The system covers the following data: Sales, financial budget, inventory
control, working capital, and profitability analysis. It did not contain any
advanced accounts receivable and collection analysis module, a c o m m o n
complaint from the users. Such a module would be extremely useful in a high
inflation environment where organizations tend to collect their receivables as
early as possible and pay their payables as late as possible.
This author w a s requested not to disclose the details due to the
commercially sensitive nature of the system.

8.2.5 Operational issues

8.2.5.1 Difficulties inherent in EIS
As stated previously, the most important difficulty for the system
developers has been the lack of contact with the users. Unlike other systems
that they had developed with close contact with the users, the problem is
twofold for them: They have difficulty in determining what to develop and h o w
to develop, i.e., h o w the information should be presented, in what format, etc.
Although the B S M has effectively performed the contact between them and the
users they would prefer face to face contact with the users.
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Trade-off between flexibility and user friendliness did not become an
important problem, because there were no power users in the user population
and they were more or less a homogeneous group.
The EIS team has the right skill mix and they had previously developed

similar systems covering a range of different hardware and software platforms
Thus, no serious problems stemming from incompatible hardware and software
platforms were encountered in the development process.
There has been no executive who "owns" the system. Even the general
manager, for whom the system has been developed, cannot be identified as an
executive sponsor for the system. The EIS team is confident that the system
could have been much more advanced and useful with such a sponsor.

8.2.5.2 Security

There is no security facility of the system. Password security is only in the
operating system level, and theoretically anyone who has a password for LAN

(almost everyone in the organization) can access the EIS data which is rather
sensitive. This is also true for the staff of external IS companies.

8.2.6 Costs and benefits

8.2.6.1 Enhanced mental models
According to the interviewees, it could be argued that the EIS has helped
the new general manager in understanding the organization during the initial
phase of his tenure. The system has provided him with most of the internal
hard data he required. Monitoring this information, he must have developed a
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better understanding of the organization. In other words, his mental model
about the organization must have benefited from the system.
According to Rockart and DeLong [1988a, p. 147] off-hours data access is
important for executives as it reduces their reliance on the support staff as
as providing a better understanding of the business. If this is the case, the
system must have been very useful for the former general manager, because

previously he frequently called someone in the office at weekends to fetch him
his favorite weekly reports. He did not need to do this after the system was
implemented because he could access that information at his home.

8.2.6.2 Improved communications
It is reported the system has indirectly contributed to the communication
between the executives by conveying information in a timely manner. Before
the EIS, they frequently requested information from each other. EIS has
avoided those requirements because it allows them to access information
about each other's department's data simultaneously. Thus, they save precious
time by not waiting for the information to arrive.

8.2.6.3 Better focused organizational attention
The EIS provides executives with key information about the operations of

the organization. Having been monitored by all executives, this information is

reported to be functional in determining threats and opportunities beforehand.
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8.2.6.4 Increased competitive advantage
N o hint w a s obtained about the system's contribution for a tangible
increase in competitive advantage.

8.2.6.5 Increased personal productivity
The system has been useful in increasing executives' personal
productivity by facilities like off-hours access and fast response time.

8.2.6.6 More timely information
All the information which is n o w provided by the system used to be
presented to the executives in paper reports. It is reported that the system is
updated reliably in due time with no surprises to the users. This is regarded as
a superior feature of the system compared with paper reports, because
executives had had problems receiving the latter at in regular intervals.

8.2.6.7 Standardization and consistency of terminology
A s explained previously, C o m p a n y D had a serious problem with
standardization. However, it has been solved without any contribution from the
EIS. The system has not provided any benefit assistance with this problem in
the company.
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8.2.7 Motivation and rationale for implementation

8.2.7.1 To solve an immediate business problem
There wasn't any immediate business problem in Company D to be solved
by the EIS during initial implementation period. This was clearly not a
motivation for implementing the system.

8.2.7.2 Cost reduction
There is a strong desire for cost reduction in the company and IT is seen

as an excellent vehicle for this purpose. In the last few years all its produ
plants have been automated and a substantial number of jobs have been

eliminated. However, EIS in its current form is not seen as a vehicle to repl
the jobs of some people reporting to the top management.

8.2.7.3 Trend for flatter, leaner organizations
There was no hint encountered in Company D that implementation of the
of the EIS was motivated by a desire for a flatter, leaner organizational
structure.

8.2.7.4 Increasingly competitive and turbulent environment
It was Company D which introduced margarines into the Turkish market
and it has always been the market leader. Its flagship product has been a
household name for decades with no serious competitors. However, this has
tended to change over the last five years. Strong local and multinational
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competitors are emerging and C o m p a n y D's market share in most of its
products is under pressure. This fact, together with the general turbulent
economic climate in the country, forces the company to make extensive and

rational use of IT in all its operations. This environment has indirectly been
motivation for implementing the EIS in Company D.

8.2.7.5 Responsiveness to the market
According to the interviewees sales reports from the system have been

important in determining market behavior of individual products. Combined with
the profitability analysis of individual products, sales reports have helped

executives in assessing the effectiveness of the existing marketing strategie
as well as developing new ones.

8.2.7.6 A signal to the organization
There was no hint encountered in Company D that the EIS was
implemented with the motivation of sending a signal to the organization

stressing the importance of IT. The importance of IT is well understood in the
company.

8.2.7.7 Image building
There was no hint encountered in the company to relate the EIS
implementation to image building.
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8.2.7.8 Desire to get unfiltered information
It w a s reported that there was occasional information filtering in the

reports destined for the executives. This problem has been one of the reason

for implementing the EIS. Although some data is entered to the system by the

relevant department, the overwhelming majority comes directly from productio
systems which are controlled only by the BSD.

8.2.8 Requirements for success
1. Executive sponsor: There has been no person in Company D who
could be identified as an Executive Sponsor.
2. Operating sponsor: There has been no person in Company D who
could be identified as an Operating Sponsor.
3. Appropriate IS staff: The EIS team had the right skill mix for the
project. The BSM was totally satisfied by their work.
4. Appropriate technology: Company D has fairly advanced (and
working) IT applications for its production systems. Personal
productivity tools and EUC are also widespread. The company has a
policy of using the most current versions of all operating systems,
software, and hardware. Since all hardware and software which are
used for developing the EIS had been previously used for other
applications, technology has not been a problem for the project.
5. Management of data: No serious data management problem was
encountered.
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6. Clear link to business objectives: Although the system was
developed with business objectives in mind, no formal study for linking
each other was conducted.
7. Management of organizational resistance: No serious resistance
was encountered mainly due to the successful convincing campaign of
the BSM.
8. Management of system evolution and spread: The system is
continually evolving and some executives are demanding access for

their staff. If this is approved by the general manager, a parallel pro
for its vertical spread will start.
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CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

9.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EXECUTIVE COMPUTING IN
TURKEY
EIS is not a common type of EUC in Turkey and it has been implemented
only in a few pioneering organizations. The c o m m o n characteristic of these
implementations is their low-profile and low-key nature. This is understandable,
because the organizations do not want to invest too much money and effort to
an unfamiliar system and the EIS initiators do not want to risk themselves with
a system that has too many unknowns. Since the users are only the top
executives (except Company B), it is not possible to talk about EIS as being
"Everyone's Information System". The systems are mainly used for reporting,
rather than the analysis purposes. Although this resembles the situation in the
advanced EIS implementations, there is an important difference: In the
advanced EIS implementations EIS is usually used as a front-end for reporting
the analysis coming from the D S S [Frye; 1991, p.111]; [O'Leary; 1990, p.344].
This is not true for the EIS implementations researched here, because there
are almost no D S S tools available for such a purpose. The logic of the slideshow screens is dominant in the implementations.
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9.1.1 Organizational issues
Although politics play an important role in Turkish organizations, no
important resistance against the systems was encountered. Two reasons could

be specified for this fact. Firstly, the systems were perceived as too low-key
become a real threat for the organizational actors. Secondly, the executives
usually provided the necessary support for the implementation initiatives.
The EIS initiators are usually the IS managers who are pursuing a higher
profile in the organizations.
EIS implementations in the country usually do not seem to follow the
familiar scenario in which the users demand far more than the IS departments
can deliver. Rather, IS managers attempt to create the demand by giving
"something already available" through the EIS. The reason seems to be that
EUC (excluding personal productivity tools) is not very advanced in the
organizations. SMS usage in Company B is a good example to demonstrate

this fact. The system has several pre-designed screens that require little use
input. They are used by everyone who uses the system. Additionally, it has
also an ad-hoc reporting facility which requires some degree of expertise.
When the interviews were conducted this facility was only mastered by the
general manager who is a power user. The younger users were in the process
of learning to use the facility effectively.
Since the EIS implementations are low-key projects, the EIS teams
usually contain one or two IS personnel who spend part of their time on the
project.
It is not possible to argue that the systems are well focused for clearly
defined organizational goals. Although the global IT strategies of the parent
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organizations are explicit and well defined, this is not always true for the

subsidiaries in the country. Their EISs make little contribution to the stra
organizational objectives.

9.1.2 Technical issues
The organizations researched usually tended to overemphasize the
technical aspects of the EIS at the cost of the managerial aspects. This can
expected to be reversed in future.
EIS was a good indicator of the robustness of the production systems in
the organizations researched. Although all of them had problems with data
inconsistencies, they were not severe enough to prevent the systems being
developed further.
The systems developed were mainly EIS front-end tools. Except for
Company B's SMS they did not contain any sophisticated middleware for
advanced analysis capabilities.
Three of the four companies researched have developed their EISs in the
Windows environment which offers advanced data exchange capabilities. All of
them use LANs which facilitate easy data exchange.
An iterative/evolutionary approach was implemented for the EIS
development. However, rather than being a conscious choice, this approach is

common in the country for almost all kinds of IS development efforts includi

some large projects. Nevertheless, there is a growing opposite trend in Turki
organizations. For example, in the last few years new software houses have
emerged which specialize in system development methodologies. They either
act as consultants in the development methodologies that they have
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developed, or alternatively they develop systems for the clients using their
methodologies.
Response time of the systems was regarded as satisfactory. It was under
three seconds in most of the cases.
Most of the systems were developed with internal resources. This
resembles the earlier phase of the EIS in the developed countries. One could
expect that in future vendor software will become dominant in Turkey, too.
Update frequency is ranging from daily to monthly. It is likely that the
frequency will increase with increasing usage.
Some of the systems researched enable users to access from outside,
which is regarded as a very useful and popular facility.

9.1.3 Users' issues
Most of the EIS users have used computers before. However, their usage

has been limited to personal productivity tools. Although EIS is a quite diff
concept, familiarity with computers prevented them from having the older

executive culture in which "typing is regarded as the secretary's job." Alth
most of them were not power users, they perceived computer usage as a
normal part of their jobs. To give an idea about the level of executive
computing in the four companies interviewed, almost all executives are
notebook or desktop computer owners as of January 1996.

9.1.4 Issues related to the information presented
All systems researched presented hard and internal information. It could
be argued that soft information will be sought by the users with increasing
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experience. It could also be expected that external information, which is used in
some other IS applications of some of the organizations studied, will also be
available in their EISs in future.
It is difficult to argue that the systems have been ideally designed or that
they have been brilliantly successful by perfectly solving specific business
problems. They made only modest contributions to some organizational goals.
No formal study of CSF and KPI was conducted in the implementations
researched. This is partly due to the low profile nature of the systems, and
partly due to the accustomed system development practices in the country
which usually incorporates unplanned and reactive behavior. Although

everybody is aware that this type of behavior is not ideal for a highly analy
process like information systems development, it is not easy to develop

alternatives since it is deeply rooted in the culture. For example, BSD people
Company D have made sincere attempts to overcome this problem in their SAP
implementation process and they have developed a tight schedule of seven
months. They have guaranteed that the users will be able to use the system
with live data by the first of March. Although the implementation process was

quite successful, an unanticipated problem which occurred in the last few days

prevented the system from going "live" by the first of March. Instead, the use
had to wait a few days more for their new system. Although they regarded this
delay as unimportant compared to the benefits offered by the system, the
morale of the implementation staff, which included the author, was affected

adversely. They felt that they were not able to keep their promises in such an
important project. Such an emotional behavior is common in the Turkish
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working environment and project managers have to consider it seriously when
thinking about tight schedules and plans (see Kirlidog & Little; [1995]).
The systems employed the classical EIS navigation method in which the
screens are accessed by the successive menu steps. No briefing book
approach was implemented.
Sales was the most common type of data presented. Some systems had

also other types such as financials and inventory control. One could expect t
in future computers will present a broader range of information to Turkish
executives. For example some organizations sell on-line stock exchange and
foreign currency data, and decision makers are the primary consumers of this

information. EIS can easily present this data as well as analyzing it for futu
trends.

9.1.5 Operational issues
The organizations researched tended to perceive the EIS just like any

other IS application, i.e., they did not seem to be aware of the specifics. H
the problems and difficulties coming with the EIS were perceived to be no
different than the ones coming with the other systems. The only difference

perceived was the specific nature of the user population. Although this implie
immaturity in IT, the competency of the development and support staff was not
questioned in the organizations researched. Just the opposite, they were

regarded as high caliber professionals. The "immaturity" resulted from the fa
that the EIS was an unfamiliar concept.
The security facilities were unsatisfactory. Although the systems
contained sensitive information which the executives wanted to keep for
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themselves, most of the users could access it with ordinary user passwords. It
seemed that the executives were not aware of the importance of the problem
and the IS departments did not want to assume "another burden" of
implementing tight security measures. An EIS developer in Company D

commented sarcastically on the issue that they established security for the EI
simply by not informing non-users about the existence of the system!

9.1.6 Costs and benefits
Non of the EIS implementing organizations have performed a formal costbenefit analysis for their systems.
The systems were reported to be beneficial for the executives by
enhancing their mental models of their organizations. In concrete terms, they
enabled them to acquire a better understanding of their organizations.
The systems were functional for creating a better communication
environment. This was accomplished by conveying the relevant information

rapidly to its destination which could otherwise be subject to filtering or d
The systems' contribution to an increased competitive advantage was
usually indirect and insignificant. This could be expected, because the state
still controls a large part of the economy and sometimes the real competition

between large industrial groups is about getting the support of politicians an

bureaucrats. Privatization, which is claimed to be a remedy to this problem, i
also carried out with dubious practices.
They had a modest effect in the personal productivity and efficiency of the
users.
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They were usually updated in due time and the EIS teams were
successful in avoiding any surprises. This resulted in more timely information
for the users which is becoming increasingly important.
S o m e data consistency problems of the organizations were highlighted by
the EIS. However, no major study for re-creating the entire organizational
database w a s conducted.

9.1.7 Motivation and rationale for implementation
Since the IS departments have initiated the projects in most of the cases,
essentially it w a s their motivation and rationale which were incorporated in the
implementation decisions. A s stated earlier, their main rationale seemed to be
to have a higher profile in the organization as well as having direct access to
the executives. However, understandably, they had to emphasize the
organizational, rather than the personal rationale for the implementation. For
example, an interviewee hinted that the IT Director of C o m p a n y A w h o initiated
the system had the clear objective of easy and risk-free access to higher level
executives as well as having a higher profile in the organization. In saying this,
the interviewee w a s not criticizing the IT Director, he seemed to perceive these
motivations as perfectly normal in the organizational environment.
Since the organizations had a myriad number of problems, it w a s not
difficult for the EIS initiators to find one which could be solved by the EIS. Thus,
solving an immediate business problem often became an official rationale for
implementing the system.
Cost cutting and the trend for a flatter and leaner organization did not
s e e m to be the direct motivations and rationale for the implementations.
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However, like most buzzwords, the flatter and leaner organization concept is in
the process of being imported to the country and EIS can be invented as a
vehicle to realize this goal at the cost of several jobs.
An increasingly competitive and turbulent business environment, which is
even harsher in Turkey, is always a strong motivation for implementing

computerized information systems. This environment is also persuasive for the
EIS implementations.
Responsiveness to the market was usually an indirect motivation and
rationale for the implementation.
EIS was not regarded as a vehicle for sending a signal to the organization
by the executives about the importance of IT They also did not have any
intention to use it as an image building vehicle.
A desire to get unfiltered information was a rationale for the
implementation in only one of the four organizations researched.

9.2 EIS AND THE OTHER TYPES OF IS IN TURKEY
Jayasuriya [1993] suggested a framework for the stages of growth in the
EUC (see table 9.1). This model, which is essentially an enhancement of the

similar works of Huff et al. [1988] and Nolan [1973], is particularly applica
the LDCs. The model incorporates the stages of isolation, organizational

integration, technological integration, and strategic integration. The last s
has been achieved mainly by the countries like Singapore which have attained
an advanced level of the IT development. In the framework, EIS, Expert
Systems (ES), and group decision support systems are regarded as advanced
level technologies which are normally attained in the strategic integration
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stage. From the E S point of view, this argument is implicitly supported by M a n n
and Ruth [1992] in their book about ES applications in the LDCs. The book is a
collection of articles and most of the real-world cases are experimental studies
co-ordinated by aid organizations. Although the editors express their optimism

for the future use of ES in the LDCs, it could be argued that currently there are
not any examples of established and widespread ES applications in developing
countries.

Structure
People
Technology
Position Power
for E U C
Hardware
Software
Data
Data Transfer
Managerial
Level of End
Users

Technological Integration

Strategic Integration

End user support unit
established
Lower level managers use
computers
Networking and integrated
database
IS manager reports to top
management
Networked micros in the
centers
4GLs used for developing
applications for end users
Data dictionary, data
administration
Data transfer electronically

Links with EDP/MIS
formalized
End user applications at top
management
Expert systems, EIS, and
GDSS
Chief of IS part of top
management
Mainframe-micro links

Operational managers at
state and districts

Top management

Expert system software
Corporate data available to
end users
Distributed data processing

Table 9.1: Some attributes of the "technological integration" and "strategic integration" levels i
Jayasuriya's [1993, pp. 154-157] framework for the stages of growth in EUC

Although incorporating s o m e of the attributes from the strategic
integration level such as the mainframe-micro links and distributed data
processing, Turkey stands closer to the technological integration level in this
framework. This is particularly true for the EIS, because the findings of this
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research demonstrate that EIS and executive computing are in their infancy in
the country. Although level of the computerization can be regarded as fairly
advanced compared to several other LDCs, there are only a handful of
organizations which have implemented systems which could be identified as an

EIS. Further, these systems are far away from the level of sophistication which
have been achieved by some other systems like MRP II (Material
Requirements Planning) and banking applications. Indeed, the information
technologies used by the Turkish banks are regarded as up to world standards.
For example, most of the banks are connected to the global SWIFT system
which enables Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), and almost all international
and domestic banking transactions are performed electronically. In September
1996, one of them initiated a bold project named Interactive Banking which
allows the customers to perform "all banking transactions except cash
withdrawal" through telephone lines. The customer uses the keys of an
ordinary telephone like a computer keyboard. S/he is guided by the system
which involves thousands of pre-recorded messages. The system is currently
fully operational and it is certain that other banks will follow the suit.
Several manufacturing organizations have successfully implemented

complicated MRP II packages which require a certain level of technical maturit
as well as organizational sophistication. Encouraged by the excitement in the
market, SAP and Oracle, the two major software companies in the world,
opened their offices in the country in 1994. Keeping these in mind, an
important question needs to be answered: What could be the reasons for the

fact that executive computing (except personal productivity tools) and EIS are
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in their infancy compared to the other IS applications in the country? Five
reasons seem to be responsible for it:
• Cultural constraints play an important part in the explanation for the
lack of EIS. For example, due to the paternalistic attitude of managers
which is discussed above, they and their staff assume and expect that
"they know everything." This is compounded by the fact that
information is supposed to flow freely in high context cultures. Deeply
rooted in culture and perhaps unconsciously, these assumptions result
in the perception of an information tool like EIS as unnecessary.
• Most executives and IS managers are unaware of the existence of such
systems. The IS managers who are somewhat familiar with EIS are
usually aware of the risks associated with it.
• The managerial practices in the country are not mature enough to be
supported by the computers. This is particularly true for the
government offices where rationalization of the work practices is not
the primary objectives and professional merit is not the only factor in
the managerial promotions.
• Most organizations do not have the robust database systems required
by the EIS.
• Unlike the developed countries, there is no emphasize on the
alignment of the business goals with an IT strategy. They are both not
explicitly and not clearly defined. EIS, which is normally an important
component of the IT strategy is thus overlooked due to the lack of any
IT strategy.
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T h e risky nature of the EIS mentioned in the first argument deserves
further elaboration in order to understand one of the reasons for its scarcity
the country. Risk taking and entrepreneurial types of behavior are not common
in the Turkish national culture. The turbulent economic and social environment
plays a discouraging role for such lines of action. The risks are simply too
much and sometimes too punishing for potential risk takers in their uncertain
and unpredictable environments. This environment, which has important
implications in shaping the national culture, compels people to avoid risks
where possible. This is not specific to Turkey only; it can be generalized for
many of the LDCs. As stated earlier, in Culture's Consequences Hofstede
[1980] reports that people are mainly unwilling to take risks and thus
uncertainty avoidance behavior is predominant in developing countries. In his
study, which covers several subsidiaries of a large US multinational in 39
countries, uncertainty avoidance is one of the four dimensions of the national
culture. Table 9.2 demonstrates Hofstede's findings for some developing and
developed nations.

Turkey
Australia
Mexico
USA
M e a n of 39 countries

Uncertainty
Avoidance
Index
85
51
82
46
64

Table 9.2: Comparison of Uncertainty Avoidance Index for some developing and developed
nations [Hofstede; 1980, p. 165]
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Understandably, the desire for risk and uncertainty avoidance acts as a
high entry barrier for EIS in developing countries. The author personally
witnessed an event which demonstrates the importance of risk avoidance
behavior when explaining the EIS to a friend who is the IS manager in a
medium size local company. Although initially the IS manager was very
interested in the concept, it was not long before he started asking questions

about the potential risks. When the author talked about the risky nature of th
system, the IS manager stated that a system which is regarded risky in

developed countries would involve even more risks in Turkey due to factors lik

higher levels of organizational politics and the unknown nature of the system.
As a consequence, he immediately lost interest in the concept of EIS.
The managerial practices in the country also contribute to the scarcity of
EIS applications. On the average, Turkish managers have a paternalistic and

authoritarian attitude [Dilber; 1981, p.57] like many other developing countr
[Jaeger & Kanungo; 1990, p.8]. Consequently, information flow in the
organizations is mainly from top to bottom in the form of directives and
commands [Dilber; 1981, p.88]. On the other hand, EIS is mainly a bottom-up

tool. As a consequence, the EIS initiators in the country have the difficult t
of creating demand for a tool which is "swimming against the tide."
Besides such cultural constraints, special conditions in the LDCs pose

additional difficulties to the diffusion of systems like EIS. For example, hig

inflation rate in Turkey and in many other LDCs force organizations to develop
advanced accounts receivable and collection analysis systems which often
non-existent in imported software. The daily value of money is very high in
Turkey (sometimes as much as 0.3%) and organizations often penalize late
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payments and reimburse early payments. S o m e of them like Company D use
complicated formulas and procedures for this task. Payment history also
becomes one of the most important criteria in the process of customer

evaluation. Although this problem is perceived as a very important busin
problem in the country, none of the EISs researched made any attempts to

solve it. In Company D, although SAP had a sub-system for this task, it w
advanced enough to satisfy their requirements and it was decided that a

separate module should be developed. The output of this module is intend
be transferred to the company's EIS.

9.3 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EIS-IMPLEMENTING
ORGANIZATIONS

9.3.1 Local vs. multinational organizations
To the author's knowledge, a large majority of the organizations which

have implemented the EIS in the country are the local subsidiaries of the
multinationals. This pioneering role is not surprising, because:
• They usually follow their parent companies' global IT strategies which
often incorporate the EIS.
• Their personnel are well trained about the importance of IT and they
are aware of the advanced IT applications in the other subsidiaries and
headquarters.
• They can get the required support from their sister organizations or
headquarters.
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• Their financial strength enables them to attract and retain better
personnel.
• They usually have the necessary managerial and technical
infrastructure required by the EIS.
Hence, it could be argued that the local subsidiaries of the multinationals
play a critical role in introducing the n e w and advanced IT applications and
practices to the country. This is true for not only EIS, but also for the other
systems as well. There are several ways for this diffusion process to be
realized:
• They train their personnel well and IT personnel change their jobs
frequently.
• They create a demand for the n e w systems which is immediately
supplied by the local software companies.
• Most of the IT applications and practices can be easily imitated.

9.3.2 The industry
All of the organizations researched operate in the C P G industry. As stated
before, C P G is a data-rich industry where the competition is usually fierce. The
product and company image is very important in the industry and extensive
promotions and commercials are required for building and sustaining the
image. Sales data is particularly important for the C P G companies, because it
is used as a feedback for measuring the effectiveness of the promotions and
commercials which are continuously carried out. Executives in this industry
have usually acquired solid sales data analysis capabilities as they climb the
corporate ladder. Keeping these in mind, it is not surprising that all of the EIS240

implementers are C P G companies, and sales information is the most important

(in some of them the only) component of their EISs. It must also be stated tha
CPG industry is sensitive to consumer needs and it is relatively independent
from government interventions in the country. Hence, unlike some other
industries where the government has ultimate power, competition for market
share is usually fierce in this industry. This environment is persuasive for
executives for using IT as a support in the competition.
Since the banking industry is also rich in data and involves fierce

competition, it can also be expected to be a candidate for implementing the EI

in near future. Imitation of IS is common in the industry, and after an initia
successful implementation it is likely that the other banks will follow suit.

9.3.3 Size of the companies
The ElS-implementing companies are medium to large by Turkish

standards. Unlike the expensive EIS packages of the past, the cost is within t
limits of purchasing power of medium and small organizations. Hence, cost is

not a prohibiting factor for smaller organizations to implement the EIS. Indee
many smaller organizations in the country spend much more than an EIS price

tag for other software. It seems that the pioneering role which is played by t

early EIS implementers in the country is a function of their multinational na

9.4 DISCUSSION OF THE HYPOTHESES
Almost all the previous research mentioned in Chapter 3 implies that the

EIS is an advanced application that can only emerge after a certain level of I
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sophistication is achieved. This fact is also clearly expressed in student texts
[O'Brien; 1991, p.45, p.47]; [Wysocki & Young; 1990, p.11, p.421].
Considering Turkey as an example of a developing country, the findings
of this research demonstrate that the same path is followed in the LDCs.
Indeed, although the organizations researched have had fairly advanced IT

applications in structured and repetitive tasks for several years, the EIS is
new phenomenon for them. It should also be kept in mind that the number of

such organizations is extremely limited in the country and almost all of them
are foreign companies. The four organizations researched operate in the CPG
industry and some banks are also known to be interested in such systems.
CPG and banking are data-rich industries where executives have developed

skills to analyze and interpret large amounts of data. Hence, we can conclude
that the first hypothesis is supported by the data.
The second hypothesis assumes that the EIS is exclusively a western
phenomenon and this hypothesis is being tested by seeing whether it is

transferable to other cultures such as Turkey. This research demonstrates tha

this hypothesis is partly true. There is no doubt that the EIS was born in th
western cultural setting. But so are almost all computerized information
systems. We know from this research and from a myriad of sources that
several kinds of computerized information systems have been successfully
transferred to the LDCs. As we have seen in the example of the Turkish mass-

selling software such as Link and Logo, the locally developed software must b

developed in conformity with the local conditions such as legislation which i
obviously culture bound. Hence, we can argue that diffusion of computerized
information systems to the LDCs is mainly a process of transformation into
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local cultural conditions. A s this research demonstrated, EIS is a more difficult

tool to translate into the cultural conditions of the LDCs. The difficulty main
comes from facts such as paternalistic attitudes towards top-down information
flow, the relative absence of risk-taking behavior (which discourages the

potential EIS initiators), and the relatively lower maturity level of manageria
practices (particularly in government offices which have a large portion of

computers.) Hence, it is not surprising that it is mostly the foreign organizat
which started the EIS applications in the country. However, this does not mean

that the EIS will only be limited to them. For example, as mentioned earlier in
section 1.1.3, Turkey's largest industrial group intends to implement a large
scale EIS project. It is unfortunate that the group, which has annual sales of

more than US$ 10 billions, declined an interview with the author. If this proje
succeeds, one can expect that EIS will diffuse to other organizations at an
accelerated pace, because the group has a habit of using standard software
across all the companies it controls (more than fifty medium and large
companies), and IT imitation is widespread in the country. It can also be
anticipated that, due to the existing managerial practices which emphasize

centralized control, the "Turkish EIS" will entail some orientation towards the

controlling of lower levels in the organization. Hence, we can conclude that th
EIS, although a product of the western world, is transferable to the LDCs like

Turkey. Nevertheless, due to cultural constraints, its diffusion will be limite
and slow compared with transaction processing systems.
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9.5 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE
Although there is a wide body of literature in EIS and IT in developing

countries, their intersection is an area which has been largely neglected. Th
research is an initial attempt to fill this gap. There are too few cases in

developing countries to justify research methods such as mailed questionnaire
or telephone surveys. However, the researcher has one important advantage,
in that the small number of cases is easily manageable with the case study
method. However, extreme care is required when generalizing from so few
cases. The author believes that the introduction of IT and EIS to the LDCs is

primarily a diffusion process which is strongly affected by culture, and this
research strong evidence to support this argument. The research demonstrates
that foreign companies are instrumental in their diffusion of computerized
information systems to the LDCs. This is understandable, because they have

global access to better managerial practices and tools as well as better loca
personnel. The diffusion of computerized decision support tools is somewhat
slower and problematic in comparison with transaction processing systems,
because unstructured decision making is a complicated and "soft" process
compared to structured, repetitive, and "hard" transaction processing. As a

consequence, the local culture acts as a sensitive prohibiting factor against
tool which is "alien." Indeed, some aspects like top-down information flows,
higher degrees of uncertainty avoidance behavior, and verbally oriented
communication are not ideal conditions for the EIS. Because an EIS is mainly

bottom-up tool; it is a risky system which requires some degree of risk-takin

behavior; and by definition, it is a writing-oriented system. High power dist
between lower and upper levels in the organization and high context culture
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also pose difficulties: the upper levels are assumed to "know everything" in an
environment where information flows freely. Implicitly, this evades the
requirement for an "artificial" information tool like EIS. However, what they
know may not be always relevant to organizational effectiveness.
These are some of the factors that make EIS diffusion to the LDCs
somewhat problematic. As stated earlier, these findings, observed in Turkish
conditions, are also relevant to other LDCs. Hence, this research presents
clues about the possible diffusion process of computerized decision support
systems to "alien" cultural settings in future.

9.6 IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
As discussed earlier (see section 1.1.1), Turkey is a developing country in
the development queue with several other LDCs. She demonstrates many

similarities with the other LDCs in economic indicators and in the maturity o
usage. Hence, the findings of this research are of value to other comparable
countries.
IS practitioners and researchers in developing countries have the difficult
task of internalizing the procedures and products of alien cultures. Although
there are innumerable problems in this process, there are also some
advantages such as the existence of established standards and increasingly
cheaper and more reliable technology. From the IS researchers' point of view,
perhaps the most important presumption is that technology is not culturally
neutral (see MacKenzie & Wajcman; [1994]). LDC-based researchers have to

establish research practices compliant with their own cultures. The aim of th
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research should be to foster robust information technologies in their h o m e
countries.
In many developing countries the computer is mainly used as a simple
record machine to register organizational transactions. Although this is a

necessary initial step that has to be covered, it is usually of little help wit
organizational effectiveness. Transactions are recorded by the computer; and

stay there. However, the full power of the information technologies can only be
attained through the computer's advanced reporting and analysis capabilities.
In other words, the input process must be followed by advanced output
processes to nourish people with knowledge who need it most. DSS and EIS
types of application must be assessed by the LDC researchers in this context.
As the case studies in this dissertation demonstrate, such applications can be
successfully accomplished with modest resources.
A longitudinal study of the four case studies in this dissertation could also
give valuable hints about the evolution of EIS in Turkey and other developing

countries. In the next five years EIS in these four organizations could take th
following routes:
• They may spread horizontally and vertically, i.e., they can become real
Everyone's Information Systems. Alternatively, their user numbers may
remain the same or even decrease.
• They may be replaced by more sophisticated systems which cover a
broader range of organizational issues. Such a case can be realized
only if the organizations are convinced of their benefits. Alternatively,
they may remain low profile systems which provide limited benefit to
the users.
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• Relatively advanced information technologies have been presented to
the executives and managers in these four organizations. In other
words, the "supply" side of the chain has been completed. The future of
the EIS will mainly be determined by the "demand" from the users.
Arguably, the nature and intensity of that demand could also give hints
about the managerial maturity of the organizations.
As stated earlier, the IS people who developed the EISs in the four cases

did not seem to distinguish the systems from other IS applications. Despite this
fact, they were regarded as competent people and none of the interviewees
had any complaints about their obvious "techie" nature. Such a situation would
probably be a problem in developed countries where IS people are expected to
be less technical and more business oriented. A comprehensive analysis of the
nature of IS people in developing countries and their attitude towards EIS
applications could also be an interesting research topic.
With the diffusion of the EIS to "other" cultures, there is a growing interest

in Anglophone countries in the implications of cultural and cross-cultural issue

for EIS applications (e.g. Watson era/.; 1995, Leidner et al.; 1995). It could b

expected that this interest will increase in time by the increasing number of EI
implementations in Non-Anglophone countries.
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9.7 SUMMARY
The main objective of this research w a s to investigate the practice of
executive computing and the underlying cultural factors in Turkey. After
discussing the research problem and the context of the research in the first
chapter, a background information about the country as well as IT usage in it
were presented in Chapter Two. In this chapter it was also attempted to draw
similarities between Turkey and other LDCs in the IT-related issues. The
following chapter contained a review of literature in EIS and executive

computing. In Chapter Four it was argued that different cultural settings lead

different practices of management as well as EIS. In this chapter also the key
EIS issues were elaborated in a structured fashion. This structured fashion
continues in the next four chapters each of which contains a case study. The
cases demonstrate that the concept is infancy in the country and the
pioneering organizations are mainly the local branches of multinationals

operating in the CPG industry. In the last chapter findings of the research we
elaborated.

9.8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Being a relatively advanced IS application, EIS is in infancy in Turkey.

This is in contradiction with the fact that the country is fairly computerized
compared to many other LDCs. The implications are clear: Managerial

practices in the country have still a long way to go to reap the benefits offe

by information technologies. The case studies in this dissertation suggest tha
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this is mainly a process of cultural transformation rather than a matter of
technical maturity.
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APPENDIX A
"MENTAL TEMPLATE" FOR STRUCTURED EIS ISSUES

1 ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES
1.1

Resistance and organizational politics

1.2

Initiator of the EIS

1.3

Limits of what IS departments can deliver

1.4

The EIS team

1.5

Focus of EIS

1.6

Alignment of business goals and IT strategy

2 TECHNICAL ISSUES
2.1

Existence of reliable transaction processing systems

2.2

Middleware

2.3

Exchanging information

2.4

Development methods

2.5

Response time

2.6

In-house or vendor software

2.7

Frequency of updating EIS database

2.8

Access from outside

3 USERS' ISSUES
3.1

Computer literacy

3.2

Attitude of executives on computer use

3.3

M o d e of use
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4 ISSUES RELATED TO INFORMATION PRESENTED
4.1

Information content

4.2

EIS information and organizational goals

4.3

C S F and KPI

4.4

Speed of change of information

4.5

Structure of data presented

4.6

Type of data presented

5 OPERATIONAL ISSUES
5.1

Difficulties inherent in EIS

5.2

Security

6 COSTS AND BENEFITS
6.1

Enhanced mental models

6.2

Improved communications

6.3

Better focused organizational attention

6.4

Increased competitive advantage

6.5

Increased personal productivity

6.6

More timely information

6.7

Standardization and consistency of terminology

7 MOTIVATION AND RATIONALE FOR IMPLEMENTATION
7.1

To solve an immediate business problem

7.2

Cost reduction

7.3

Trend for flatter, leaner organizations

7.4

Increasingly competitive and turbulent environment

7.5

Responsiveness to the market

7.6

A signal to the organization
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7.7

Image building

7.8 Desire to get unfiltered information
8 REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCCESS
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEWEES IN THE ORGANIZATIONAL CHARTS
The people w h o have been interviewed in this research are shown below
in their corresponding organizational charts. The shaded ones are support and
development staff, and it was not possible to arrrange an interview for the ones
overwritten with a line.
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Figure B. 1 Company A's interviewees in the organization chart
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Figure B.2 Company

B's interviewees in the organization chart
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Figure B.3 Company

C's interviewees in the organization chart
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Figure B.4 Company D's interviewees in the organization chart
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